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The Rockland Gazette was established In

A Savings Account

Is Always At Par

Mike regular
r, ”
Make
deposits ill our savings department
and your money grows. Twice yearly you receive
a four per cent dividend on all money deposited.

Savings account particularly recommends itself
to the young man or woman list starting in the
business world.
A

1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1835 and
In 1831 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
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Reading maketh a full man, coufer- •••
•— ence a ready man, aud writing an ex1
act man.—(Baron.
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Interest starts on the first of each month.
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MR. COOK’S NINETIETH

A BANK FOR EVERYBODY

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Togus. Oct. 29.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
, Through the columns of your pa
per I wish to thank all my friends
for their kind and generous remem
brance of cards on my 90th birth 1 day, Oct. 28. It has been a long.
I long climb. After ’Nov. 10 my ad
dress will be 76 Perkins street, Mel
rose, Mass., with my son, W. P.
Cook 2d.
Capt. William P. Cook

Before ysoMUl

HEAR

RCA Radiolas.
We offer the sets themselves to PROVE it.
Set the price you can afford—and we have
an RCA Radiola to meet it.

I toy S. Elwell, who has been
keeper of the Rockland Break
water light and fog signal station
the past four years, has been
transferred to the Pemaquid Point
light station, and entered upon his
new duties Tuesday. Capt. Elwell
had previously served nine years
at Rockland Breakwater, and be-j
tween whiles was at the Two Bush
and Indian Island stations. He
has been in the lighthouse service
25 years, and has proven a most
capable govednment official. He
regrets having to leave Rockland,
but the new assignment offers sev
eral advantages. He is succeeded
here by P. H. Moore, who has
been on duty at (’ape Neddick.

SAW CEMENT MADE

Sixteen Rhode Islanders Visit
the Lawrence Plant In
Thomaston
Sixteen highway engineers repre
senting Maine. New Hampshire and
Vermont, accompanied by 'Walter E.
Bowe, district sales manager for New
England of the Lawrence Portland
Cement Co., inspected the cement
plant at Thomaston and this week
were very much interested to see
how cement was made.
Dragon cement has been used by
them quite extensively the past sea
son and was adjudged so satisfac
tory that several States have recom
mended that Dragon be used on road
jobs.
The party spent most of a day at
the plant and were escorted through
its departments by E. J. Davis, su
perintendent.
Jn connection with
■ their visit they motored through the
surrounding country and were much
pleased with the day’s program.

UNITIES
0F1929
By Janet

And you KNOW you are getting FULL,
DEPENDABLE value.
RCA Radiolas are designed and built by
the men who have been undisputed leaders
in radio since the first ' wireless" call rang
out,—men v. ho have contributed practically
every important advance to the science.

The world's greatest—in reputation, in
engineering talent, it, Getory and labora
tory facilities—that is why RCA Radiolas
are BEST, at all prices.
Prices—$32.75 and up.

Johrt.dear, 1 am too
ha.p.p.y For words over
my new coat!4

"You. look lovely, my
dear ! Now, wasn't I the
wtse hAxsband to insist
that you, qo to .......

Among the early activities of the
192^-29 season of the Parent-Teacher
Association was the reception ten
dered the new members in the High
School gymnasium, and attended by
approximately 150 persons, whounanimously agreed that an enter
taining evening had been afforded
them. The gymnasium was attrac
tively decorated under the super
vision of Miss Glenn Stevens bi
streamers and festoons of orange a,id
black crepe paper and Hallowecr
fancies
Mrs. John Flanagan, president'of
the association, extended a graceful
welcome to the new members and the
guests, and outlined briefly the work
that has already been accomplished
by the organization and its plans for
the future. The accomplishments
since 1924, listed below, are nothing
short of amazing, inasmuch as ’the
association activities until the pres
ent day have been cortfined to a small
roup of workers, no material effort
to enlist the interest of more people
having been made until the rocent
drive for new members. This .small
group of workers, none of whom, hat
been more zealous and untiring than
Mrs. Flanagan, has to its credit since
1924:
Caring for boy hurt on ath
$47.00
letic field ..............................
300.00
Building on athletic lield ....
40.00
Fence at athletic field .........
Teachers’ room at McLain
28.88
School ..................................
2,000.00
Gymnasium equipment .....
42.00
Compton Encyclopedia .......
Grandstand roof at Com
300.00
munity Park ......................
3.00
Tuning High School piano
5.00
Christmas seals ....................
50.80
Basketball suits ....................
Grammar school balls and
5.18
bats ......................................
Two lights for Grammar
School and two lights for
69.66
High School ........................
9.00
Dr. Bartlett for services ....
Two clocks for Grace street
school ..................................
16.40
Boy's sweater ...................
5.00
Total .............................-...... $2,921.92
In addition to this there have been
flowers for funeral purposes, expenses
of suppers which have been given
each year to the athletic society and
other incidentals. The association
has $373.74 in the bank and carries
a checking account also. Mrs. Flana
gan expressed the earnest hope that
with the influx of new members that
even more ambitious things could la*
accomplished, speaking of the need
ed school building, work among the
needy children in the schools, new
[uipment for the schools, etc. Mrs.
n, a wonwn who lies had «rtd
still has. an extremely busy life, is
giving the cause untiring effort and
interest, and deserves the hearty sup
port of every citizen, whether a par
ent or not.
Mayo Carver’s short address was of
interest as it contained information
pertaining to relieving the congested

The Brookside Store
Rockland

59 Pleasant St.
OUR AIM:

What you need in the neighbor
hood—Groceries, Vegetables, Wal
nuts, Plain and Fancy Cookies,
Crackers, Notions, Cough Syrups,

Smart Dress Coat superbly Fur
Trimmed, as low as
$25.00 up to $69.50

Toilet Articles, Etc. Also Wood
and Coal (soft and nut).

Dresses for Sport Wear as low as

Service and Right Prices

$10.00

Fresh Goods At All Times Mean
Satisfaction
A good place to send your chil
dren for Quick Service

Hats to Match

THE FASHION
,
SHOP

Authorized dealer in the products of the
Radio Corporation of America

Knox Delegation To Act As Unit

Its Credit

Sport Coat without fur $15.00
Without Fur, up to $69.50

Rockland, Me.

wcclufuse. yet inexpensive

The Brookside Store

313 MAIN ST

“At the Bridge” Opp. Franklin St.

WITH THE HAT SHOP

T. J. O’DONNELL

SCHOOL OF THE DANCE
Mrs. Olive Plummer, Instructor
COPPER KETTLE

Laundry Service Facts!
The Perry Fireproof Laundry
is equipped with every

□

modern appliance for doing Satisfactory Work. Its
materials are the Best. We use only Ivory Soap. Its
staff is well trained and efficient. All work is Called
For and Promptly Delivered by Courteous Service
Men. Phone 835.

Opening Thursday, November 1
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
2.00 to 3.00 Tiny Tots in Baby Dances
4.00 to 5.00 Junior Technique (girls of grammar school age)
5.00 to 6.00 Senior Technique (girls of high school age or older)
7.30 to 8.30 Young People’s Ballroom Class
8.30 to 10.30 Adults Ballroom and Assembly
All Other Hours Open—Private Lessons Arranged

___ ________

130-131

AYER'S
Well, cold weather is here.

That’s what we've been expecting

and that means heavier clothing for everyone.

SPECIAL LOW RATES ON CARPETS !

Only a few weeks more of our Extraordinary Low
Price on Washing Rugs and Carpets. Give us a
chance to prove the worth of our new machine.
Blankets—Very Reasonable—Promptly Done

AU Ordinary Laundry and Linen Promptly Done

Fine Fabrics Given Special Attention !

Perry’s Fireproof Laundry
Corner Willow and Main Sts.

Tel. 835

THURSTON FOR COUNCIL

Parent-Teacher Association
Has Many Nice Deeds To Rockland Man Will Serve In New Governor’s “Cabinet”—

The fashion Shop-

MAINE MUSIC CO.

Volume 83.................. Number 131

TALK OF THE TOWN

(•••-•“•"••■I

We arc selling BEST FLOUR $1.
per bag
J. B. HAM COMPANY
Holmes Street, Corner Broadway
129-131

Wc say, without hesitation, they are BEST.

HAS BEEN ACTIVE

NEW LIGHTKEEPER

SPECIAL FLOUR SALE

•«

SIXTEEN PAGES

e

If you haven't got

yours yet, this is the place to visit.
WINTER SHIRTS AND DRAWERS .................‘.... $1.00, $1.50, $2.50
UNION SUITS .................................................... $1.50, $2.00, $3.75, $4.98
FLANNEL SHIRTS .......................................... $1.00, $1.98, $2.50, $3.50
MACKINAWS ......................................................................................... $8.50
LUMBERJACKS .................................................. $3.00, $4.50, $7.00, $9.00
SPORT COATS ........................................................................ $9.00, $10.00
RED COATS ......................................................................................... $10.00
MEN'S OVERCOATS .............................. $13.50, $15.00, $20.00, $25.00
CHILDREN’S OVERCOATS .................................... $4.50, $7.50, $10.00
HEAVY SWEATERS .......................... $4.50, $5.00, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00

Gloves, Mittens and Winter Stockings of all kinds and at all prices.

WILLIS AYER
rJfJrJr-lr uooeioocji

E. C’. Moran. Jr., goes next week to
Kansas City, Mo., on his annual in
surance trip.

The Department of Commerce an
nounces that the Stockton Harbor
Knox County delegali n to the range lights were permanently disncx; session of the Maine Legislature i continued Tuesday.
T!

met recently and by a vote of 4 to 2
It isn’t altogether safe to ask a
endorsed ex-Sheriff Raymond E. i certain employe of a well known coal
1 concern if he has lately received a
Thurston for member of the Executive consignment of lime juice.
Council from the district comprising
Kn<\. Lincoln. Waldo and Hancock
Walter Omar, who was seriously in
Counties. Mr. Thurston's opponent jured in a motorcycle accident a lew
was Col. E. A. Robbins, publisher of weeks ago. resumed his duties with
the State Highway Police yesterday.
the Camden 1Iri raid. Mr. Thurston is
chairman of the Republican County
Monday night's chilly spell caught
Committee and as such directed an 'em unawares at Tillson wharf. \\ ater
exceptionally vigorous light in ad pipes froze on the north side of the
pier, and the services of plumbcra
vance of the September election.
. were required.
• •••
The delegaticn organized with Sen
ator Zeima M. Dwinal of Camden as
chairman and Representative George j
L. St. Clair of Rockland as secretary. I
j
! Numerous Legislative matters were
discussed, and it was voted to act as a
unit, far as possible, in order that
Raymond E. Thurston, Who Will Be Kn«>x County may have more prestige
i at the Slate Cauitol.
New Executive Councilor.

The many Knox County persona
who attend Topsham Fair will be
interested to know that tin- narrow
bridge In that town is to be rebuilt
to a width of 20 or 30 feet.

(’apt. Parker J. Hall lone naviga
tor of the coasting schooner Georg©
Gross, was in port Tuesday, and dis
charged a cargo of fine looking hard
wood on the Fred R. Spear lot.

ZEPPELIN REACHES GERMANY
Completing the most remarkable
voyage in the world's history, the dir
igible Graf Zeppelin landed at Frederickshafen, Germany, at 1.06 this
morning (Boston time), having cov
ered 10,000 miles since she left her
hangar for America.
The one woman passenger was completely exhausted when she set foot

Mrs. Carl G. Harring, formerly Mil
dred E. Macl^iughlin of Rockland, is
chairman of the annual bazaar which
on German soil, but modestly said the Massachusetts Maine Daughters
that the trip was nothing to boast will hold in the Copley-Plaza Hotel
about, as she bad traveled as com at Boston, Nov. 22.
fortably as could be expected. A
The laying of the new main across
warm welcome was accorded the boy
stowaway, and several jobs had al lots to Thomaston resulted in th©
usual land damages. Miss Lucy
ready been offered to him.
The Zeppalin carried three-score Farnsworth and C. S. Coughlin have
passengers, a large amount of freight applied to the county commissioners
land 32 sacks of mail.
for an additional assessment.

A Damariscotta woman mistook the
condition of Rockland’s schools. He
points of the compass and parked her
WISCASSET COURT
also made an appeal to parents to
ear on the w r< ng side of Main street
—
study the school system more thor i
Monday afternoon. She| recovered
oughly and cooperate with tiie school Grand Jury'Reports Many
consciousness when she read the not©
board rather than remain at home and
Indictments — Asa Wins that Mashal Webster tied to th©
criticise without understanding con
wheel.
ditions.
low Discharged
Supt. E. L. Toner, Principal Blais
Up to yesterday noon Fred E.
dell and Miss Anna Coughlin gave ad
Twenty-seven indictments, 15 of Churchill had answered 361 questioilB
dresses containing vital messages to
the parents and teachers, dwelling which were secret, were returned by as to w hy he was digging the big pit
between the new’ and old Courieron the importance of cooperation be the Lincoln county grand jury Mon
tween parents and teachers and urg day after (he longest sitting in the Gazette offices. To save others ask
ing It should be explained that an oil
ing parents to visit school more often,
memory of members of the Lincoln heater Is being Installed and the pit
and sec for themselves the problems
that confront both teacher and child. County bar. Nearly 100 witnesses is for the oil tank.
Miss Coughlin brought out the point j were said to have been heard by the
Thomas F. Keating, proprietor of
that with propel* cooperation of citi grand jury at this session.
Hotel Rockland. Is riding in a new
zens. parents, teachers and school
No
indictment
was
returned Chandler Royal 8, which is finished
board that the standard of the Rock
against Asa Winslow of North Noble- in silver gray.----- Dr. F. F. Brown
land schools can he raised to a degree
is driving a Royal 8 Chandler coach.
maintained hv the finest public boro. who was hound over on a mur
They are said to he the last word in
schools in the country.
der charge in connection with the
automobiles, one-shot oiling, 'n’evA pleasing program followed, cm-1 > lal burning of Dennis Mortem it
bracing selections by the Grammar toy home <f Winslow's bruLlnr, Ri erything.
School orchestra, vocal soloH by Miss mer Winskuv. Iasi summer'
There wa re only four arrests in Nils
Glenn Stevens and Mrs. Gladys Mor
Indictments were not i—turned
city last month, according to the
gan. readings by Miss Marian Garce against Mrs. Lillian Winslow, widow monthly report of City Marshal Web
lon and a cornet solo by Herbert of Elmer, charged with being an ac ster. One of these was larceny, and
Spear. The orchestra whose young cessory after t'he fact, nor Winfield three were for Intoxication. Of the
members do surprisingly well, played Winslow, charged with forgery dur three “drunks'' two were non-resi
during the serving of refreshments. ing the hearing in municipal court
dents. It speaks very well for Rock
Mrs. Emma Harvey who is coaching on the charges against Asa Winslow
land morals to he able to say that
the orchestra is deserving of the and his sister-in-law.
only one resident out of 8200 was ar
••♦•
highest praise for the work she is
rested for drunkenness in one entire
doing with these young musicians.
Asa Winslow was formally dis
month.
Sandwiches, punch and cakes were charged in the Supreme Court Tues
served, among those assisting Mrs. day.
Winslow, who had already
The sailing of the S.S. New York
Flanagan being Mrs. Donald Karl. been told the good news that he was
of the Eastern Steamship Lines from
Mrs. Walter Ladd, Mrs. Charles to be freed, plainly showed his pleas
India Wharf, Boston. Oct. 8, was the
Whitmore. Mrs. David McCarty. Mrs. ure hut In* had little to sav. and after
last Sunday sailing of the current
Milton Griffin, Mrs. Wallace Spear being discharged lie left for Ills borne.
season to New York. Now effective
and Mrs. Sumner P(irry.
Winslow was represented by Frank service between IBoston and iNew
Among the fortluxuning activities A. Tirrell of Rockland.
York will be performed by the
of the association is listed a dunce to
Another person to le* formality dis steamers “George Washington” and
be given at'an early date, and Mrs. charged was Morris llodgdon of
“Robert E. Lee.” Service beginning
Flanagan has appointed these com Bo< »tb bay Harbor, <who had he»*n
.Monday, October 29tli, will be made
mittees as a starter: Tickets, A. (
hound over in tiie sum of $20,000 on daily except Sunday. leaving India
Jones, Dr. Janies Kent, Mias Glenn the charge of kidnapping, in connec
Stevens, Mrs. Donald Cummings, Mrs. tion with the disappearance of Wil wharf at 5 p. m.
E. W. Peaslee and Mrs. Clara Curtis, bur Fraser, a Bay State youth.
The Camden and Rockland High
refreshments, Mrs. John Thompson. Hodgdon was not indicted.
School football warriors are gearing
Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs. L. E. Jones.
There were a number of arraign themselves up for Saturday’s com
Mrs. R. S. Sherman, Mrs. A. B. Higgs ments on indictments returned by the
bat in Camden, and the game is
and Mrs. Fred Colson; music, Mrs. A. grand jury on Monday.
awaited •with unusual interest be
C. Jones, Miss Marian Garcelon, Mrs.
Benjamin Wellman of Bremen, in- cause of the fact that the two schools
James F. Carver and Miss Anna dieted for Illegal manufacture of
have not met on the gridiron for
i Coombs.
liquor, pleaded not guilty aud Well three years. Roth teams are on the
man ami bis wife. Marion Wellman, wrong side of the ledger this season,
not guilty to the charge of so far as scoring is concerned, hut
WITH THE BOWLERS pleaded
nuisance.
William Long pleaded both have -plenty of plunk, and both
Rockland’s bowling stars shine not guilty to non-support of minor chil are quite willing to have the name
dren.
George Flint of Wiscasset
merely in the home skies.
They pleaded not guilty to an indictment “Knox County Champions” appear
on their next group picture.
journey to Belfast Tuesday night, (-barging ’illegal manufacture of
winning three of tin- five strings and liquor and Joseph Philhriek of EdgeRev. Howard A. Welch, pastor of
having the comforting margin uf 08 comb pleaded not gu|lty to a secret the First Baptist Church in Brewer
indictment charging single sale.
for the past seven and a half years,
pins when the count was complete.
To a secret indictment charging
Milligan had a regular field day. driving an automobile while under and who resigned recently t© accept
the pastorate of the Court Street
starting off with 130 and having a
the influence of liquor. Harold
five-string dotal of 546. Boyington French of Waldoboro pleaded not Baptist Chufich In Auburn, delivered
his farewell address to ills Brewer
was the Belfast star, with a total of
guilty.
congregation Sunday morning and
was the Belfast star. with a total
Philip
Flagg
of
I
’
.
oothbay
Harbor
in the afternoon conducted baptis
uf 505. The score:
pleaded guilty to a charge of larceny. mal service. Mr. Welch and family
Rockland
will leave for Auburn tomorrow’,
Black .......... 88 104 107 11 1 87 500
GAS INDUSTRY’S PROGRESS
preaching his first sermon in his new
Thomas ..... 79 90 86 89 1 1 1 455
charge on Sunday. Nov. 4. By a pe
Connors ..... 115 75 84 96 102 472
The
recent
gas
convention
at
At

culiar eddy in the tide of events the
Mayo .......... 78 85 83 104 85
lantic (Tty was the largest ever held
Milligan .... iso 95 99 104 118 546 and brought Io public notice the Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, whom
Rev. Mr. Welch succeeded as pastor
growing importance and progres in Brewer and whom he will suc
490 419 459 507 503 2408
siveness of the industry. Tremen ceed In the Auburn church came to
Belfast
dous increases, over a period of 5ears Rockland where Mr. Welch held a
98 96 87 79 90 450
Wentworth
in the amount of gas used in Uu pastorate before he accepted the call
99
91
89
96
78
453
Sawyer ......
home, have expedited progress in the to Brewer.
91 439
95 87 79
field of gas burning equipment. New
Staplea ...... 111 96 82 98 106 493 types i»f gas ranges, insulated to con
88
111
82
r.05
110 114
Boyington .
serve heat, and in a wide variety of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
color schemes mark a step forward
514 478 458 424 466 2340
If I hud to live niv life <«gMln 1 would have
in b(»lh 1 he efficicne.v and appealanee
made a ride to read mi,me poetry and listen
of the kitchen.
to some music »» ’east once « week. The
PARK THEATRE
A large amount of research work loss «»f these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
The five acts of vaudeville to he lias been devoted to the problem of Charles Darwin.
presented today are: Sorrentino Fom utilizing gas for heating, cooling aud
A CONTENTED MIND
in “A Concert of Arias;” Perry & ventilating homes and office build
I weigh not fortune's frown <»r 'mile;
WasHon In “Rubbering Around.” ings with the result that these appli
I joy not much in earthly jn.\>
Romaine Trio in “The Street Musi ances are now in common use.
I seek not state. I re< k not style
.
I am not fond of fai"'.''* toy>
cian and the Actress;” Allen McKen
The combined manufactured and
I rest so pleased with what I have,
zie in ‘‘A Trip Around The Globe” natural gas industries today •serve
I wish no more, no more I crave.
and Jewell & Gem in “A Sparkling about 15.000,000 customers in the
d
quake not at the thunder's crack;
Surprise.” The feature picture will United States. The annual gas out
I tremble not at news of war;
be “Into No Man's Land” with an put is more than 1.800.000.000,000
I wound not at ’lie news of wrack,
all-star cast. The double feature cubic fc.4. mueh of which is em
t shrink not at a blazing star:
I fear not 1-,^ | hope not gain.
program for Friday and Saturday is ployed in a multitude of industrial
I envy none, I none disdain.
Fred Thomson andd Silver King in uses.
“Kit Carson” and “Beautiful but
I see ambition never pleased:
I see some Tantals starved in store;
Dumb” with Patsy Ruth Miller.”
.Miss Abide M. Buck, supervisor of
I see gold's dropsy seldom eased ;
Tuesday evening the management child health education service of the
I see even Midas gape for more ;
will furnish the patrons with elec Maine Public Health Association, j
1 neither want nor yet abound.
tion returns as far as possible.—adv. was in Rockland and talked to the .
Enough s a feast, content is crowuvd.
grade teachers on the six-point child
I feign not friendship where I hate;
Th« Girl Scout Council met at the at a teachers’ meeting held «t Ithe
1 fawn not on the great (In show);
I pr ze. I praise a mean estate,—
home of Mrs. William Ellingwood. McLain building Monday afternoon.
Wither
too lofty nor too low;
Talbot avenue, last evening. Plans In addition to the teachers there’,
This, this is all my choice, my cheer.—
for scouting for the fall and winter were present the Red Cross nurse^
4 mind content, a eonaelenee clear.
1
—Joshua Chester.
months were discussed informally.
and Mrs. H. I* Blodgett.

Every-Other-Day
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Me.. Nov. 1. 1928.
.Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
efflce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Oct. 30, 1928, there was
printed a total of 6280 capias.
Before me,
FRANK R. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Be kindly affected one to another
•yylth brotherly love; In honour pre
ferring one another; recompense to
nd man evil for evil. Provide things
honest in the sight of all men. Be not
overcome of evil, hut overcome evil
with good.—Romans 12:10,17,21.
:.With the closer approach of elec
tion day the nervous tension increases and all the party leaders are
Jjfinpy. We may look to see many
wtld claims hazarded by the ultra-1
Bairtisan. iWith the ingenious jug- j
gltng of figures the election both of
Mr. Hoover and Gov. Smith is easily
established. Well, we have passed
through a good many of these na
tional elections when excitement ran
high and men took little thought of
tW*ir predictions, so long as they did
not exceed the hope that lay in the
IjSArt. But because we have oh-}
served in the past that the people;
cTSuld he pretty safely counted upon
to-do the thing best for the country!
iftjthe selection of their President we ’
are satisfied not to worry in the pres
ent instance. We are confident the
voters have appraised the qualificatjjijjis of the two candidates. We be
lieve the great majority of them look
qppn Herbert Hoover a9 a man gifteff as few others in national history
haye been to take upon his shoulders
the impressive problems and burdens
•with which the chief executive of
thTs great country has to deal. We
do not believe they will consent to
lose the value of such a man and we
look to see them elect him next
1 Tuesday by an overwhelming ma
jority, as well in the electoral college
as-in the po-pular vote.

■■The newspaper organ of the Amer
ican Medical Association, noting the
Closing of the summer camp season,
points out that the 15,0"ti0 such camps
operated in the United States and
tapir continued rapid growth ren
ders important the consideration of
ppjnts in relationship to hygiene and
sanitation which are concerned in
their operation. The number of chil
dren consigned by their parents to
these popular summer resorts reaches
into the millions. Noting that the
medical attention available in the
Average camp varies from nothing at
all to the presence of a nurse, or
seyeral graduate nurses, and from a
physician twenty-five miles distant
to.a graduate physician who devotes
Me whole time to the camp, the point
is emphasized that these camps
should be fully equipped to care for
a 'sick child, and that standard reqpMrements should be drawn up deal
ing with sanitary and hygiene con
trol. It should he a source of satis
faction to parents who send their
boys and girls to camps in Knox
County to know that here is a high
grade general hospital within quick
reach, furnishing the greatest pos
sible protection in any cases of sick
ness or emergency call. The Knox
County General Hospital is the rec
ognized protector of this whole re
gion, particularly in the vacation
season, a fact as we know that is
well understood by the people who
make of these parts their summer
home.

-
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FROM TODAY BRINGS TO US ALL THANKSGIVING DAY. A DAY DEDICATED TO THOUGHTS OF HOME, OF FAMILY, AND OF FRIENDS. EVERY
IERING PLACE OF LOVED ONES AND AT NOON
ALL WILL GATHER AROUND THE DINING TA BLE TO EAT THE WONDERFUL THANKSGIVING
ENGLAND IS SO FAMOUS. The dining room will be the center of the home,and while the wife’s dinner would be good eaten on a pine bench it is a great satisfac
j room doors and see a beautiful, lustrous suite ready for ‘his great occasion. A DINING ROOM COMPLETELY FURNISHED IS NOT EXPENSIVE. COME IN

EmYH°^i™abeheaied

Charming is the Word for This Nine Piece Walnut Dining Suite
he nthe great bustle comes Thanksgiving Day morning won’t it be a great satisfaction
know that your dining room is furnished with this beautiful suite. Walnut is the world
J wood for the dining furniture. The rich lustre of this finish is lasting and pleasing.
'he table can be extended to seat fourteen pe. pie, the buffet is 60 inches long with plenty ’K
drawer room, the china cabinet roomy and the chairs very com fortable. It is a com
ete room in itself.
A Year To Pay—No Interest or Other Charges
’w ■

A Year To Pay—No Interest or Other Charges

A4 A j
I >■ I
*"

Dresser
Bed
Spring
Chair
or Rocker

Here is the Famous “Mayflower” Dining Suite—Walnut
In our dining room display we show fourteen styles. Going through the stock for a suite
to put in this ad. we selected this new “May flower” design that had just arrived from the
factory. And it is a mighty pretty suite. Brought out this fall (1928) every big store in
the country displays it as the outstanding suite cf the reason. We have cut the price for
this Thanksgiving and offer the complete outfit of table, chairs (six), buffet and china
cabinet. A Year To Pay—No Interest or Other Charges
t

Four Piece Chamber Outfit
Aj
BL 1

Wrl

d* CQ OO

JOIN THE CLUB
AND OWN THIS
NEW GLENWOOD
For THANKSGIVING

As usual in the year of presidential
elections, the chief two political par
ties of Maine, having confined their
activities to the State election of
September, are content to let the
brought-over interest of that time,
with whatever stimulation may he
added through observation of the
countrywide canvass, serve to call
the voters to the polls in November.
In Knox County, as in the other
counties, there will be no funds avail
able by either party for bringing out
the vote. But we do not think this
will serve to keep Knox County Re
publicans away from the polls. We
look to see them register for Hoover
and Curtis a majority even greater
than the remarkable majorities which
they registered last September.

1
1

i

’W

Ask the salesman or write
for particulars

A Three Piece Suite That is Different
quard Velour Suite that is not made up cheap! Years of hard wear and it v
you, looking well, the only ch ange will be*kflsoftening of the spring work,
; it more comfortable than now. As we guarantee every suite you can unould not be profitable for us to tell you this if it was d°ubtful for it is exke back a cuite and make it over. THREE~B»G LUXURIOUS PIECES
ct from several color co rbinations. A Yearifo Pay
$139.00

The Courier-Gazette takes pride in
Its annual farm edition, devoted as it
aims to be to the interests of the J
farming industry of the region in
which it circulates. Modern progress
.In farm life and farm methods lias
not gone unrecognized by this paper,
especially in the phases of it that are
receiving development in Knox and
Lincoln counties. The changes and
progress in this great, honorable and
dignified industry In this section and
In these recent years have been most
Impressive, and the men and women
who have led in the campaigns of
development are entitled to a high
measure of credit.

A Chifforobe is the Most
Useful Piece in the House
Here is drawer room and
glean
wardrobe that will handle six suits
of clothes We will include 'FREE
a full lengh m.’rror in the door.

Never buy a range
with a cutunder oven
They quickly bum

out grates and linings

garments of brilliant red. lenuing a
note of life and color to the streets
that it would be difficult to over
praise. We believe the chief part of
the credit for popularizing the style
belongs to Joseph A. Brewster, the
Camden manufacturer. It is a plea: ure to offer him congratulations upon
the success of the achievement.

We want you to study this offer for a minute. The dresser is real walnut with large plate
mirror. Finished inside and all dovetail con struction. The bed is finished walnut and is
either full size or the narrow styles. It is not exactly like this illustration as it has five heav
ier fillers and we believe a much prettier bed. The spring is strong and comfortable and
the mattress of cotton, 45 pounds, in two parts. A fine little rocker
to match is included. A Year To Pay—No Interest or Other Charges

Weekly
after a
small
payment
down

A beautiful range like this was given free

to William Packard of Camden in our last

club.

All Glenwoods are

square

Ask the salesman for particulars.

RITRPFF
AVA A^/A^/

furniture
361 MAIN STREET

PRISCILLA
SEWING CABINET
e just received some very pretty
Priscilla Cabinets in mahogany, fin
ish. To make a special for thi. ad.
we offer twelve that we will sell for
this low price. Why not buy one
of these for a Christmas gift.

$4.98

COMPANY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

“1

Mail Orders Will Receive
Attention Always

Every-Other-Day

TALKOF THE TOWN

Week End

SPECIALS
on

FRESH
...CANDIES...
at

CHISHOLM’S

(/
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Walnut Stuffed Dates,
lb.................................... 50
Honey Almond Squares
lb........................ ............ 50
Asst. Cream and Nut
Caramels, lb............... 40
Fresh Jelly Drops, true
fruit flavors, lb.......... 30
•Peanut Brittle, made
fresh and crisp, lb. .. .35
Fresh Asst. Kisses, lb. .30
Pop Corn Brittle, lb. .. .35
Jumbo Salted Peanuts,
lb....................................30
Salted Pecans, lb............ 98
Salted Mixed Nuts, lb. 1.40
Peanut Butter Chips,
lb..................................... 29

And Fudges !
Just try our Fresh Fudges,
sold from Virginia to
Maine
Choc. Walnut, Maple
Walnut, Vanilla Wal
nut, lb............................ 50
Special Assortment of.
50c Chocolates, lb. .. .36

COMIdQ NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 5—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
Nov. 6—Presidential election
Nov. 6—Warty Club's MoMlIlsn meeting at
the Thorndike Hotel.
Nov. 7—Rockport—Whist party at Town
hall, benefit Public Library..
Nov. 8—Woman's Educational Club picnic
with Mrs. Lena Merrill, Rankin street.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11-17—Education Week.
Nov. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Nov. 21-M.'nlversallst Fair.
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29—Baseball dance In Temple hall.
Der. 11-18—Annual meeting uf Maine State
Grange.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

Lester .Valley has moved to 11
Frederick' street.

REGISTER TODAY

This is the final day of the (Board
of Registration open session. Regis
ter todgy at City Building, regular
hours—9 to 1; 3 to 5 and 7 to 9
o’clock.—adv.
Blaine Merrill of Camden is a new
entry at the Rockland Commercial
College.

There will be no public supper at
American Legion hall Saturday. The
next supper will be Nov. 17.
The sixteen pages of today's Issue
of The Courier-Gazette are full of In
teresting matter. Readers can’t af
ford to miss a column of It.

Clarence Johnson and son Robert
and William Daggett have returned
The buigalow which Is being built from a week's hunting trip at Island
for Howard E. Dunbar on Willow Falls. They brought home a deer.
street ls boarded In.
The Registration Board closes to
Golden'Rod Chapter has been In night. Another paper has Incorrect
vited to Visit Ivy Chapter, Warren, ly stated that the sessions ended yes
Nov. 16, lor supper and an evening terday. Register today 'if not al
entertainment.
ready on.
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
meets tonight, and King Hiram's
Council confers the degrees an a
large class of candidates tomorrow
night. There will also be an offi
cial ' Inspection of the Council.

The scallop season opened this
morning, but not more than 15 boats
are expected to participate In the
industry along this section of the
coast. Rodney E. Feyler will buy
for the*Boston and New York mar
kets.
Singing and 'public speaking are
to be added courses at the High
School, the former compulsory for
freshmen ,and the latter compulsory
for sophomores. As Rockland High
ls to enter the debating field this
winter, the public speaking course
will serveZ as a good training school.

Vice President C. A. Porter of the
Lawrenee',,Portland cement Company
who is at present stationed at the
Siegfried plant In .Pennsylvania was
remembered on the occasion of Ills
61st birUiday by the staff of the
Thomastdn’ plant.
A magnificent
bouquet of roses found Its way to
Mr. Porter's home in Northampton,
Penn.

The funeral of the late J. S. Jenkins,
former manager of the Swift Beef
Company, will take place from the
residence, 23 Myrtle street Friday
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Tuesday next the management of
the Park Theatre will furnish the
patrons with presidential election re
turns as far as possible. The feature
photoplay will be Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall In “Waterfront."

"Kelp and Kelp Products” will be
Tyler M. Coomb’s subject at Penob
scot View Grange tonight and F. S.
Philbrick will give another install
ment of the story of his Western
trip. Reports of the fair committee
will be in order and two candidates
will probably receive the first and
second degrees.
Two Rockland boys, Richard P.
Bird and J. Emery Trafton are active
In football at University of Maine.
Bird, a sophomore. Is a member of
the varsity squad, while Trafton, a
freshman, Is playing quarterback on
the freshman football team. Both
men are members of the Beta Theta
Pl fraternity.
Twenty or 25 Rockland persons
attended the Grange fair and supper
at McLain's Mills, Appleton last
night. For the nominal sum of 25
cents the Appleton workers present
ed a supper that would have passed
anywhere as a banquet. The cordial
greeting they received well rewarded
the Rockland folks for their long trip.

John F. Dailey, supreme agent of
the Knights of Columbus, paid an
official visit to Limerock Council
Tuesday nglht, and found It in a condiWon that Warranted his praise, with
Thomas Anastasio as grand knight,
working hard for the interest of the
CONFECTIONERS
order. Mr.. Dailey was State Deputy
The lack of uniform traffic mark
of the kjnights of Columbus, while
Opp. Waiting Room
Rockland
a resident of Bangor, and his ad ings in Maine has long been a mat
ministration was a very successful ter of vexation to motorists, and in
cidentally makes more difficult the
one.
work of the traffic officers,. 'With
School Note*—A pair of glasses this idea In view Marshal Webster
ENERGETIC MEN
found near Knox Hospital aTe at was yesterday broadcasting a letter
In every town and village can
Supt. Toner’s office, McLain school. to all of the police chiefs In the State
earn big money selling seeds.
----- Mrs. Harold Greene ls substitut asking information as to what Is be
Experience unnecessary Steady
ing In Grade 6, Purchase street ing done In their respective towns,
work. Write for particulars.
school, for Mrs.* Sarah Montgomery. and suggesting that an early meet
COBB CO. Franklin, Mass.
----- Mrs. F. H. Wood a former teach ing be held to act upon a uniform
131*132
er of Grade 3, Tyler school, is sub system.
stituting for Miss Jean Mqfonchie.
Or. Lloyd M. Richardson
A Nash and a Ford came to
----- Mrs. E, L. Toner Is substituting
Dentist
for Miss Caroline Fuller in Grade 5, gether yesterday at corner of Beech
and Lincoln streets—one of ttte worst
WO Main Si.
noexlanc Grace street school.----- Mrs. Ella
Bird substituted for Miss Anna corners of several bad corners in the
Qpp. Thorndike'Hotel. Tai. 339-M
Coombs Tuesday afternoon. Miss city. The crash was great. It didn't
Offlce Hours—9 to 12—1 to I
Coombs being out due to the illness disturb the heavier car. but the Ford
Evenings by Apnolntraen*
of her sister, Mrs. Sidney Winslov# went into the air with a whoop and
of Vinalhaven, who was brought to tried to turn summersault. Nobody
DR. E.L.SCARLOTT
the Knox Hospital for a surgical op was hurt—but the joy of the thing
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatb)
lay in the fact that at the moment of
eration.
impact school had just been let out.
Osteopathic Physician
When a man does overcome a terri and the hundred of boys who
By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Roeklan. ble temptation he thinks Providence swarmed about the prostrate car en
should do something spectacular for joyed themselves almost beyond ex
Graduate of American School of
pression.
him.—New York Telegram.
Osteopathy

CHISHOLM BROS.

——------

"ON MY SET”

BLUEBERRY TESTS

Exceptionally good radio Tues
day night, I thought. For those
who prefer popular music to
classical, there was the Ever
Ready Hour, a tuneful combin
ation of familiar airs.

Factory Inspection Past Sea
son More Complete Than
Ever Before.

I have no wish or intention to
inject politics into this little de
partment, but I would be inter
ested to have the opinion of tome
of the radio fans as to whom
they consider the best speaker in
the present campaign. A Union
correspondent
is
strong
for
Hughes, while a iRockport man
believes that it takes Smith to
throw the hot stuff.

Radio Station WIXAY of Lex
ington, Mass., has started regu
lar television broadcasts to be
given each afternoon except Sat
urdays and Sundays at 3 o'clock.
I am hoping that thia does not
mean air disturbance for the
benefit of a few, at the expense
of many,

Alfred C. Hocking of Long
Cove gets extra good daytime re
ception. Yesterday forenoon he
listened in on a radiophone con
vention between WGY, Schenec
tady, and a station in Sydney,
Australia.
The political cam
paign was one of the subjects
under discussion, as indeed it is
everywhere this week.

*•**•«•••

WLW of Cincinnati has taken
its place in the king-row, thanks
to that new 50,030-watt station.

*•**•**»

All radio fans are looking for
ward to Nov. 11 to see what will
be in store under the proposed
broadcasting regime.
<e <«e

Mr. Rideout, the weather man
on WEEI wasn’t a bit cheerful
this morning.
He prophecied
rain for today, colder tonight,
and rain or snow tomorrow. And
then, just for full measure, he
told us that premature blizzards
Were sweeping eastward from
Nebraska. Ughl

* i*. *

Radio reception last night was
marked by an exeeaaive amount
of fading, but otherwise was very
good. Political high spots were
the speeches of Senator Borah
and Gov. Smith.

The stock of the Guarantee Cloth
ing and Shoe Co., corner Ekn and
Main streets, has been bought by the
Worcester Syndicate which has been
disposing of the stock of the Rock
land Syndicate store. The Guarantee
Clothing stock ls being sold at final
cleanup prices, it being the business
of the two j'oung go-getters from
Worcester to make final closeouts.
■
A busy spot is the hospital lot at
Beech, White and Maple streets,
where work of excavation for the
basement of the new nurses' home be
gan Tuesday morning. The contrac
tors, Otto Nelson Co., have put a.large
force of men at work. Four ntout
teams of horses with scrapers are
laying to one side the excavated loam,
to be used later in grading, an offlce
building has already been constructed
and a huge boiler set up for hoisting
operations. It ls purposed to keep a
large crew engaged with view to cov
ering in the work before severe
weather sets in. With exception of
one man. a Eangor carpenter, en
gaged with the Nelson concern, all
the workmen are of Rockland and it is
the purpose of the contractors to use
local labor entirely if possible. Frank
Nelson who is in charge of operations
is no stranger here, having superin
tended the work of reconstruction of
the Camden & Rockland Water Co.
building.
VESSEL STRIKES LEDGE

THIS IS OUR FAMOUSHOME MADE SAUSAGE—THE FIRST OF

THE SEASON

35c a Pound

Capt. Fred Seavey's fishing schoon
er Katie D. Seavey of Prospect Har
bor is in trouble at South Gouldsboro.
She had taken on part of a cargo of
dry fish from J. W. Stevens & Son at
Prospect Harbor and completed her
load at the wharf of the Frenchman's
Bay Fish Co. She had cast off to start
for Portland when the wind and tide
took her on the ledges near the wharf
and she stuck fast but remained on
an even keel at low water. She
hogged some and sprung a leak but,
was floated and the cargo taken out
without damage. The schooner will
need considerable repairs. Capt.
Seavey ls understood to have no in
surance.
NEMO’S CREED

NATIVE FRESH SHOULDERS, pound................................. -25c
NATIVE FRESH HAMS, whole or half; per pound................. 30c
i'A

NATIVE PORK STEAK, poun d................................................. 45c
PORK ROASTS, Lean; pound .. ................................................. 29c

FRESH NATIVE MIXED FORK, pound.................................. 22c
FRESH KILLED NATIVE FOWL, Bargain; pound................. 38c

CHUCK ROASTS, poun<d.. .. .. .. .. ................................................. 2 5c
POT ROAST, Boneless; poun d.. .............................. .. ................ 3 5c
SIRLOIN STEAK, pount1.. .. .. .. .. ................................................. 3 9c

HAMBURG STEAK, pound .. .. .. ..... . ................... ....................... 2 5c

So many people come into my place
each week and say "I didn't know
that you had the old Arcade equipped
like tris” that I have decided that I
would have to tell ’em all about it
in the Courier.
At Nemo’s Repair Shop, the old
Arcade, you will find the only Alemite Flusher in the city; a RotoWasher that will wash your car as
clean as new; three brake lining
machines; a 250-pound pressure
Aleinite greasing outfit supplying
the proper grade of grease and oil
for your car during the winter
months, and men who know how to
apply it..
Another thing—we repair any
make of car and are Just as pleased
to see you coming with an old wagon
aB a new one. Come in and look
the place over. Yours for modern
equipment.
S. Nllo Spear
BORN
MCINTIRE—At Knox Hospital, Rockland. Oct.
26, to Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McIntire, a son,
Sterllnz Edwin.
MARTIN—At West Warren, Oct. 24, to Mr.
and dlrs. George Martin, a son, Carol Fran
cis.
GREENLAW—At Camden, Oct. 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Blanchard Greenlaw, a daughter.
WHITE—At Vinalhaven. Oct. 17, So Mr. and
Mrs. Percy A. White, a daughter, Priscilla
Arlene.

DIED

FRESH SPARERJBS.po

• •••••••••••••••••••••••tee

2:0c
Id

NEW PINT PKG. of FROZEN STRAWBERRIES—Ask To See It I

JENKINS—At Rockland, Oct. 31. James S.
Jenkins, aged 69 years, 1 month, 26 days.
Funeral Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
late residence.
FLAGG—At Rockland. Oct. 31, William Flagg,
aged 76 years, 2 months. Funeral Friday
afternoon at 3 o’clock from Burpee parlors.

IN MEMORIAM

MMMI

In loving memory of our beloved father,
Orville T. Wood, who died Nov. 1. 1987.
Today recalls aad memories
Of a loved one gone to rest
And those who think of him today
Are those who loved him best.
In our hearts your memory lingers
Sweetly tender, fond and true,
There is not a day, dear father,

That we do not think of you.
Lu Kalloth, Rose Halllgan, Amanda Wood,

Carrie Wood, George W. Wood.

:lrajajaraazrajziaraiBrarararej2ran.'

MON T O N
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND'

During the past two seasons the
work of inspection and supervision
in blueberry canning factories has
been more definite and complete
than ever before In the history of
food control work in the State of
Maine declares A. M. G. Soule, chief
of the inspection division in the
State department of agriculture, in
his biennial report just filed.
"In 1926-27 two-thlrds of the fac
tories canning blueberries received
definite full time inspection,’ states
the report. "By the installation of
thLs service it was possible to mod
ify and adjust differences between
blueberry growers and packers as to
the quality of berries offered for
packing, and it is extremely grati
fying to report that a marked im
provement has been made in the gen
eral quality of the product packed.”
The legislature in 1927 made a
special appropriation for blueberry
work, and Mr. Soule reports that a
large amount of field work has been
done by the officers of his staff.
"Inspectors of the department op
erating on the Barrens, have made
inspection of the berries before
picking so that packers could be
spared the expense of harvesting
berries that were not of proper
quality for packing," he continues
"and in the summer of 1927, a sys
tem of inspection was installed at
various shipping points in Maine,
principally at Rockland and Cam
den, where tests were made as to
the quality of raw blueberries be
ing shipped outside the State, and
In general a very fine cooperation
was given by shippers of berries to
the inspectors in charge.
“It Is very gratifying to report
that the majority of the blueberry
packers in the State of Maine en
thusiastically report the cooperation
of the Federal and State authori
ties and have been very ready to ex
press their belief that the work so
far has resulted In a great improve
ment of their product.’

Mumming
(iruitnuniiL^
Mill fashioned hosiery'

i

Smartness of Iduth,

Pointed Heels

For Outdoor Sports
The New Humming Bird Full Fash
ioned Service Sheer Stocking with
Pointed Heels are smart looking and
give miles of wear.
Unusual length and unusual wear,
too, thanks to the extra top and side
• guards and run-stopping hem. Tha
fabric is permanently rich and lustrous-closely knit of “fuzz-proof pure
thread silk.
This new stock: ng is as durable as it
is dainty and adds a distinctive touch
to any “sports” costume.

$1.50

BOXING EXHIBITION

The first boxing match of the sea
son will be held at Spear’s Hall, foot
of Park street, Friday night. The
boys all remember Matty Owen the
colored flash who put K. O. Chubbuck
away in two rounds at the Strand.
He has been going good since that
but will find a tough nut ijvhen he
climbs in the ring with "The Utah
Kid." who has had the long end with
Red Grange. Johnny Scully and a
number of other good mixers. Our
own Al (Wilson will tackle a good
man in K. O. Stevens of Dexter.
Stevens put young Shampor of Bos
ton away in Augusta last Friday
night in the second round. He is a
good mixer and as "Al" has had a
good vacation he is more than
anxious to go. This should be a
cracking semi final. Seattle Kid and
Al Bolduc will take up their griev
ance where they laid it down at
Skowhegan when their ibout was
stopped in the fourth round. Don't
miss this one.
Merrill Taylor
Rockland boy will make his debut
Friday night with Larry Murphy of
Sanford. The curtain raiser be
tween Young Zulu of Newport and
Lorando of Sanford will be fast. The
first bout starts at 3.15.

BLANKETS
Several cases of our Win
ter Blankets are in and on
display. See some of these
goods in our southern win
dow.

SPECIAL

Paint color has been found to have
a definite effect upon linen. The
discovery seems to offer a solution
for the long-standing household
problem of keeping linen white.
By coating the inside of drawers
where linen is kept with blue paint
or enamel, the desired end is at
tained. It has long been the habit of
the more fastidious housewives to
keep their best linen wrapped in blue
paper, but this method, while effec
tive, ls decidedly Inconvenient.
The painted drawer, however,
makes it possible to keep the every
day pieces as well as the finest in
tip-top condition. It is a much easier
and neater way.
<

Senator Hiram W. Johnson of Cal
ifornia reiterated his support of the
Republican National ticket Thurs
day, describing Herbert Hoover, the
party’s 'Presidential nominee as one
of the world's greatest leaders.

NORTH WARREN
White Oak Grange held Its annual
fair Wednesday afternoon and eve
ning. A chicken supper was served
between 6 and 7 o'clock for which
much credit is due the committee.
The Christmas tree and ice cream
booths were well patronized also the
candy booth. Many were much in
terested to know what the future
held in store for them and the lady
with the cards was ready to tell them
anything. The tugs and quilt and
fancy work booths came in for their
share of attention. A dance in the
evening completed a happy day with
receipts 1161 for a nest egg. The
quilt was drawn by Mrs. Katie Eugley of Waldoboro: sofa pillow by
guessing the number of pumpkin
seeds, Mrs. Alma Jameson; sofa pil
low by drawing the right string, mas
ter Vernon Mant. woven rug by num
bered pencils. Belle Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson were
in Augusta Monday.
Mrs. Merrill Payson spent the day
recently with her aunt Mrs. Alma
Jameson.
H. D. Post has had the telephone
installed in his home. The number
ls 8-22.
Mrs. Georgle Mank and Bernys
Jameson were visitors at S. E. Tarr's
and Mina Williams' last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson are
planning to attend National Grange
which will be hold in Washington,
D. C„ in November.
Mrs. Mabel Cross and daughter
Vernette of Rockland sppnt the week
end with her brother Charles Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank enter
tained the following guests Sunday:
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank, Mrs. Ma
bel Cross and Vernette Cross, of
Rockland, Eddie Coombs of Bruns
wick, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes
and two children of Union and Mr.
Wlnchenbach.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our neighbors and
friends for their kindness and sympathy In
the loss of our father.
Mrs. Katie Cavarson. Mrs. Clementine Mantello, Mrs. Leola A. Grace, Ralph A. Oliver.

•

One of the best lines we have ever shown, as to
quality, variety and value; made with long and
kinomo sleeves. All specially priced at—

69c, 98c, $1.19, $1.49, $1.59,
$1.89, $2.19
OUTING PAJAMA SUITS

VALUES

•

For Men, Women and Children

MEN’S OUTING NIGHT SHIRTS
OUTINGS
Fancy and plain White Outings, regular 25c goods.

Special price per yard—

PHILIPPINE COTTON ROBES
Our new line, Philippine hand made Night Robes,
$1.59 value—

$1.29

F. I. SIMONTON CO.
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION

THE PAINTED DRAWER

Maynard R. Oliver.

OUTING NIGHT ROBES

TO LET—In Thomaston 3 rooms unfur
nished, 813 per month: 3 rooms furnished, $25
per month : large 2 room office, fireplace, etc.,
100 per cent location, $15 per month. EAST
ERN REAL ESTATE CO., Broadway and
Holmes St.
131-133
TO LET—Bowling alley and billiard room,
40x100 In Thomaston.
Great opportunity.
None In town. EASTERN REAL ESTATE
CO., Broadway and Holmes St. Tel. 819.
131-133
LOST—Blach and tan female hound in the
vicinity of Waldoboro. Notify L. S. BENNER,
Waldoboro. Me.
131 •133
LOST—(Pocketbook with sum of money, and
containing owner’s name.
If found please
PHONE 605»R,_______________________ 131-lt

LOST—Green robe from auto on Lake Ave
Tuesday evenlug. Reward. D. E. CARROLL
Tel. 452-Y.
131*133

with a dog is adrift at sea in a !
small boat; they break up a den o( I
When two boys start out In a sail j counterfeiters; Dick is captured and
boat to explore the coast Of Maine, tied up, but Tom frees him; they I
taking three weeks for the trip they j are presented with a new iaundh I
can hardly avoid adventures add ac- j which they name “Bullet” for the
cidents, and the two cousins, Dick dog, to which they have become much
and Tom Warren had more than a i attached; they shoot rapids where
fair »hare of both.
one of the pursuing villains meeftt
Their objective point was the Pe- 1 his doom and the other is nearly I
nobscot, but though they took two i drowned. In short, there is something
trips in as many vacatiqps, they have doing every minute of the two trips,
not reached it when the story closes. ' hut they arrive home safe and soun4(
but have had a most exciting time, and ready for another trip when va- I
earned some money, made a new’ and cation comes again.
Written by Edward P. Hendrick,
i powerful friends and gained much
published by L. C. IPage & Co., Bop' useful experience.
, They saved a kidnapped child; who ton.
THE CRUISE OF THE SALLY

the “Whole House
beautiful New
THIS
ALLEN’S Parlor Furnace

heats every room in the house.
Circulates clean, healthful, moist
warm air. Does the work of sev
eral stoves, fireplaces or room heaters,
yet uses no more fuel than one of
them.
,
ALLEN’S is handsomely designed.

Finished in porcelain enamel, beauti
fully grained walnut effect. Harmon
izes with latest furnishings. Bums
hard or soft coal, coke or wood, and
saves from 25 to 50 percent. Requires
no cellar—easily installed in a room or
hall without additional expense. No
radiators or other costly fittings
needed.

OJVI4T

*25

D0W7V

Only $25 down, balance in easy
monthly payments, puts this remark
able heater in your home.
You’ll want this New ALLEN’S
Parlor Furnace as soon as you see it.
Don't delay. Let us show you how
easy and inexpensive it is to have
winter warmth and comfort in youa
home.

frhen the outer cabinet doora
*re. opened you have all the cheer
ttcIasivt

*

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

-4
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Clarence E Daniels’ Anniversary Sale
Continues All This Week and Next
THE FARM SIDE
ArV/ZSfc- T/KA&
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NEWS OF THE D.A.R.

cracked eien less than this particular
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
lied room.
Trains Leave Rockland foi
,
Ambassador Morrow makes light of .
____
„
Ambassador Morrow Sjthe occurrence. Some of his friends u“5gor^tsi»ammt,'t5AOp.ra:40P’m’,',j0pnl'
r\ •
,i
even say it is rather considerate of I Boston. fs.OO a. m , |2.20 p. m., 52.40 p. m.,

A SHAKY BEDROOM

Hogan, Brookhart and Wil Pigeon Hole Suggested As Mrs. Shaw Makes Fine Im But
pression — List of Maine
Never There During the j „exh.an PBrthqiwkeH to „CCU1. early
son See Most Help From
Place For Bill To Repeal
the evenings, before he retires to his
Books.
Earthquakes.
Them
Hoover
bedroom whigli seems to have an

ANO /XOTRR

waArsAse

^OCNCT r/teL

THOSE “STOP” SIGNS

MS1W ROtxr OR H££.L

VITAL ARCH SHOES
Are made with a good substantial arch support, com
bined with a heel that is two widths narrower than
the ball of the foot. In this particular line of shoes
you can get an extra good fit for—

a m

Mrs. William Smith Shaw, Maine
earthquake hoodoo.
12.40 p.
The earthquake battered bedroom
Some one is going down to the State Regent. D.A.R., in her travels
Earthquakes have been more fr°- I t3.50p. m.
•
Farm relief and the qualifications Legislature next winter to propose through the different States on offi of Dwight W. Morrow. American am quent in Mexico this year than f<>r ; WattryBk. tt.00 a. m.. $2.2° p. m.. $2.4° p. m..
of Herbert Hoover as Presidential the repeal of the law requiring the cial D A R. business, has received bassador. in Mexico City, is being re Some time, but they have not caused j f Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
everywhere the warmest commendaserious property damage in Mexico j _____________________________________
timber were discussed Saturday piacing of "Stop’ signs at the inter-j |jon. Now from reports of Connect- paired again.
City, and few casualties anywhere in
night by three farmer leaders in section of cross roads with through Rut's October State meeting, from
The walls and ceiling of his sleep the Republic.
DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
radio addresses in Chicago. Represen ways which was passed two years one high In office, comes this state ing quarters in the embassy residence!
Osteopathic Physician
tative Haugen, co-author of the Mc ago. Tile complaints against the law ment: "Mrs Shaw's 'Greeting' was have been cracked three times this!
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Nary-Haugen
bill, and
Senator as we understand it are that it is tlie most Interesting and the best in year by earthquakes. Mr. Morrow
Telephon* 1295; Residence 253-M
Brookhart of Iow a, spoke over a Mid- troublesome to drivers driving into presentation of those given by any has never been in the bedroom at the
DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
dlewest chain of stations. Clarence main thoroughfares from these side State Regent present."
time. After each jolt the repairs have
Chiropractor
79-tt
• • • •
jiop
S. Wilson, former Commissioner of streets, that it isn't fully enforced
been scarcely completed when an-1
111 Limerock Street
An interesting list of Maine books other trembler has reopened the cracks'
Agriculture of New York State, spoke and that frequently drivers miss the
(Corner Lincoln)
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
signs and thus unintentionally make needed for Memorial Continental or caused new ones. The damage has! (CHIROPRACTIC Lady in attendance
from WBBM.
Office Hours: 1 to t and 7 to » P. M
Declaring the Democratic party al themselves liable to arrest and fine. Hall at Washington has been sent xiot been serious or dangerous, and,
Phone 1J63
Residence until 9 A. M„ and by
ways has stood for tariff for revenue So far as we can see. the criticisms to chapters of the Daughters of the other parts of the embassy residence,
Painless System
Appointment. Telephone 114
only and that the Underwood bill, of this particular law might be made American Revolution by the State and the office building, have been
of Adjusting
passed in 1914. would have wrecked against any laws designed to make Librarian. D.A.R . Mrs. Lena P. Ste
THOMA8TON. ME.
vens. It' Is hoped that eacli chupter
agriculture if it had been allowed to automibile travel more safe.
Stop signs, whether in tlie city or will purchase one of these books for
rem.'iin. Mr. Haugen asserted the Re
publican party, if its candidate is country do make for delay not in the library or make a cash contri
elected, will raise the tariff on farm frequently. So do the red and green bution for that purpose, it is de
products still higher than they now lights now located on the streets in sired that this library include town,
Portland. It is rare that a person county and State histories, military
are.
"Judging from its long record of can drive through the city and not and naval records of the Revolu
tariff system, it seems that with the have to stop for one or more of these tionary period: Bible, church and
lower foreign standards of living, lights. Eut it is also agreed by ev cemetery records, family histories
wages and low cost of production. eryone knowing anything about the and genealogies, also book plates. A. J.
American labor and industry cannot handling of traffic, that these lights Huston. 92 Exchange Street, Port
successfully compete with foreign are a great protection to drivers and land. well known authority on old
production—certainly not the Ameri have prevented any number of acci and valuable books, will send any of
can farmer tilling his farm with its dents. The same is true of the "stop" these volumes. shipping charges
estimated value of $100 and $200 an signs, both in the city and country. prepaid, with memoranda of cost.
Many automobile drivers think that Books ordered are to he sent di
acre.
“My position is well taken. Farm they are in a great deal more hurry rectly to Librarian General, Memor
ers and the wage earners' require than they are. Haste may be im ial Continental Hall. Washington, D.
ments are. first a protective tariff to portant in some instances, but never C. Cash contributions should lie
sent to the State Treasurer and in
protect them against foreign compe- so important as safety.
Quite likely the stop sign laws are either case, tlie State librarian
. ition: second, to make the tariff effei'.ivc to labor and producers of large not enforced in the rural sections as should be notified.
• • • *
‘Xportahie surplus in order that the strictly as they are in the more con
Books wanted include Town Reg
xportable surplus may not establish gested localities. Officers cannot be
placed at every street intersection ister of Waldoboro. Nobleboro and
a price of the whole crop.
Mr. Brookhart described Herbert But the same is true of all laws de Jefferson. Maine; History of Andro
Hoover as knowing "more about hand signed for the regulation of traffic In scoggin County. G. D. Merrill. 1891:
ing farm surpluses than any other the country. If we were to wipe out History of Lyman. Maine; History of
man in the world" and George X all the laws that are not strictly en Peru. Maine. II. Turner. 1911: His
Peck, president of the Corn Belt Com forced the Revised Statutes would be tory of Poland. II. A. & G. W. Poole.
This is truly the time to exp.-ct wonders. It's the kind of
mittee. as “the first man who tried far from the ponderous tome that it 1890; History of Kennebunkport. C.!
a sale women all over Eastern Maine recognize as well
to deflate the farmers after the war, is. The criminal code would be a Bradley, 1837; History of the Town,
worth a trip to the Eastern.
oi Wayne. Kennebec County, G. W. i
• lie arch-enemy of agriculture and the mere pamphlet.
Drivers do miss the signs inno Walton. 1898; History of York I
ist man on the list entitled to write
WHILE THEY LAST!
.1 farm bill or lead a farm movement." cently. They miss the red and green County, W. W. Clayton. 1880; His- !
Mr.Brookhart outlined Mr. Hoover's lights and the beacons. Sometimes tore of Islesborough. J. P. Farrow. ■ I
activities as food administrator dur- they miss railroad crossing signals, 1692; Biographical Review of Oxford
ng and after tile war, and declared although those are automatically en and Franklin Counties. 1897; History
of Camden and Rockport, Reul Roll-)
hat through his manipulations farm forced. tragically sometimes.
There are nany people who chafe inson. 1907: (fid Eliot. Volumes 1-9.
products were maintained at high
Consists of Simmon's tlirown Enamel Bed. a full size,
prices, when they otherwise would under any kind of restraint, but It XS97-J909; Bangor Historical Maga
remains true that there must be zine. Want volumes 1. 3. 6 and any
►with Eas'.irn rt .ir.icoinfortalile nMUtrwM atul two genu
ave fallen.
Have volume 9
ine feather pillows, a comfortable spring, a roomy oak
"Herbert Hoover has handled $10,- some restraints if society is to be gf'.cr volume 8.
dresser with minor—all for $39.50. $1.00 cash and $1.50
10.000.000 worth of farm surpluses. protected. The country road stop tilled Maine Historical Magazine;
signs
are
a
great
protection
to
travel
Lebanon
Vital
Records.
Vol.
2,
Mar

weekly.
Mail orders will be filled.
!e did it successfully and to the
• asperity of the farmers. His ac- To repeal fhe law and so cause the riages. Library has volumes 1 and 3.,
« • • •
ptance speech shows that he knows signs to be removed would be to take
a very long backward step in making
If these books cannot be obtained, J
iw to do the same thing in time of
safe automobile traffic. If such a bill others of like character will he ac
p-ace. and his election means prosis introduced a very good place for ceptable. Before sending hooks not
erity for agriculture," the speaker
it would be one of the pigeon holes of listed, it is suggested that the Libra
-aid.
the committee to which it is referred rian General be consulted in order to
Mr. Wilson asserted that Gov.
—Portland Express.
avoid duplication. Books by D.A.R.
-mith had been elected New York
authors as well as book-plates are)
‘-'tote's Chief Executive only because
desired, in addition to the list stated. ,
WARREN
f New York City and that New York
Harrison Lyseth. State Inspector of
p-state farmers were opposed to
im. He declared that the candidate High Schools, was in town Tuesday
VINALHAVEN
d es not understand farm problems and spoke very highly of the work
Installation of officers. Star of j
done by Principal Madden and his as Hope Lodge, I.O.O.F.. was held last I
nd is not the farmers' candidate."
sistant Miss CoonObs.
Thursday evening. Installing offi
Regular meeting of Ivy chapter, cers were D.D.G.M., E. C. Fates of
BASKETBALL RULES
O. E.S. Friday evening.
Camden and D.G.Marshal Leroy Al- !
There will be a Child Health Con ley of Camden, assisted by the fol
Pay Considerable Attention ference at 2 o’clock on tlie afternoon lowing as Grand Officers: C. E. Ro
of Xov. 7 at the Congregational
D.G.W.; H. E. Wilson, D.G.S.;
To the Subject of Drib Church chapel. Miss Xasson of the man,
C. .C Webster. DjG.T.; W. E. Bil
State
Department
will
be
present.
lings, D.G.C.: V. H. Delano, D.G.G.
bling.
World's Temperance Sunday will Officers installed: Xoble grand, Hol
be celebrated by the Baptist Sunday lis A. Burgess: vice grand. Fernald
Although not going so far as to
school Xov. 4. Dr. A. P. Heald of
Ames;
recording
secretary,
restrict the dribble to a single bounce Thomaston will speak before the F.
Charles L. Roman: financial secre
an action which was taken last year
members at 12 o'clock.
tary. Maurice Leadhetter: treasurer,
and then descinded after a storm of
The Women's Farm Bureau will Melville E. Smith: warden, Andrew
controversy, the new basketball rules
hold a meeting Friday afternoon to
announced recently for 1928-29 have consider Christmas suggestions at the L. Johnson: conductor, Alfred Head- i
ley; R.S.X.G., S. A. Ames: (L.B.X.G., ■
considerable lo say about regulating
home of Mrs. H. M. Purrington.
W. H. Lawry; R.S.S., Beniamin Pat- i
tliis spectacular feature of the game.
Mrs. Alice MeGouldrick was in rick: L.S.S., D. A. Gross; R.S.VG.,!
A new claiffih is added (rule 15,
town Tuesday from the State Depart J. A. Pears; L.S.V.O., Harry Young; i
section 9) under the head of personal
ment of Health in connection with the O.G., Llewellyn Smith: I.G.. Tlieron !
fouls, which reads:
Christmas Seal Campaign.
Smith. A lobster stew was served j
"A player shall not hold, trip,
Miss Abbie M. Buck from the State
charge or push an opponent whether Department was here last Thursday in the banquet hall.
The annual inspection of Canton ,
or not either player has possession and in spite of the unpleasant
Vinalhaven was jield Friday eve- j
of the hall. If a dribbler charges
of i'heso wonder mattresses. They are
These are the genuine 100% pure Kapoc
Weather visited all hut two of the ning. ('apt. E. C. Fales of Camden, i
into an opponent, or makes personal
full weight, in line quality, plain or art
filled mattress, otherwise known as Silk
Warren schools and all hut two of tlie inspecting officer. The I’. M. degree :
contact with an opponent, without
ticking, and have rolled edge to keep the
Union schools in the interest of the was exemplified and a banquet •
Floss.
The
H.
E.
Day
Sons
Silk
Floss
an apparent effort to avoid such con
mat tress in shape. Old customers need
Clean Mouth Campaign" being car served after inspection.
Mattresses are known throughout New
tact, a personal foul shall be called
make no first payment. New accounts
ried on this year.
E.' C. Fales and Leroy Alley of,
on the dribbler.
England for their honifortable and last
can'd\‘posit $1 and $1 weekly. Mail or
The Pythian Sisters Convention of Camden, were guest? of Mr. and Mrs.
"if. despite the dribbler’^ effort to
ing qualities. Enjoy sound sleep on one
ders Will be filled.
District Xo. 10 was held with Cres Charles Roman while in town on
avoid contact, personal contact en
cent Temple Oct. 25. Every Temple (heir official visit to Star of Hope
sued. either player, or both, may be
in the district was represented. 50 out Lodge and Canton Vinalhaven.
guilty: but tlie greater responsibility
of town members being present.
D.D.G.P. Charles L. Roman and
isYtn the dribbler if he tried to dribP. S. C. Elizabeth Hutchinson of Port D. G..I.W. Charles C. Webster were
lilt liv an opponent who is in his
land, G. C. Grace Starbird of South In Union Saturday to install the of- ,
path."
Paris, President P. C. Association fieers of Mt. Horeb Encampment.
You will be amazed at this value. A
ordinarily have to pay .for an excelsior
"Most of those who advocate re
Bessie Sawyer and D. D. G. C. Hannah They were guests of E. C. Fales of , i
mattress with soft top and bottom that
50 pound wool-filled mattress, in good
striction of the dribble," Oswald
Whitmore were among those present. Camden over the weekend, and re- ,
grade tick of he kind usually found only
mat and harden after a few weeks. Please
Tower, Andover, Mass., official In
Rev. H. M. Purrington will speak at port a splendid trip.
in the $15 or $20 mattresses. This is a
conic in and examine this trade. Old custerpreter of the rules said, “think
the Baptist Church Sunday morning
very soft mattress and is well made, with
tomors need make no first payment. New
Colin Wood left Tuesday for}!
the dribble is used too much or that
giving the first of a (fries of sermons Quincy, Mass., for a visit with his i
rolled stitched edge. These mattresses
accounts can pay $1 deposit and $1 week
it is impossible to check satisfactorily
on “Some Oughts of Chrstianity." daughter - Miss Polly Wood.
ly. Mail orders w ill he filled.
are being offered at a price you would
resulting from its use. The former
The title of the first one is "Who
The Economy Club met Tuesday !
Is a matter of coaching. The latter is
Ought To Be a Christian." Com night with Mrs. Herbert Patrick.
a problem for tlie rule officials to
munion will follow the morning serv
Mrs. Alvin Cobh who recently un- \!
solve.
derwerrt an operation at Knox Hospi- I
"If the dribbler's path is blocked" ice.
The monthly union meeting will lie tai has returned and is now conval- I
lie said, "he is expected to pass or
held Sunday evening at 7 o'clock at escing at her home.
shout. He ought not to try to dribble
the Baptist Church. Rev. C. D. Paul
BIG REDUCTIONS
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Olson have! I
I ast an opponent, unless he has a
speaking on "Zaccheus." it is hoped moved to Rockland.
$10 Beds to go at ............................ ..... $5.95
chance to get by without contact.
DON
’
T
DELAY!
BIGGEST
BARGAINS!
the Warren Male Quartet will sing.
$15 Beds to go at ..........................'... .... $8.75
Velma Eaton left Tuesday for i
More attention than hitherto is to
The Baptist Y.P.S.C.E. is serving a Rockland where she will visit Mrs.
$8.50 Mattresses to go at ................ $4.90
$23 Beds to go at .......................... ... $11.50
lie directed at the dribbler's respon
public supper tonight.
$14.50 Mattresses to go at ................ $8.75
$23 Beds to go at ........................... ... $16.75
Carl Olson.
sibility.”
“Service Without Pay," is the sub$17.50 Mattresses to go at .................. $9.50
CRIBS
Frank Osgood. Benjamin Dyer. I
Among other changes are* provi
jecst from which Rev. C. D. Paul will Robert Smith and Albert Osgood,
$25.00 Mattresses to go at .............. $16.75
$12.50 Cribs to go at ..................... .... $7.39
sions designed to penalize "guarding
speak next Sunday morning at the who have been on a gunning trip !
$30.00 Mattresses to go at .............. $21.50
$16.50 Cribs to go at ..................... ... $10.50
from the rear" by a personal foul,
Congregational Church. During the in Aroostook, arrived Saturday, j
$23.00 Mattresses to go at .............. $26.50
$21.50 Cribs to go at ....................... ... $14.50
making it illegal for a player to capi
morning service an opportunity will bringing home a deer.
talize his great height by tapping the
be given to the members to sign their
Bruce Grindie and mother Mrs.
hali and then catching it on two sue pledges for tlie coming year. Tlie
Montalieu Grindie. and Mr. and Mrs.
cessive jump balls; and stating that
young people's meeting will be led by B. K. Smith and son Clinton, have
"an unguarded player may hold tfie
closed Rockaway Inn and are now
hall indefinitely in the court, but as Junior Jameson.
Xiven C. Kailocli who lias been in located for tlie w inter at the home of
-non as an opponent takes a position
ill health lately is being cared for at Mrs. Frank Jones.
close by “say within a yard of" the
tlie home of Mrs. Flora Jones, Xorth
i player with the ball, the latter must
Warren.
Mrs. 'William R. I'attangall who
' gel tlie ball into play.
for Bijne years represented Maine as
Tlie new code also makes it dear
a member of the Democratic XationaJ
that a ball striking an official does
DR. E. B. HOWARD
Committee and who is this year
not la-come a dead ball.
Dentist
working actively for the election of
Dental X-Ray and Diaonoele
the Republican candidate for ‘M
Orders taken for home cooking—
Office Houre: 9 to 12—1 to I
presidency, is now in Texas cam
pies, doughnuts, bread and various
OPEN EVENINQ3
paigning. She has been speaking
kinds of cakes.. Phone 598-M, Rock
BY APPOINTMENT
through the South for about two
land. Mildred Smith, Wessaweakeag
Tel. 1020
weeks, having been In Virginia. West
Inn. Orders promptly filled and de
407 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND Virginia. Tennessee and Keituekv.
livered to your home.
130*131

».t the EASTERN"

$4.90
Black Kid and Patent Leather
A to EEE— several different styles to choose from

McLAIN SHOE STORE
AT THE BROOK
a bountiful supper, joltes and ghost
! stories all in keeping with the occa1 sion. Those present were Mr. and
A Halloween party was held at the Mis. Harvey Hooper. Mr. and Mrs.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Baselck Harry Smith. Allred Volina. Mildred
last evening. Cards were followed by Smith and Mrs. 1.. IP Smith.

SOUTH THOMASTON

Frank (X Haskell
GROCERY
. PHONE 1116
Corner Water and Ocean Streets
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
FREE DELIVERY_______________ _

SPECIALS FOR WEEKEND
All Round Flour, bag...... $1.00; 8 bags ...... $7.73
20 pound tubs Pure Lard, pound ......................... >/c
20 pound tubs Compound Lard, pound................ 15c
Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds................ •••••• 59c
Corned Beef, pound.......................................... ' 5c"“ .
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, pound........................... -’c
Hamburg Steak, pound............................................
Top of Round Steak, pound...................................40c
Meat for Mince Meat, pound................................... 1

Rib Roasts, pound ................................................. 24c
5moked Shoulders, pound........................................ 24c
Fcwl, pound......... 38c. Chickens, pound .........45c
Lamb Legs, pound ...... 35c Fores, pound ...... 25c
Stew Lamb, lb....... 1 5c-20c. Chops* lb....... 40c-45c
Liver, lb..................... 20c. Bacon, lb................. . 35c
Potatoes, peck 23c; bushel 90c; 2 bu. bag $1.75
Turnips, bushel...........$1.15. Squash, lb................ 3c
Lettuce, 2 heads........ 25c. Celery, bunch.......... 20c
Cabbage (nice ones), 100 pounds....................... $2.50
Carrots, 5 pounds ...................................................... -?c

Baked Beans, 2 large cans ..................................... 25c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, package ........................... 8c
Rice Krispies, 2 packages ....................................... 25c

Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 packages....................... 25c
Franco American Spaghetti, can........................... 10c
Apples, peck.................. 35c; bushel..................... $1.20
Grape Fruit, 2 cans..................................................... 45c
Bread, 3 loaves ......................................................
25c
Concord Grapes, basket

24c

Popcorn Brittle, pound ......
Pancake Flour, 3 packages
Ginger Ale, 3 bottles...........

25c
25c
50c

Coffee—Nationwide Brand, pound ....................
Ivory Soap (small size) 10 cakes.........................
Del-Monte Peaches. 3 buffet size cans ................
Buffalo Peanut Butter, 2 jars ................................
Kid Glove String Beans, 3 buffet tins ................
Ammonia, Red Cap, quart bottle.........................
Dunham's Cocoanut, I -4 pound package ...........
Corned Beef, No. 1 can, each ................................

45c
40c
28c
25c
25c
23c
I 2c
24c

Chipso, large package............................................... 21c
Baker’s Cocoa, 1-2 pound can, each.................... 19c

Royal Pure Fruit Gelatine, 3 packages................ 25c

P. G. Soap, 8 bars..................................................... 25c
Shredded-Wheat, package ..................................... 1 1 c
Rinso, large package, each ..................................... 23c
New Cluster Raisins, I pound package, each .... 25c
Matches, 6 boxes........................................................ 20c

White House Coffee, pound .................................. 55c
(10c pkg. White House Tea Free with each pound)

Corn Cakes, dozen................................................. 10c
Pop Corn, 3 pounds................................................ 25c
Corn Poppers, each ................................................... 35c
Davis Baking Powder, can..................................... 20c
Men’s Gloves or Mittens, 12 pairs...................... $1.50

m

t5.50p. m.
Lewiston, fS.OO a. m., t2.20 p. m , 12.40 p. m.

A Sale of

Nearly Every Woman
Loses Her Heart to These
Fine Silk Floss Mattresses

Eastern’s Chamber
Outfit Complete

SH.Iv floss
MATTRESSES

i

DAYSON SPECIAL
WOOL MATTRESS

Mattresses!

$ 17.50
$9.50

Beds!

Every-Other-Day

SMITH

HAS REAL CHANCE

HAS BITTER ISSUES

STARTED RUMORS

In the Opinion of Carl Moran, Who Goes On Record With Unprecedented

State Predictions—Small Democratic Margin
In last Saturday’s issue of this
paper appeared the prediction of a
Rockland business man that Smith
and Robinson will carry only seven
States in next Tuesday's election.
The man in question has the courage
of his convictions and is qul^e willing
that we should say that his othei
name is Willis I. Ayer. Mr. Ayer has
burned lots of midnight oil studying
the figures advanced by the Literary
Digest straw poll and bases his over
whelming Hoover and Curtis pro
phecy on that and what he hears from
men who have traveled into various
parts of the country.
It was not to be expected that E.

Seasonal

B&rgains
Is anything more seasonal
right now than stoves? Is
anything more useful in the
fall than Super-Bargain
Floor Covering Remnants?

STOVES and

FLOOR COVERINGS
The “230”
a wood burner
Handsome, Economical
Reasonable in Price

The “Oak”
A Household Base Burner
that has gained nation
wide repute
Very Reasonable Price

ttuTri 1 TrtJ

ft

Floor Coverings
tRemnants of many pat
terns and colors. All sizes
from few yards to full
room size. Felt Base, Lino
leums, Inlaids

Super-Bargains
These are literally super
Bargains.
We must be
clear of them to order in
new styles. 1 hese are fine
goods at give-away prices.

Cash or Easy Terms

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET

I.

J

-------

Interest In Coronet Has Housecleaning
What Looks Like a Oneand Stories of Rev. Frank
Sided Election
Sanford Are Revived

When the schooner Yacht Coronet
Carl Moran. Iat» Democratic candl“ ta,mpa,K,n |w hl<;h ha«
‘
date for governor would agree with *‘e~U"‘P tu a P'teh not even r.valcd changed berths at Portland the other
Willis on the parftical proposition/ " lh*Br>a." Pre'Si,vcr, ?ays' w,hich day. and underwent some repairs,
loran “backward , * churned up rellK,ous bigotry, bone it served to revive a speculation that
but neither is
dry fanaticism and racial feeling, Rev. Frank W. Sandford, self-styled
about coming foi
and he feels
real conservative and generous when which has resulted in reversing the Elijah and founder of the Holy
he gives Smith only 267 electoral votes Democratic party’s historic attitude Ghost and Us Colony at Shiloh, was
as against 264 for Hoover and Curtis. on the tariff, and breaking down party to set sail for another evangelistic
And this is how Mr. Moran lines ’em ties to an extent never before known, tour of the world.
Alfred E. Smith faces the election on
“It doesn’t take much to excite
up:
State
Smith
Hoover Nov. 6 with a chance for victory so some people.’’ says a Portland de
slight
as
to
seem
almost
impossible.
j
spatch to the Lewiston Journal.
Alabama ............. y...... 12
Yet there’s little doubt that be will , “When on Monday the Coronet was
Arizona ........................
3
poll an enormous popular vote. He taken from Hobson wharf by a tug
Arkansas ...................
9
California ................................................ 13 will certainly exceed the vote of any boat, brought across Portland har
Colorado ......................
6 Democratic candidate in history, ex bor through the marine railway of
Connecticut ..*............
7 cept Woodrow VV’ilson. for the in the Portland Ship Building Co. at
Delaware ............ .....
3 crease in population plus the women's South Portland, the waterfront and
vote make sure he will surpass Cleve uptown were immediately filled with
Florida .......................
6
land. but he may even exceed the f rumors of what was to come. Sand
leorgia ........................ 14
Idaho .......................
4 landslide vote given to Wilson in 1912. i ford was coming back and there was
Despite which there is at least the I going to be a cruise of the Coronet.
Illinois .................
29
.ndiana ...................
15 possibility that he will be worse de- ! Some people even understood that
owa ......................
13 feated in the electoral college than the other yacht of the Shiloh fleet,
the Baracuta and the third ship, the
tunsas .........................
io James M Cox or John W. Davis.
One reason for this is that excite bark Kingdom, formerly the Jessie
Kentucky .....................
13
ment and feeling have been so intense, Magregor were coming back to Port
Louisiana ..................... 10
Maine ................... £....„
6 with the people moved as never before, land to fit out an donee again the
that there probably will be an extra Shiloh followers of Sandford were
Maryland ............ '*......
8
ordinary vote in every normally to set forth.
Massachusetts ...... .... 18
“The stories told along the water
Michigan ..... ........*..............
15 doubtful state. But in addition there
Minnesota .......... ;».....
12 is a real battle going on for the first front and printed in the papers had
time since reconstruction days in the the Coronet being ‘re-conditioned.’
Mississippi ...................... 10
10 states in the Solid South which
This re-conditioning consisted of
Missouri ................
18
hitherto have never faltered in their hauling the yacht onto the railway.
Montana ..............
4
allegiance to the Democratic party. Monday afternoon, cleaning and
Nebraska ........................... 8
So that no matter what happens to painting the bottom of the craft and
the electoral votes of those 10 states, then Thursday morning, letting her
Xew Hampshire ........
I with a total of 94 Congressional dis slide back into the water and the
\’ew Jersey ....... •!►•••• 14
tricts to give an idea of their potential tugboat pilot her across to Hobson's
New Mexico ........ 2......
voting strength, there is going to be wharf where she is. The keeper who
New York .......... S..
45
the biggest outpouring of voters on stays aboard all the time lias once
North Carolina
12
election day since white supremacy again settled down to the routine of
Xorth Dakota .............
was established after reconstruction. life at the docks.
Ohio .............................
“In the dozen or more years since
So Smith should poll several hun
Oklahoma ..................
dred thousand more votes in each of the Coronet was tied up here in
Oregon .................
Portland following the prison sen
Pennsylvania ....
38 the states south of the Ohio Paver and
I the Tennessee border, stretching from tence of Rev. Sandford, she has bJen
{bode Island .....
• Virginia down to Texas, than were J taken out on the railways at regular
South Carolina J.......
polled even by Woodrow Wilson in intervals to have the bottom scraped
South Dakota ............
■ 1912 Ordinarily, in those states the and painted as a precautionary
Tennessee ........... .jau...
real test comes in the Democratic measure to protect the craft from
Texas ....................Bi...
primaries, and only a corporal's the ravages of salt water insects.
Jtah ......................A...
guard turns out on Election Day. I This was one of the intervals.
Vermont ...............
“The Coronet is under charge of
j This year the Republicans, or more
Virginia ............... i... 12
accurately for some of them, the anti- | Charles Holland who in the days of
tVashington .....
Smith Democrats, have put up a real Shiloh’s greatest prosperity was
Vest Virginia ....
.campaign . Even in states like known as Moses. It is by his or
Wisconsin .................. 13
Louisiana and South Carolina, where! ders that the Coronet is taken out
Vyoniing .............. .
3
In placing the 10 States of the Solid tlie fight was recognized as hopeless and cleaned at various times and it
is to him the bill is sent and he who
South in the Smith column Mr. Moran in advance, there has been a cam-!
paign, and feelings are so aroused settles it. That somebody connected
•ays:
a.,
.
. with the Shiloh movement still has
"None of these 10 States has ever that there will be a big vote
The best way to visualize the pos- • some money is indicated by the fact
voted Republican. . While there is of
the ship is being maintained and
•ourse always a possibility sometime sible results is by study of a table of,
that all bills relating to her are
the
votes
in
the
Electoral
College,
as
»f the break-up of the Democratic
promptly paid.”
Presidential
elections
are
decided
in
Solid South,’ it is far more reasonable
Mr. Sandford's whereabouts has
.0 concede these States without any thatmanner. and not by popular votes.)
been shrouded in mystery since he
It
is
entirely
conceivable
that
one
irgument to Gov. Smith.”
emerged from the Federal peniten
Commenting upon Missouri and candidate might have a tremendous1
tiary in Atlanta. Ga. His son John
Tennessee, tins Democratic prophet popular majority and be budJy de managed affairs at Shiloh during his
feated. William Jennings Bryan was
*ays:
incarceration, hut the colony grad
“These Corder States are normally overwhelmingly defated in the Elec ually declined and the sect which
Democratic. It is a reasonable di toral College in 1896, but it has fre had been the source of so many sen
vision to allow these I wo to Smith and quently been pointed out that a shift sational newspaper stories in the
of only 40,000 votes, if distributed
hree Border States (Kentucky, Oklastrategically oy states, would have past 2ft years eventually disbanded.
loma and West Virginia) to Hoover.
Once there was a rumor that Mr.
elected biin
If Smith loses either of these two, he
The states which Governor Smith Sandford was living in Nebraska
las a reasonable chance to win some
seems reasonably sure of. though de under an assumed name, but this was
>f the other three.’’
never verified.
Mr. Moran does not hesitate to fections to Hoover by several of them
would surprise no one, arc:
claim New York, New Jersey, Mary12 New Mexico .... .... 3
HAIL PETER BINGEN !
and.
Massachusetts and Rhode Alabama
Arkansas
•y South Carolina .... !»
(s and. He says:
Texas ................ .... 2ft
Florida
...
6 Virginia .......... ..... 12
“Gov. Smith should again carry his
Camden Racer Has Made a
...
14
lative State. Due to his tremendous Georgia
Mississippi
10
Total ............ .... 105
personal popularity and anti-prohi
Fine Record the Past Sea
The states which Herbert 11.iover
bition views, seasoned observers
seems
fairly
certain
of
carrying,
based
son
.rant his strong likelihood of carrying
partly on personal investigation by
hese Eastern States.’’
(Camden Herald)
In picking up 33 electoral votes the writer and partly on reports front
from Montan.1. Nebraska. Arizona, observers whose judgment has been
We
note
that The Courier-Gazette
vorth Dakota and Wisconsin, Mr. tested in many campaigns by com- a few weeks ago gave a little re
paring their forecasts with the outMoran offers this comment:
sume of results of tlie race horses
comes, are:
“Montana has \ two Democratic
that were given their early training
California
.......
....
13
New
Hampshire
....
4
Senators now, Nebraska should fol Colorado ......... .... 6 New Jersey .......
14 ' at Knox Trotting IPark. but over
low Senator Norris* lead. Arizona was Connecticut .... .... 7 Ohio ................... .... 21 looked to mention the Camden horse
nearly Democratic-ln 1924. Coolidge Delaware ......... .... 3 Oklahoma ........ .... 1ft , Peter Bingen. 2.10%, owned by J. II.
............... .... 4 Oregon ..............
vas a minority winner in 1924. Even Idaho
Hobbs.
Camden horse funs have
Illinois ........... .... 2f* I’cunsy I Vania ...
38 ’
"oolidge couldn’t "carry Wisconsin. Indiana ........... .... 15 South Ihikota ...
followed with interest tlie campaign,
Iowa ......
Senator Blaine is Por Smith.’’
Utah ...................... 1 it being tlie Hist horse in some years
Kansas ...
Vermont ............... 4 that lias raced tlie season through
In conclusion Mr. Moran says:
Kentucky
Washington ......... 7
“I don’t pretend to be a prophet, but Maine .....
West Virginia ..... 8 with mlicit success. In the days of
I do contend that this analysis is rea Michigan
Wyoming ............... 3 Bessie-Be-Sure. 2.16% anil later her
Minnesota
..........
If
son. Bingen-Be-Sure, 2.20%, both
sonable and therefore Smith has a Nevada ...
......... 3
Total ................. 273
owned by C. <). Montgomery, Deeirna
real chance to be President.’’
These remaining states must come Deans. 2.13%, owned by Dr. Bisbee.
undr the heading of doubtful:
Tony D. 2.14. owned by George IB.
WALDOBORO
Arizona ............. ... 3 North Carolina
12 Alien. Pocarro of the Bean stable and
Maryland ......... ... 8 North Dakota
Mr. and Mrs. James Cassell and Massachusetts .. ... 18 Rhode Island ....
r, others not readily recalled, the bacon
Miss Emma Matthews have closed Missouri ........... ... 18 Tennessee .......... .. 12 was brought home after some hard
their summer home here and returned Montana ........... ... 4 Wisconsin ......... .. 13 fought races.
Nebraska .......... ... 8
to Chelsea, Mass.
Peter Bingen's first race was at
Total •...*........... ..151
New York ......... ... 45
Miss Jane Sanborn has gore to I As only 266 votes are necessary to the early meeting at Damariscotta
Pittsfield.
ail election, the second table preced where he was just outside the money,
At Rock
Mrs. Kelsey Lash has returned from ing elects Hoover of course, with a missing by an eyelash.
land the next week he had fourth
Boston.
margin of nine votes to spare, with
Mrs. Nellie Tuck of Quincy, Mass., out counting a single one uf the to the Bear-eat. Beau Dillon. 2.06%.
is here called by the illness of her states classified as doubtful. But Following this he won second in the
Free-For-All at Ellsworth, at Bluebrother .Tames A. Duane.
there is not a state ill that list on
Miss Gladys Flint and Miss Mura which tlie honest judgment of the hill second in the Free-For-All, then
Whitcomb were at home from Port writer is not that tlie odds ought to winning the Free-For-All at Exeter
and Oldtown. At Union lie was third
land for the weekend.
) be at least 2 to 1 on Hoover, with the
A benefit whist party for the Libra following exceptions: On Kentucky in a six heat race, after matting Mary
ry will be given in Odd Fellow’s hall they should be about 7 to 5: on Montgomery establish a new track
record of 2.12 and w inning the fourth
next Wednesday evening.
1 Minnesota. 3 to 2; on Nevada, 5 to 4;
Mrs. Otis Kent and Miss Gene on New Jersey, 3 to 2; youth Dakota, heat ill 2.13%, then at Damariscotta
the following week was at Betty Di
Keene of Bremen have been guests of 4 to 3. and West Virginia. 3 to 2.
their sister Mrs. S. H. Weston and I Nevada and South Dakota, where rect's wheel when she put 'the
Miss Elizabeth Weston has been at tile odds cited as considered correct ‘Scotta track record at 2.10'i, and
closing the season at Topsham with
home from Gorham.
by the w riter are the shortest, could third money and bis best race, in the
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore left he deducted without impairing the
2.15 class, tlie time 2.09%. 2.09% and
Thursday for Freeport enroute to 266 necessary, as they have only eight
2.10, showing some speed.
their winter home In Deland. Florida. votes between them
He goes into winter quarters sound
Mrs. Emily Davis has been visiting', On tlie other hand, the odds should
as a colt and ready to continue his
in Warren and Thomaston the past favor Hoover slightly in Arizona.
good record next season. With best of
week.
Montana. Nebraska. North Dakota manners in every way it is a source
The missionary pageant. “The Two and Rhode Island, of the states claisiof pleasure to bis owner. Credit for
Masters.” which was postponed for fied as doubtful.
bis successful rneing career this sea
two weeks will be
in tlie Baptist
To be elected. Smith must carry son is due L. F. Kelley of Bangor
Church Bunday evening with a tine ever}' one of the states assigned to
who trained and drove hint in ail his
cast.
Special music and readings him in the tables, every one of the
races after Ills first race at ‘Scotta.
will be added to the program.
states classified as doubtful and, in only to prove that a capable trainer
Friends of Arthur F. Bond are sorry addition, must win 10 electoral votes and driver can accomplish much
to hear of his serious Illness at the somewhere in the list given to Hoover.
more with a good horse than an
home of his son Lindley in Newton, —Carter Field in New York Herald
amateur.
M ass.
Tribune.
Mrs. J. V. Benner has return'd
NORTH WALDOBORO
from a 10 days' visit in Malden, proved a great success and much
Ml'S. Ida Mallett, teacher In district
Mass.
I credit is due the students and teacher
The following students of Waldo Miss Knowlton. At the opening exer No. 11. has obtained a state library
boro High School have won tlie cises Tuesday morning Itev. 11. O. for tlie ‘pupils of that school.
Miss Alice Winelienliach spent tlie
Palmer Penmanship Awards tills Megert gave a very interesting dis
weekend with Mrs. Charles Overlock
month: Miss Ida ' Black, tlie merit course on ' How to Study.”
pin. the second award; Miss Helen
in Warren.
Mrs. Minnie Hilton is visiting Mrs.
Citlderwood. tlie merit pin; Miss
MATTER OF TASTE
Muriel Coffin. thi^,first award, tlie'
Anne Burnheinter.
Palmer method trntton. The two
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Genthner of
Wild horse meat is on sale to the
highest scores gained during tlie public at a market in Portland, Ore Waldoboro visited Mr. and Mrs.
month of October in the senior typing gon. Bear meat and reindeer meat George Eugley Saturday and Sun
class were won by Miss Mildred also will be sold at the shop. Prices day.
E. G. Miller. Merlin Eugley. Wes
French with a record of 40 words a of bronco meat run a little less than
minute and Miss Louise Cramer with half the price of beef. For some ley Mank and Vance Eugley are this
a record of 41 worAv^Thc Junior ste years a packing company lias been week on a motor trip to Canada.
Mrs. H. H. Howard and daughters
nography class ha^l. test on short shipping wild horse meat to Europe,
hand word signs. The class was di- 1 where a ready market has 'been found Edna. Elsie and Shirley of Rockland
vided into two parts with Miss Ida for this product. Wild horses, which were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Black and Miss Beatrice Ludwig as roam the wide open spaces ir east E. D. Mank.
Captains. Miss Black's side won by ern Oregon. Washington and parts of
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Kemi-mher that
seven points and the student having Idaho and Montana, have been
you can boy copies of The Courler-Gaaette.
the highest score was Miss Muriel brought to Portland in carloads and with tlie home news, at Hoteling's News
Coffin. The rommerriul course has slaughtered
tt.eleo. Itl'i.ii.io.n slid 13 Si

1...
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BERMAN’S
Specials for Friday and Saturday
All Wool Plaid Lined

Men’s
ALL WOOL OVERCOATS
Warm and Durable

Waterproof Face

$10.95

$3.85
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON

MEN’S SUITS
Nice Patterns
Good Linings and Trimmings

UNIONSUITS

$12.95

BOYS’ REVERSIBLE JACKETS

$1.39

Boys’
SHEEPSKIN COATS

$4.95

$18.3b

BOYS’ PANTS

17c

Belted. Four Leather Bound
Pockets; Waterproof

Men’s
TWO-PANT SUITS
A Large Variety
All Hand Tailored

Heavy Weight, Warm and
Durable

Men’s
HEAVY WOOL MIXED HOSE
Black, Grey or Blue

Men’s
LEATHER COATS

A Wide Assortment—Lined Pants

BOYS’ OVERCOATS
Many Patterns and Styles
But Not All Sizes

$1.39

$2.98

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Men’s
HEAVY COTTON SWEATERS
An Ideal Work Garment

Men’s
HEAVY WOOL OVERCOATS

87c

All Wool, Fine Tailoring
Satin Lined

MEN’S WOOLEN JACKETS
A Wide Variety
Many Colors and Styles

$12.95

SUITS

All $35.00 Values

$24.50
HEAVY WOOL HOSE
Grey or White, Extra Long Leg
Ribbed Tops

43c

WINTER UNIONSUITS
Good Weight and Easy to Wash

69c

APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. llazle V. Perry and .Mrs. Alice
Hall attended the annual meeting
of the Farm Bureau Thursday at
Damariscotta.
Mrs. Sara Bryant of Searsinonl
and Mrs. Leona Eagles of Boston,
were guests Wednesday of Mrs. Cal
lie Fuller.
Mrs. Thelma Olson and daughtef
and Mrs. Maud Brown and daugh
ter of Augusta are guests of Mrs
ylson's aunts. Mrs. Gertrude and
Ethel Moody.
Ralph Robbins and family of Wells,
who have been visiting relatives and
friends in town have returned home.
Thomas Olson and Herbert Brown
of Augusta were visitors Sunday at
L. N. Moody's.
Mrs. Grace Freeman of Tenant s
Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Ar
rington were Sunday visitors al I’.
D. Perry’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Senate and
baby have returned to their home in
Massachusetts after passing three
weeks at M. M. Brown’s.
Wilbur Harding of Houlton is tlie
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
Monday evening tlie teacher and
pupils of the Ridge School gave a
Halloween entertainment and about
50 parents and friends were present.
The schoolroom was prettily deco
rated with eats, witches, jack o'lanterns. etc., and a fine program was
very much enjoyed. Several recita
tions. two playlets, and victrola mu
sic were Included in tile program.
Homemade candy was on sale.
Leroy ,N. Moody lost a three-yearold heifer Tuesday.
A POSTAL HINT

postmaster Veazle Is in receipt ol
the following communication from
the Postofiice Department:
“The season of the year is again
here when young people leave their
homes to attend the higher institu
tions of learning. These students are
extensive users of the mails for their
suit cases, laundry b<^:s. supplies
from home, etc., and p<Stmasters at
college and university towns report
that in many instances the suit eases,
laundry bags, etc., contain unauthor
ized written matter, .sucli as note
books uf school work, old letters
memoranda, books and magazines
bearing marginal notes, etc., on which
postage at the fourth-class rate only
is prepaid. Such parcels are rated
up according to their classification
and the deficient postage colh-eted m
delivery. One postmaster states tliai
such postage ranges from $2 to S12
*x parcel at his office. In many in
stances these collections wo: k a hard
ship on the students.
“Postmasters and post il employe?
are directed to give special attention
wlren accepting suit eases, laundry
bags, and other parcels Intended for
students in college and university
towns and sec that action is taken to
prevent the dispatch from their re
spective offices of parcels offered for
mailing at less than the first-class
rate of postage which contain writ
ten matter not permissible with the
class of matter as offered, thus Im
proving this situation and making the
service more satisfactory to its
patrons and at the same time avoid- ’
ing unnecessary labor, expense, and
criticism. Eternal vigilance at the
office of mailing is the only way to
step this trouble-making practice"
i

:

$8.95

$3.95 up
Men’s
HEAVY WORK SHOES
Neolin Soles and Heels
A Rugged Work Shoe

$2.39

Children’s

Horsehide Coats with Wool
Linings

Boys’
FOUR-PIECE SUITS
All Wool. Values up to $12
Reduced to

Men’s
HEAVY WOOL PANTS
All Virgin Wool

$3.87
Boys’
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS
Brown or Blue
Strong and Serviceable

$1.87

$7.95

Pitcher and Miss Druellla Haupt and
FRIENDSHIP
Hollis Witcher wore in Rockland Fri
Ne.’d Sunday at the Methodist
Mrs. E. R. Borns spent the week day.
carried out: At 10.30 a. ni.. service
end With her daughter .Mrs. Percy
Miller at F.asl Waldoboro.
Church the following schedule will be
SOMERVILLE
Mr. anil Mrs. Wilson Smalley and
with address mi “Maine’s*’l’ncrowne«|
Mi s. George T. Palmer were in Pee
Queen.’’ Holy communion at the
Charles F. Brown
land recently.
Charles F. Brown. 78. died* Oct 20. close. Sunday scln ol to follow. Union
Miss Irene Morton of Friendship
snert the weekend with Miss Dorothy He was a highly respected citizen service at 7 o'clock, when a mission
and will be greatly missed. He is ary lecture will be given, entitled.
Wallace.
Mrs. Nellie Wallace and Misses survived by his widow, Mrs. Alphena
‘The Six O’Clock Whistle Around the
Dorothy Wallace ami Louise Palmer Brown: a son Charles A. 'Brown
stepdaughter. Mrs. E. P. Hewett of World.” illustrated on the screen by
were in Rockland last week.
Fred Genthner of Nobleboro spent Augusta, three stepsons Stanford L stereopticon views. A silver collec
the weekend with his parents Mr. Brown of Palermo, Herklas C., and tion for adults and a nickel offering
frr children will be taken at the door.
Weston S. Brown of this town.
and .Mrs. Albert Genthner.
When a young man Mr. Brown was Put in a full day at church. You will
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Morton of East
Friendship were Sunday visitors at engaged in lumbering in California be welcome.
Next Tuesday the Methodist people
for several years. In 1878 lie opened
W. G. Wallace’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield were a general siore at Somervill-* Corner are putting on a social evening in the
where he continued in business until vestry of tlie church to which th«*
in Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and .Mrs. George (P. I’alm»‘r about ten years ago, when bis health public is cordially invited. A small
and children were guests Sunday at failed. He was a member of Divigo charge will be made. This is the first
Lodge, F. and A. M., and was buried of a series to help the church funds.
A. It. Little's in Bristol.
Mrs. Shaw, wife of the Rev. J. Ben
Joe Studley of the village spent under Masonic rites.
Funeral services were held at the jamin Shaw of Phillips, a former min
the weekend with his parents Mr. and
Imine Tuesday, Rev. W. It. Wood, ister of this town, who is convalescing
Mrs. Oliver Studley.
Memorial from a recent serious illness, was tbo
Mrs. Milton Creamer and Mrs. pastor of the Penney
Martha Benner of the village were in church of Augusta, officiated with guest of Mrs. Jessie Thompson over
F. E. Moody of (Windsor in change. the weekend, also at the Methodist
this place Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons and The beautiful floral tributes bespoke and Adventist parsonages. She re
family of Friendship were Sunday the esteem in which the deceased was turned home Tuesday morning.
Donald Knapp, principal of the
guests of r. and Mrs. Oliver Stud- held. Interment was made in Sand
Junior High School, while away at
alii I cemetery.
iey.
tending the recent Teachers’ Conven
Mr. ami Mrs. Virgie Wallace and
son Maynard of the village were
She (at the beach)—Jack. I know tion in Bangor, found it necessary to
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Stud- j your prim aunt thinks my bathing undergo an operation for appendicitis,
Wallaee at the Cove.
1 suit too short. He—On the con- lie was operated mi last Sunday, and
Frank Earl returned home Monday ‘ »iarv. I beard her remark tbal you is progressing favorably. Mrs. Knapp
from Bangor.
bad gone to sucii lengths it wa.s real- is taking his place at the school in the
meant ime.
Mrs. Nettie Drown. .Mrs. (W. O. ' Iv t( o much. —Life

SOUTH WALDOBORO

General Reduction in Price
ON OUR HUGE STOCK OF

HARDWARE
and PAINTS
WE ARE MAKING A STORE-WIDE CUT IN PRICE

Beginning Today, Nov. 1
—TO—

Reduce Stock before Stock Taking
This includes all the large and comprehensive stock of Hardware, Tools, Paints,
Cutlery, Tinware and Cooking Utensils, Toys and General Hardware
VERY SHARP CUTS IN SOME LINES NOW OVERSTOCKED

(Watch Our Ads. In The Courier-Gazette)
This Does Not Include Our Repair Department

Rockland Hardware Co.

Eastern

IN SOCIETY
In addition

to personal notes recording de-,

Mr. and Mrs. James McDevitt and

daughters Irene andGeraldine of
i
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by Saco were recent guests of Mi. and
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
Mrs. Earl Storer, Suffolk street.

partures and

arrivals, this department espe-

daily desires information of social happenTELEPHONE

CHOOSE A CHEST FOR HER GIFT!
Here are gifts that will outlast any passing vogue ! Cedar Chests top the list as gift
suggestions for her. and this season we are showing the finest assortment o.f styles ever
brought to the city. There are window seat styles, console styles and beautiful copper
trimmed chests—too many to mention in this limited space. You must come to the store
and see the features that make these chests gifts supreme. Delivery made now or Xmas
Eve. Forty different styles, $6.{>5 to $75.00.

Genuine Red Cedar
New Console Chests
$9.75
$18.50
In Rich Walnut Veneer
$24.50

CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chase of
'Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
D. Coose have been enjoying a gun
ning trip at the Coose camp, Cole
man Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. James Diplock have
returned from a motor trip to Quebec.
Ralph Whittier is employed in the
Elm street Cloverdale store.
Mrs. Edgar Moody of Union has
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Coose.
Miss Florence . Hutchins enters
Rockland Commercial College next
week.
Katie, wife of Elbridge Bracy of
Portland, Oregon, formerly of Cam
den, was killed in an automobile
accident Oct. 20.
. Miss Anne Boynton is spending
two weeks with relatives in New

STRRND
A PUBLIX THEATRE

Last Times Today

“The Fleet’s In”
Starring

Clara Bow
Friday-Saturday

283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
York. Miss Florence Ayers is sub
stituting for her at the office of the
Knox Woolen Company.
Halloween Carnival at the opera
House Thursday and Friday, Nov.
8-9, for benefit of the Camden Com
munity Hospital. There will be a
baby show, vaudeville, midway, fa
vors. wheel of fortune, dancing, chil
dren's parade and boys’ band. The
carnival closes Friday night with a
Halloween costume ball and prizes
for the cleverest costume. Matinee
25 cents, evening 50 cents.
Mrs. Charles Burgess entertained
the ladies of the Methodist society
yesterday afternoon.
The funeral of the late Edwin R.
Moore will be held this afternoon at
2 o’clock from his home in Limerock
street, Rev. Ernest M. Holman offi
ciating and interment will be made in
the Mountain Street cemetery. The
deceased was born in North Sears
port and had resided in Camden for
28 years. He leaves a wife, son,
Percy Moore of this place and a sis
ter Mrs. Clara Mason of Portland.
Chautauqua Thursday. Friday and
Saturday of thi^ week in the opera
house under the auspices of the Par
ent-Teacher Association.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Prince have re
turned from a trip to Boston.
Hartford Talbot who is attending
the Newhampton School for Boys in
Newhampton. N. H., is home on ac
count of illness.
Mrs. Erastus H. Stahl will enter
tain the Friday Club on Friday, Nov.
2, at her home in Mountain street .
“Billy Dean” of Dean’s orchestra
has been confined to the house by
illness.
Regular meeting of Megunticook
Grange Wednesday evening. Nov. 7.
There was ja Halloween party at
the Methodist vestry last evening and
proved a delightful occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tewksbury
Miss Mabel Small and Harold
Corthell have returned from a trip
to Canada.

UNION
Mrs. Addie Randall and son James
of Lowell. Mass., are boarding with
Mrs. Fred Hart at Alford Lake.
Hope folks are all glad to have
good roads in our town.
Janies Ripley who broke his arm
is improving and will soon be able
to resume work.
Oscar D. Gould

Oscar D. Gould, 78, died at the
home of Annie Hart Oct. 23. Mr.
Gould had been failing since last May
hut kept up as long as he could walk.
He was an honest man. kind to ev
eryone and bore his suffering with
out , a murmur. He was very grate
ful to everyone who did him the
smallest kindness. He used to en
joy his violin when he could play
and his request was for the Gould
family to keep and care for it. He
leaves two nephews Louie Gould and
Eddie Gould. His mother died 36
years ago and since that time he had
boarded at different places. Fu
neral services were held from the
Congregational Church and deceased
was laid to rest beside his mother.

____

Mrs. William H. Fleming returned | Mr and >Mrs A M Gordon of
Wednesday to her home In Leicester. Worcester, Mass., motored here
Mass.
Thursday to attend the funeral ot
Herbert A. Oliver.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R.. will
meet Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
Miss Beth Hager and three teacher
at "Shorelands." the summer home frjends were weekend guests of her
Nutt, Miss Haz 1 Parker and Mias mother. Mrs. Loey S. Hager at her
of Mrs. J. N. Southard, with Mrs. home on Grace street following ad
Josephine Thorndike as hostesses. journment ot the Teachers’ Conven
The occasion will be known as the tion. On Sunday they motored back
General Knox meeting." and any north in the rain and (part way)
member who has information per snow. Miss Hagar is very pleasant
taining to Gen. Knox is asked to con ly situated as instructor in the
tribute to the program.
Presque Isle Normal School.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hartshorn of
Mr. and Mrs. George Kneeland of
Sherman and Mr. and Mrs. George Mt. Vernon. ,N. Y„ are guests ot
Goodrich of Patten were weekend Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Curtis.
guests of r. and Mrs. E. L. Sargent.
Miss Thelma Littlefield completed
The Tuesday Club was entertained her work at the Rockland National
Tuesday by Mrs. Lester Sherman, Bank yesterday and goes today to
her home in Orono where she will re
Beech street
main indefinitely. Miss Littlefield’s
Mrs. S. A. Burpee and Miss Adelaide departure is regretted as she has
Holmes are in Boston for a few days. been a distinct asset to the city’s so
cial and musical activities.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl and
Miss Maud M. Staples has closed
two children have returned from a
motor trip to Portland and New the Crockett cottage at Ingraham
Hill and returned to her apartment
Hampshire.
on Main street.
Mrs. Carl Freeman entertained the
Francis Orne igoes Saturday to
Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday evening
Brunswick where he will spend the
at her home at Glencove.
weekend, attending the BowdoinMiss Gertrude Smith has returned Bates game at Lewiston Saturday
home from an extended visit with afternoon, and leaving Monday for
Boston where he will enter the Bry
relatives in Summit, N. J.
ant-Stratton School.
Miss Lenore Benner entertained the
A Halloween party will be given
Moonlight Club Tuesday evening at
Friday evening in the Universallst
her home on Pleasant street,
vestry under the auspices of the
Mrs. George Gilchrist and Miss Junior Y.P.C.U., open to all children
Alice Snow returned Tuesday from between 10 years and High School
a motor trip to Rochester, N. Y., They age. A small admission will he
qvere accompanied by Miss Margaret charged. Children are asked to go in
Snow who was the guest for the day costuma if possible; lots of ghosts
yesterday of her parents, Capt. and wanted. Mrs. C. tA. Knickerbocker
will be in charge, and the hours are
Mrs. John I. Snow.
6.30 to 8.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crouse have re
Capt. John 1. Snow, Robert A.
turned from Boston, where they were
called by the illness of Mrs. Crouse's Snow, F. F. Trafton and Harold
sister. Miss Albertha Thompson, who Coombs left yesterday for a gunning
trip in the Machias region.
is at the Deaconness Hspltal.

Mr. and Mrs. M. V. Gallagher have
Miss Eleanor King of Ellsworth is
the guest of her aunt. Mrs. G. A. Law returned from a ten-day visit in
New York. They will leave the last
rence, Beech street
of the week on a motor trip to Au
Mrs. R. W. Conforth of the Conforth gusta, Ga., to spend the winter, ac
Farms inn, Saco, was the weekend companied by their daughters. Bar
guest of her niece, Mrs. Earl Storer, bara. Mary, and Ellen and Mrs. Gal
lagher's sister, Miss Elizabeth Grif
Suffolk street.
fin.
The THE Club was entertained
Mrs. Frank Moon and daughters
Monday evening by Mrs. Gertrude
Ranlett at the Sargent cottage, Louise and Beatrice who were called
TENANT'S HARBOR
Crescent Beach. Two new members, to this city by the death of Mrs. W
D. Holbrook returned to Portland Sat
Mrs. Clarence Freeman and daugh Mrs. Mildred Richardson and Mrs. urday. They were accompanied by
Helen
Clarke,
were
Initiated,
with
ter Folly have returned ho'ime after
Mr. and Mrs William A. Holbrook
spending a week motoring through ceremonies peculiar to the Hallow who spent the weekend there.
een
season.
Cards
were
in
order.
the country.
Mrs. C. E. Freeman and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Gordon have
Frank Daley of Portsmouht, N. H,
Polly attended H>e installation at
returned from a trip to Boston.
is
the
guest
of
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Appleton last Saturday night.
A. AV. Hutchinson at The HlghlaMds.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jenkins
COMMISSIONER OF PHARMACY
Miss Grace Knowlton has returned and daughter Chords of Peabody,
from Boston where she has been mak Mass., are in the city, called by the
Gov. Brewster has nominated ing an extended visit with relatives death ot Mr. Jenkins' father J. S.
Jenkins. Other relatives here for the
Charles S. Pierce of Sanford to be a and friends.
funeral are Miss Mina Jenkins
member of the hoard of commission
ers ot pharmacy for a term of three
Mrs. Christine Lanigan of Water daughter; and Frank and Lester
years. Mr. Pierce is the president of vllle is tf>e guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rus Jenkins of Lynn. Mass., Merton Jen
kins ot New York and Marshall Jen
the Maine Pharmaceutical Associa sell Bartlett at The Highlands.
kins of Portland, brothers.
tion.
The members of the Wawenpck
STRAND THEATRE
Club threw aside club duties Motiday
Your last chance today to see "The
evening and held a Halloween party
at the home of Mrs. Evelyn Snow. Fleet's In." starring Clara Row,
Mechanic street. Picnic supper was "There's just one way for a girl to
served, the dining room and table be handle one of these salt water
ing attractively decorated in orange Romeos . . . she’s gotta look hot and
and black and Halloween favors. keep cool!" Thus the red haired
ONE OF THE PUBLIX THEATRES
Stunts were carried out and very dance hall hostess Clara expresses her
spooky ghost stories told before the wisdom. And if you don't believe
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
TODAY
there’s a lot to it . . . see her land her
open Are.
modern mariner in this fast and frol
ON THE STAGE
FREDTHOMSON
The P dies of the Congregational icsome comedy of a fresh old salt.
5
Vaudeville Acts 5
Sightseeing through Paris with oc
Church held an all day session in the
and SILVER KING
casional visits to the Ritz and par
vestry yesterday for relief sewing.
SORRENTINO FOUR
ticularly the bar at the cocktail hour
A Concert of Arias
The next music festival in Bangor is the treat to be afforded patrons
“KIT CARSON’’
will be held in May according to an when they see "Dry Martini,” Fox
Kit Karson on the Screen as You
announcement Tuesday by, A. W. Film which conies Friday and Satur
PERRY & WASSON
Dreamed of Him as a Youth
Sprague, conductor. "Personally 1 day. All the action takes place in
P.ubbering Around
And
wish to pay tribute to the team-work Paris. There is no sequence in
and spirit of sacrifice displayed by volving any other country, not even
“BEAUTIFUL
ROMAINE TRIO
the chorus and orchestra members in America. The entrance to the famous
The Street Musician and the .
undertaking the intensive early-tall Ritz, the cocktail bar, the foyer and
BUT
DUMB
”
Actress
rehearsing necessary for the recent the parade of the fashionables all
With
concert. Greater loyalty, earnestness, have been faithfully produced and the
and enthusiasm could not be asked picture exudes that brilliant deftness
ALLEN McKENZIE
Patsy Ruth Miller
than you have shared with the pres and directorial touch of Harry D'ArA Trip Around the Globe
ent conductor in the work of assem rast, a real Frenchman.
The story hinges about an expa
bling the forces and preparing the pro
MONDAY-TUESDAY
JEWELL & GEM
grams tor this new era in our festival triated American who has exiled him
A Sparkling Surprise
history. Through close contacts with self in Paris for eight years and en
“WATERFRONT”
our patrons, the association oilicers joyed himself to the limit. His
With
ON THE SCREEN
know that your dedication to the daughter arrives and to his dismay
cause is accorded its full value, and her thought is to see Paris at its live
Dorothy Mackaill
“INTO
that genuine public pride is taken In liest rather than to be fathered and
Jack Mulhall
NO MAN’S LAND”
the determination and ability ot East guided.—adv.
Wil h
ern Maine to maintain the institution
The throat specialists are said to
so successfully founded and carried
Jack Daugherty
TUESDAY
on for 30 years by Dr, William be strongly In favor of political cam
ELECTION RETURNS
COMEDY
REVIEW
paigns.—Shoe and Leather Reporter,.
Rogers Chapman."

PXk ClIK

Home of Paramount Pictures

.................. ...... y....... ..... 770

'l'ji '
~ , Mrs. Clara Thurston will entertain
The next meeting of the Woman s
Methebesec Club tomorrow afterEducational Club will be held Nov. 8 noon at The Highlands. Mrs. Lenora
with Mrs. Lena Merrill. Lankin street. Cooper «s leader will have as her
Picnic supper.
topic "What We Should Read This
Winter."
Mrs. Alice Tibbetts, and Mrs. A. B
Brown and daughter Fern visited in
Mrs. Raymond Watts entertained a
Portland last week,
small group of friends Tuesday eve
x
_____
ning at her home on Broadway at
Miss Agnes Stanley has returned supper and sewing.
.
from Swan's Island where she has
been visiting relatives, accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd Stevens who
by her cousin, Harold Peasley.
have been living on Chestnut street
have gone to Machias where they will
Mrs. Alfred Condon of CaifWen reside in the future.
street returned Monday from Lei
cester, Mass., where she spent three
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Wil of Hyannisport, Mass., and Mrs. Roy
liam H. Fleming.
Miller of Cambridge are guests of
Mrs. C. E. McIntire in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Frye who
Miss Ruth Clark who teaches in
have been on a motor trip through
Maine were guests of Mrs. Marj Limlngton was tiie weekend guest of
Brown at The Highlands Monday, **er parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ueorgc
er.route to their home in North Ha- Clark, Broadway.
ven. They were accompanied by Em----ery Cooper of Lewiston who will be
Margaret Pinkham and Elizabeth
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frye.
pnow 8ave a
Halloween party
Monday evening in Harold Coombs'
Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett and son, new garage on Masonic street, with
Vesper Grover and Kenneth Smith 24 guests in attendance. Games,
motored Friday to Boston where music, dancing and refreshments oc
Mrs. Crockett wi l remain for an in cupied the young folks, who were
chaperoned by Miss May Johnston
definite stay.
and Miss Hall.

Different
—Lane
—Roos
—Tennessee

FURNITURE CO.

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

A very enjoyable evening was1
passed at the home of Mrs. H. H, (
Newbert. High street Monday evening,
in the form of a Halloween party,
given in honor bf Mrs. J. A. Reed of j
Waldoboro. Gafnes and whist were |
‘ enjoyed. Refreshments appropriate1
for the ocasion were served.
Mrs. Andrews is visiting her sister,
Mrs. A. O. Keen. High street.
Among those who attended the
Grange fair at Glencove were Susie
Newbert, Annie Kalloch and Mrs.
Johnson.
Mrs. George Hobwood, Miss Arline
Slingsby and Russell Slingsby left!
Saturday night tor Lynn, Mass., where i
they were guests ot Mrs. Hobwood'sl
daughter Mrs. Anthony Herbert, re- ■
turning to Thoma/un Tuesday night.
Miss Slingsby wiU remain with Mrs.
Herbert through th^ winter.
Miss Emily Young came on from
Noraton Heights, Conn., to attend the
One pair of these shoes funeral of her aynt Miss Bessie J. I
Young.
|
convinces the most
Mrs. Olive Morgan who was oper
ated upon Saturday at Knox Hospital
skeptical
is doing well.
Mrs. White and ilrs. Charles Lewis
They really fit the foot and are guests of their aunt Miss M. J.
are guaranteed to give per Watts.
The crew of the Central Maine
Power Co. raising the car track to the
fect comfort. .
level of the State Yfighway road have
progressed as tar as the Catholic
Straps and Ties
Church.
1
Amos Bridges Sons. Inc., are stor
Black, Brown
ing the material they have been using
Patent, Kid, Suede
I in the construction ot the Stale high
way in J. A. Creighton 4i Co.’s shed j
at the toot ot Knox street. They are
expecting to return here in the spring
for the construction of another sec
tion of State highway.
SHOE STORE
Mrs. Grace Malttpey and Mrs. F. AJ
Filnton of Pleasant Point were guests
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ot Mrs. Oscar Williams Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank Lunt and Mrs. William
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Gillchrest and children were recent
guests ot Mrs. Oscar Swanson In
Bangor.
ROCKPORT
Miss Helen Carr Is in Portland re
Mrs. Clifton Lane ot Philadelphia ceiving treatment.at the Maine Gen
was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. eral Hospital.
Communion will be observed by the
George Huntley last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby several churches Sunday morning.
and daughter Katharine returned
Miss Larissa JUthards has been
Sunday from a two weeks’ motor passing several Days with relatives
trip which included Berlin, Md., in Boston.
Washington. D. C.. Staten Island, N.
Miss Lu?y Sukeforth Is confined to
the house with a severe cold.
Y„ and Warren. Mass.
The Nitsumsosum Club was very
The crew at work demolishing the
pleasantly entertained Monday eve wooden bridge at the toot ot Wads
ning at the home of Mrs. Louise Or- worth street are (making good head
way. Charles Jones was the last per
beton in West Rockport.
Mrs. Edith Richards and son Jo son to cross the bridge with a team
seph ot Rockland were recent guests which he did Oct. 29.
of Mrs. Leon Fickett.
Miss Ruth Pillsbury, a senior at
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Copeland ot Smith College, has received a marked
Whitinsville. Mass., have been In honor having been admitted to Phi
town this week to attend the funeral Beta Kappa. Miss Pillsbury was one
ot her father George Bagley.
of five from a class of 500 to be so
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McDonald and honored.
Congratulations to her.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fickett and Thomaston takes pride in the achieve
daughter Arlene were entertained at ments of its bright young women.
dinner Sunday at the home of Mr.
Bert Wellman of Hyannis who has
and Mrs. George Huntley.
been visiting his (laughter Mrs. James
Miss Marion Weidman was hostess A. Williamson has returned home.
at a dinner party given Tuesday eve
Miss Emma Sfackpole who is at
ning at her home on Central street. Knox Hospital recovering from an
The guests included Mr. and Mrs, operation is reported to be gaining
William Talbot. Mrs. Cora Talbot rapidly.
Miss Ella Orff and Harry Pratt of
Mrs. Adella Masters is in town.
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. John Mitchell of Friendship
Mann of Rockport. Cards were en- who recently spent two weeks with
jeyed during the evening.
friends in Boston, was in town Mon
day. Miss Hazel Mitchell was with
her. The latter has been teaching in
George Bagley
George Bagley, formerly of Rock New Jersey for three years, but will
port died last Saturday at Sailor's spend the winter with her parents in
Snug Harbor, Staten Island,
Y. Friendship. Miss Mitchell is positive
For many years he was a respected that New Jersey has advantages over
citizen ot this town, and served for Maine tor a teacher. Wages are
a long period as janitor of the school higher and to one who makes good ad
buildings until 111 health compelled vancement comes rapidly with larger
him to resign his position. Remains increase in salary. As an illustra
were brought here Tuesday and fu tion the case was cited ot a teacher in
neral services held Wednesday morn a city school in Maine who taught
ing at 10 o'clock from Bowes & Cro three years before receiving any in
zier’s funeral parlor. Rev. F, IF, crease and then only $50. Whereas in
Fowle of the Methodist church of New Jersey promotion is yearly with
which deceased was a member offi not less than $100 raise each time.
ciating. Interment was made in Miss Mitchell graduated from the
Amsbury Hill cemetery. Mr. Bag- Thomaston High School in the class
ley is survived by a daughter Mrs. ot 1920.
Oliver Copeland ot Whitinsville,
Mass.
MOST IMPORTANT LETTER

ARCH-HEALER
SHOES

R. E. NUTT

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Kenneth Sabourin ot North Wal
doboro spent the school recess with
his classmate Lowell B. Wallace.
Miss Drusilla Haupt was in Rock
land Friday.
Alvin Wallace injured his foot
quite seriously while cutting brush
Tuesday. The wound was dressed by
Dr. Hahn.
Workmen are constructing the
bridge and new road across the Nich
ols & Bradford lots. The work will be
discontinued soon and finished in the
spring.
Mrs. Wilbour C. Pitcher leaves for
Roslindale Monday where she will
visit her son Curtis.
Mrs. Alice A. Oliver and children
arrived home Tuesday from Dixviile,
Canada.
Mrs. Emily V. Hannaford moves
this week to the village where she
will hoard during the winter .
Mrs. T. H. Fernald went to Wool
wich Wednesday where she and Rev,
Mr. Fernaid were given a reception
by the Baptist parish. They are both
much pleased over the kind welcome
received.

Wilcox—Why is the letter “H” the
most Important letter in the alpha
bet?
Metier—I couldn't imagine.
Wilcox—Because it is the begin
ning of Hoover and the end of Smith,

Eighteen 10-cent Christmas cards,
boxed $1. Knox Bock Store. 117-145

A free country is one that passes
laws to please its conscience and then i
breaks them to please its appetite.—
Brooklyn Times.

Magazine History!
Special Last Chance Offers
Good Only Until

NOVEMBER 10, 1928

Special Savina

Price
of
Cosmopolitan, 2 years $4-00 $4-40
Good Housekeeping 2 yr $4.00 2.00
Cosmopolitan with Good House
keeping (one year each to one ad$4.50 2.7#
dress)

(The lowest two-year prices of
the year offered the public cn
America’e favorite magazines—
Cosmopolitan and Good House
keeping—and the lowest possible
price made an thaae magazines
when in combination).

Rockland Magazine Agency
Tel. 1146-W end local representstive will call at your homepr office.
131-134 4’
OPTIMISM THE WORD
In the Territory Served By the Cen
tral Maine Power Company.

Rusiness conditions in territory
served by the Central Maine Power
Company system, as evidenced by re
cent tabulations furnished by the
various division managers, show a.
trend toward betterment, with Bath,
Gardiner. Rockland and Skowhegan
divisions reporting a decided im
provement.
The shoe factory outlook around
Skowhegan is cited as being particu
larly promising, one company repoN,
ing the largest month's business in <
their history.
The industrial center ot LewistonAuburn has encouraging reports, with
Norway and towns to the west anticir'
paling a brighter outlook than for,
some time.
Consumption of electricity, gener
ally a good barometer of business,
conditions due to its wide use In fac
tories. mills and homes, shows an in»
crease ot 12 per cent over the preced
ing month last year.

SATURDAY
BARGAINS
at the

BABY SHOP
1 lot Children's Velvet Hate, 2 to
5 years; were $2.50 and $3.00
for ............................................ $1.00
1 lot Velvet Bonnets, were $2.00;
for ............................................ $1.00
1 lot Girls' Chinchilla Hats,pink '
and blue; were $2.50; for .... $1.00
1 lot Fleeced Lined Union Suite,,
aizet 2 and 4 years; $1.00; for 59o(
1 lot Stamped Runners and Pil-I
lows, linen color, 75c quality
for ............................................... . 49c !

1 lot Filet Scarfs, $1.25; for $1.00 .
Vanity Sets to match, 75c; for 50c
We alto have a new line of
School Children’s Hose in Mercer
ized Cotton and Silk and Wool for .................................. ........ 5Cc
Ladies’ Hats at popular prices in
Felt, Velvet and Metal Cloth

Crockett’s Baby Shop
393 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND'

131-132

Watch this space each Thursday for Extra Special
Values on sale the following Monday

The Third Special Sale will be

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Beginning at 8.30 a. m.

*/(

Never before have we offered such values in genuine
Felt Hats for matr°n and miss, newest styles, shapes
and trimmings, new fall colors; regular price $1.98.
One day qnly for—

$1.39

BUSY GOVERNOR-ELECT
Governor-elect William Tudor Gar
diner spoke in Claremont, N. If. last
night and will speak in Franklin to
night in the interest of Hoover and
Curtis. He will go bird-shooting in
New Hampshire .Wednesday return
ing to Augusta, Thursday. Thurs
day night he will be the guest ot
honor at a banquet tendered by the
Kennebec Bar at the Augusta House.
Saturday he will go to Portland to
see the Dog Show.

The,Greatest Event in

Special Note

PHIL DODGE’S STUNTS

Rockland Aviator Pulled Some Good
Ones—Seared Bangor Ccuncilmen
Phil Dodge, Rockland aviator, did
all kinds of stunts at the BangdrPortland football game in Bangor
Saturday. The city fathers, gathered
to see the game, didn't appreciate the
show as much as the crowd, tearing
a tragedy i-f the aviator, who was
flying low, came down on the field.
Dodge was called to police head
quarters and given a lecture. He
promised never to do it again.
A special city ordinance aimed at
low-flying aviators will he intro
duced in the iBangor City Council at
the first opportunity.

ANNOUNCING

Get your New Fall Hat November 5
"

at the

SPECIALTY STORE

VESPER A.
366 Main Street

LEACH
Rockland

Every-Other-Day
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FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Suitable Coats for Every
Occasion

Felt Hats

PAJAMAS

Travel coals of tweed, all with fur collars, shawl and
Paqujn shape, and some have fur cuffs. Plain and

Maybe your later summer felt is a bit too light, you are “Just a’wearing' ”
of it now, so this is to remind you that we have placed on sale a large
selection of new ones at

Our endless array of Pajamas for misses and children, men and boys, in
every fabric suitable for sleeping garments. Crepe de Chine, Pongee,
Outing, Percale, Rayon, Italian Silk, Cotton Crepe.
Every attractive
model, combination, and material this season affords.

belted models.

Priced $25 to $95
DRESS COATS
Attractively trimmed with all the wanted furs. Col
lars in many shapes. Furs of many kinds. Coats in
black, navy, tan and brown shades of tweed and plain
materials. Black the foremost color.
Sizes up to 50

$1.62 and $3.00
\
Many new models for matrons and young women

Kickernick
UNDERDRESS

ADVANTAGES
that mean Safety/'

Priced $29.50 to $95.00
A
DON’T FAIL to inspect our 25c and 50c gift tables.

Know the Joy of Real Freedom in

2*

Fabric toft and warm without undue weight.

The stepinette
An open gyle

bloomer like

Kniekernick

Warm, anug NecJr—an important protection.
Wide,

roomy Drop-seat—for comfort

and durability.

4» Side Vents are specially constructed to prevent gaping.

Rip-proof Seama

will withstand any strain.

6* RubberButtons firmly sewed

will outlast the garment.

7. Re-inforced Soles, of special “wear-proof" fabric.

STATIONERY
Our Christmas offering of fine note papers are ready
for your criticism or approval. On display you will
find our Christmas Cards, never before so beautiful.

Toilet Goods
Never so extensive a purchase and display of Toilet Goods. A rep
resentative line of all leading and celebrated Perfumes. Perfume novel
ties particularly.

QertoSafe
TRADE MARK

Children’s Pink and Blue Comb, Brush and
Mirror, $1.00
Ladies’ six piece Sets, pearl-celluloid with gold
decoration, $3.75, $4.45

Ladies' 1 5-piece Set, satin lined box, gold dec
oration
Impossible to describe or
enumerate—chokers, neck
laces, bracelets, earrings,
tings, children’s sets. One
special choker, earrings and
bracelet set, $ 1.00.

—cool, sensible

HYQIENIC

»

SLUMBER SUIT

Candy Department

GUARANTEED

We wish to show you the Seven Reasons that make
this garment an ideal sleeping suit for children. Also to
include with your purchase a charming book of Bedtime
Stories.

A brilliant tone gown is the order of the day—an effective black gown fits
one’s jewels.
T

$14.95 to $50.00

Dresses for Every
Occasion
Copies from famous French makers at
$25.00.
Black and figured, transparent velvets
from $45.00 to $69.50.
Flat crepes and satins in the leading fall
shades.

Fur Lined Coats
The balance of our big purchase of Fur (
Lined Coats for our summer season, of
fered at $95.00 each. We had thirty of
these coats the first of the season—we
have six of them left. Blue, Black,
Brown shades, three coats in tweed, fur (.
collars and fur lined.
’
Broadcloth Blouses, alt sizes, $2.95.

Will YOU be one of the lucky number? If so—
Act Quick
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
TURKISH TOWELS—Special lot of Bleached
Bath Towels, $ize 22x45. Big value at 35c each.
Bath Mats in ajl colors and combinations of col
ors. The best assortment we have ever had. Fast
colors. Beautiful patterns. $1.25 to $3.25 each.

Garment Section--Basement
Coats, Dresses, Millinery, Raincoats, Children’s
Coats, from the lesser priced garments up to $25.
This department offers better values than ever
before. You will be repaid for your time in look
ing over this department in our basement. Misses'
and women’s sizes to 44.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis,
1 r-J r

fashion is confident of Fuller-Cobb-Davis’ merchandise. She knows our
FURS, COATS, HATS, ENSEMBLES, BLOUSES, ETC., have chic and
good taste before they are marked wi th our labels.

Ensemble Suits

rJ rJ r-J rJ r? rJ rJ rJ rJ rJ rJ.cJ r

Our celebrated Black and White
boxes make the same silent apoeal
to the lovers of fine confections,
for they represent the best line and
selection of candy possible to be
at 7 5c the pound.
Have you a friend in the hospital
whom you wish to send a cheery re
membrance? We nearly all have
someone less fortunate than we—
why don’t you send them a bright
good morning in the shape of the
ImportedJMade-In Holland candy

With three-quarter length Coats, Silk and French Knitted Blouses,
Skirts of plain tweeds, Blouses of velvet and silk combined. Five Distinct
Models. Colors, Gray, Brown, Blue.

Priced $125 to $275

For Madam, Brilliant or Black

open side

combinette

The woman who rides a sure course through fall’s changing field of

Celiuoid Dressing Set

The Fitted-Top

athletic type of figure is here to stay. The Tlie Fitted-Top
woman of today is enjoying political, social . ... . ...
and physical freedom. Her underdress must ' oml"n‘111 •
keep step. Women demand sensible, practical, " ' i" ' 1 11
serviceable underthings that have feminine
charm. They must be smart, they must not
hamper or restrict. They must conform to ev
ery body movement. They must be comfortable! Sl)ch are Kickernicks.
The French cuff
Distinctive patented features enable Kickerntted-top
nicks to follow the mode, yet clothe the body combinette—the
modestly and comfortably.
acme of comfort

novelties displayed at this busy
counter.

A bunch of chocolate violets, a
glowing birch bark pot of scarlet
geraniums, a cute minstrel boy in a
bright tinfoil coat and cap, a digni
fied elephant whose sturdy choco
late sides will withstand many tiny
bites.
All these will serve the double pur
pose of brightening the day and
furnish an allowable delicacy to the
Unfortunate shut-ins.

Silk Under wear
J
A

Milanese Silk Bloomer. Extra large seat, perfectly tail
ored—all sizes. Pink and tan shades, $2.95.

Our Rug and Drapery Department
SECOND FLOOR DEPARTMENT
Axminster Rugs, 9x12, $50., for
$39.00.
The smaller sizes in equally low
prices.
Lace Curtains, priced as low as

$1.25 per pair in handsome pat
terns and splendid quality.
Marquisette and Voile Curtains as
low as 75c per pair; other prices
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 pair.

Dinnerware and Fancy China
Our Dinnerware comes in stock patterns. You can
buy a few pieces at a time until you own a full set. Pink
and green glassware in every design for the dining table.
Novelty China in small and large pieces, for birthday
gifts and for Christmas.

A Few Things We Carry in This Department
Bathroom Fixtures, Curtain Rods, Brackets for every window, Wood
and Brass Poles, Lamps and Shades, Candles, all colors.
We do all kinds of Upholstery work. We have a big line of mate
rials for covering furniture. Making over mattresses, as good as new. We
do all kinds of work on automobiles.

“Breviation Bloomers”
Munsingwear abbreviated youthful Sportise. The elas
ticity of the knitted bloomer cuff offers snugness and
comfort, $1.50.

Vanity Fair
Italian Silk Bloomers—Dance Sets—Vests—Combina
tion, tailored and lace trimmed. Beautiful colorings and
stunning models. Combinations—brassiere and bloom
er, two garments in a perfect ONE.

Leather Suede and Tapestry Bags $2.68 to $21.50.
Our $21.50 line in suede and kid replicas of WorthBoulanger-Patou-Molyneux—in Suede and Boroso
kid.
Desk Sets, Address Books, Diaries, Book Covers,
Writing Tablets, Card Sets, innumerable leather
novelties.

Children’s Ccats

Mail and Telephone Orders

From 2 to 7 year sizes. Plain and fur
trimmed, reasonably priced, in our Balcony
Department.

Promptly Filled

Girls Coats, sizes 7 to 14 years, ir. our First
Floor Department.

Rockland, Maine

is

f
•f

Every-Other-Day
-----------------------------
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sale that the Ajax, the older vessel I mentioned are well known at this Family trees aren't like others, llr.
$185.imo. tile Portland .steam lighter $13,500. By tile sale, the Fidelity edness against 'them, the ligliteis • wharf. Both arc part .of the marine
of the two, would be publicly sold I port; likewise the head of the con- others, appearance of the sap is a»
Atlas went under the auctioneer's Trust Co., principal mortgagee, ae- I Atlas and Ajax were libelled-n short equipment of tire P. H. Doyen Co. It
vigor.—«
Built three years ago at a cost of hammer Saturday and was sold for ‘ quired the Atlas. Because Of indebt-| time ago and were lied up at Upm if*
announced at the close of the on Nov. 5. All of the craft above | cern—genial Phil Doyen.indication of continued
THE ATLAS SOLD

Buy From A Store Where
Satisfaction Is Guaranteed

When Planning
Your Home

en perfection is achieved by craftsmen in the construc1 of furniture, when values are unsurpassed, when everyrg measures up to our high standard of quality, when
/ice is our watchword, when the quality goes through and
3ugh—then you are satisfied. This kind of satisfactionbuilt not only happy homes, but has built the reputation
great stores—institutions of service for every one in
ine. We guarantee everything we sell. No sale is comte until the customer is thoroughly satisfied. Test these
ues now, and remember that you must be satisfied.

The services of our trained
furniture specialists are
yours for the asking. Bring
your problems to us. Our
a.ivitt is absolutely free.

‘

all

A workmen-

.re flw v"y

Mirror

ar.d

Table
Hardwood, w
console tab'.e
framed mirror.

Delivers

Your roou >

„ mFurniwre

this 9-piece living room outfit
One year to pay balance

FELT BASE
RUG
9x12, USUi
TFirW•
f I £'18£

\ ’

End Tables

Bedroom Group of Unusual Charm
The dignified lines of this suite give it a stately simplicity that will
please for y< .rs to come. All four pieces are constructed of carefully
selected walnut ven < rs. combined with other cabinet woods ami inciml .
a large dresser. a chifforobe. a bow foot bed and
<u vanity dress -r. Note the artistic decorations
which ornate all four pieces. At only ......•.........
Others $89, $115, $133. $150 to $600.

ELEClRlC
TOASTERS

$169.50

Complete with cord
The first time ever
ibis special price.
(or jour breakfast

£1
V1
and plug.
offered at
All ready
tabla.

Kitchen Stools

24 in. white kitch

en

Distinctive Dining Room Suites
The newest mode in furniture fashion has been closely followed in the
contraction «.f ihese t ight beautiful pieces. Fine walnut veneers with
other selecp’il hard woods have been used in the consfruetion of the
buffet, the oolong extension table, the china
•ablnet and the six chairs—live side ehairs and
host chair. Arrange to see it at only ................
Others $95. $119. $165 to$650.

$135.00

stools

with

rubber tips and
ork aeat, usually

This remarkable outfit brings you a saving that may nc
again be equalled. It is carefully and expertly built up to
unusually high standard of craftsmanship, and you may
assured that all three pieces will give the utmost in last
comfort. Beautiful velour is used in the . uphols:< : y of
three pieces and over loose spring tilled cushions. Truly t
is a luxurious outfit for your better home. Not • the ex
pieces that are included.

lt.SC.

>

Bridge Lamp
and Shade

All These Articles Included
A davenport, a club chair, a davenport table, a table
tambour shaped clock, a wing-back chair, an end table
of book ends and a bridge lamp compose the group.

Special—-Your Choice

Bright Colors-Wrought Iron
Usually $1.9*
Complete

Chair, Rocker or Bend

benches and rocker

Bed Outfit Complete

wood frames, finished

$14.75
With Spring and
Mattress

Furniture Company

The Friendlv store

283 Main Street, Rockland

Every-Other-Day
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ourselves with plenty of merchandise in all styles and sizes to outfit the entire family. Do not fail to pay this store a visit as we have
stock out to the bare walls. Nothing reserved. Come early and do not be disappointed. Hundreds of people bought here last week
—there must he a reason—ask your neighbor.

Hundreds of

Dozens and Dozens of

LADIES, ATTENTION!

CHILDREN'S SHOES
going at

MEN’S OVERALLS

Only 429 PairslADIES’ SHOES Left
AH Sizes, Latest Styles

79c
Hundreds of
MEN'S SHIRTS
all sizes, all shades
neck band or collar
attached, going at

88

We still have a dandy
supply of
MEN’S PANTS
your size is here, at

$1.95

$1.95

Per
Pair

MEN’S SUITS
These are of the latest
patterns, going at

$

Men’s

WORK SHOES

12.50

99c

Per Suit

SILK STOCKINGS

only a few dozen left

39c
3 for $1.00

i

Ladies'

Cases and Cases of
Men's Genuine Hanes UNION SUITS
$2. Value, AH Sizes; Going at

$1.95

NECKWEAR
$1. value
pick them off the rack

BOYS’ SUITS
Fcur-piece
All sizes; your choice

$3.98
4.98
6.98

49c

Men’s
WORK HOSE

19c
6 for $1.00

■u

OPEN

EVENINGS

ROCKLAND SYNDICATE, 492 Main Street

IT’S A SECRET NO LONGER

'
* .
♦
Mr. Joseph Dondis. proprietor of the Strand Theatre, has decided to retire from the clothing business and is devoting his entire time to the theatrical enterprises of Rockland, he hastherefore sold his entire stock to THE TRADERS’ SYNDICATE OF WORCESTER, MASS., WHO ARE PLACING THIS GIGANTIC STOCK TO THE MERCY OF THE PUBLIC, THE GREATEST
PRICE SLASHING SALE IN THE HISTORY OF ROCKLAND.
COME TO EITHER ONE OF THESE STORES, SAME OWNERSHIP.

SALE STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2 AT 9.00 A. M.
Boys'
UNIONALLS
350 left

Wool
UNION SUITS
Coopers

59c

1.49

BOYS' LONGIES

Hanes'

1

OPEN EVENINGS

Men’s

Extra Heavy

MEN’S SUITS

UNION SUITS

CAPS

WOOL PANTS
$5.00 Value

about 60 left
some as low as

99c

49c

1.95

i

3.98

MEN’S RUBBERS

79c

Every-Other-Day
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NORTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dyer were
in Belfast Saturday.
Miss Olive Pease who has been
passing a few days’ vacation with
her parents, returned Sunday to Cas
tine Normal School where she is a
student.
Adelbert Thorndike of Belfast was

the guest of his cousin A. 1. Perry
Tuesday.
The Hilltop Club was entertained
Saturday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. A. 1. Perry. Several
out of town guests were present, j
among them. Mrs. John Johnson and '
Mrs. Elmer Johnson of Lincolnville,
Miss -Mabel Moody of Union, Miss

Mixer of Auburn and G. E. Nash of
Camden. Fifty-one sat down to the
bountiful supper provided. A pro
gram of vocal and instrumental nlpsic. Jokes, stories and readings was
enjoyed. The club .paper, “The Hilltop Flipflop” was full of peppy news
and comment. Miss Mixer favored
with several fine recitations, and

Men’s and Boys’
SUITS and OVERCOATS
We are now showing these in the newest fabrics and models of the same well

fitting and dependable make that we have sold for so many years and at price*

that have a real appeal.

SUITS
$25.00 to $40.00

OVERCOATS $30 to $55
We also offer
A few Men’s Ulsters, small sizes, 35 to 38, at $5.00 each
A small lot of Boys’ Overcoats, at $3.00

«

And a number of Men’s Overcoats, at $10.00
Not right up to date in style, but warm serviceable Coats

Also a few Young Men’s Suits in sizes 34, 35 and 36, at $10.00

STATE or M.USK
cauls and a gciwral stM'ial good lime
Wanted
were also enjoyed. The first meet r
WARRANT FOR PREWOCNTIAL ELECTION
WANTED Ambitious Industrious
Io
ing passed as an event long to be
Count, of Knot. „
I'll., of Rockland
mike aales of Fl-.o io Soon a month or mure
To Holwct A Webster Cdnstable of the City Introducing aim! supplying the demand for
remembered and thought ol as the
oraXEeml v.'11’
'
Hawleigh Household Products In Korkbixl.
end of a perfeet day.
.
L" arc herebyrequired In the into, ul .he
»'•««}'
rrt lousiness everywhere.
Stale of Maine. to notify and wan,
the 111In- •'» selling
selling eMMTwnvo
«xperlM,o rcquucu.
required. We supply
ftum. thn
ilr. and Mrs. A. I. I’erry and Don
habitant* of several Wards, of flu‘ <’Hr <»f product#, sales and advertising literature and
ald Perry were in lielfast and Bel
vtDiiatnra
tn
service
methods
-everything
.von need. Profits
Rockland. qualified to vote f« sen*I M's, io
l.fnvAHt nrii-PK
mont last week.
every Hia.ntl,
month
Lowest
prices:: best
best
assemble at thair several polling places -in their Increase
values:
most
complete
service.
W. T. RAWHarry Tease who has been spend
respective Wards, on the Tuesday next after
LEIGU CO., l>ept- MK 3V22. Albany. N. Y.
''""S
the
first
Monday
In
November,
the
same
being
ing the summer in Maine returns
lI9*Th-128
the sixth day of-said month. In the year of our
Ji
WANTED—Girl bw general housework?
soon to California.
Lvrd one ihouftand nine hundred and twentyeight at 'even o’clock In tlm forenoon, then MRH. MERRITT, 36 Suffolk St. Tel. 1653.
Leland Perry of Lincolnville vis
136-132
and there lo give In their votes for electors of
ited his parents at Willow Brook
I’reaMent and Vice President.
TKL.
girl’s bicycle.
I
WANTS
0
—
Snu
II
Friday. Ponald I’erry is on a fish
The polls will he open at swan o cioek in 215-It
130-132
the forenoon ami will be closed at seven o’clock
ing trii> with bis father L. II. Perry.
Apply
17
poultry.
In the afternoon.
■.
i WANTED Dressed
Mr. aad Mrs. i.verett Humphrey of
130-132
The Board of Registration will lx' In sessiou I’XtOX HT,lt '
at their room. City Building un Friday, Hat
(lleneove visited her father Daniel
WANTED t-Tn buy old postage stamps, colurday, Monday, Tuesday.-/TLTn
Wednesday anil
*25 A’ tlvns or put collections . I8 .ii to 1876 preLudwig Sunday.
Thursday, Ocbiber 26. 2
W
f
O
«
5
.
ferred
Write BOX 208. Rockland.
126* 131
Mrs. Olive Pease was the gu«st of
, i .ol.i;
■
,, —
■
V November 1,1928. from 9 A.. ..i, to * t. -> l., •. to
WANTED -CapoMr person for general
5 P. ill. and*.7 to 9 P. M., for the purpose of
her son and family Mr. and Mrs. J.
housework hi faintly of two. Apply BOX 115
I correcting tile list of voters. ■
D. Pease last week.
,,
121 tf
i Were< f, Fall Not and hare you there and Cunideu,
.1. 11. Pause lias recently bought
; then this warrant with your doings thereon. j W ANTE 0-*'Kitchen girl al at 75 Broad fit.
Masonic Temple, Portland, Me.
of tlie proprietor of Round Top (farm,
Given under our lunda Dr the City of Rock- MARY JMJftfcETX. TcL. 669-M.
125-lf
land, tills tweuty-lhlrd day of -October in the
“___________________
Damariseotta. a pure bred Holstein
year of out Lord, one thousand nine hundred
Telephone'Forest
9230
.
laill. 5 months old. a blue ribbon win- I
ij and twenty»glght.'
For Sale
HARTFORD
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE
J F. CAltVER. Mayor.
WORCESTER
tier.
P..-.
i I
I
?
c K.»•
•.'’‘•'•-/iH.;* *
FOR SALE Throe least rogge'l horses 7 Io
I. T.'< ARROLL
Mr and Mrs. .1. D. Pease and
C. J. STOCKMAN, Representative
In years old. weight 14PH to .lrant; 1 pair
L W. BBXNBR.
daagliter Olive were at Willow Brook
O. H. PL'Xl'AX
run tolled black,-great team for worsts. Malo
your own pries*, liars nu rise for them: sol,I
Friday.
M P. THAIS HR
on easy termsnr trade for stock, Ipata or sheep,
ILSTIS b cmnw
Mrs. Jennie Phillips and children
f. E. SMITH, Washington. Tel 121'.'
Ahknucn of die i lly of Rockland.
Malcolm and Farilyn are passing a
131‘ft
IL. H.l
few days \vith her parents. Mr. and
A true eotiv. Attest :
FOR SAL’’ Settees until recently In use In
kdKkitr
A.
WKH.STKIt,
GeisUhte
Mrs. \V. E. Hall.
vestry of Baptist Church. Thomaston. Eighteen
Rockland were at B. S. Geyer's reSole' Tlie t'ollx may Ire oiienerl at sis uf above will seat fire persons each and seven
Tlie Hilltop Quilt Club met with
CAMDEN
o'clock la the forenoon and shall be opened uot teen to seat six persons each. Price to satisfy
' ccntly.
Mrs. Samuel Pease Thursday after
later than ten o'eloek tn the forenoon. They
District Deputy Grand Patrinreli
Orphn Kll’.eran, teacher at iha shall be kept open till seeen o'eloek In the puVehaser. Write ASSESSORS, Thomaston
noon and wdhile merry ehatter filled Charles Boman of Vinalhaven and
Baptist (liureh.
131*lt
Hinckley Good Will Farm high afternoon aud shall then he dosed.
the air two quilts were knotted e'er District lieputy Grand Master Ern
FOB SALE -Good inale rabbit hound. Prtc<
131-lt
school
was
at
home
for
the
weekend
one would scarce believe it. Home est C. Fales of Camden were in
reftsonable. Come an<l try him. JOSEPH
ZABOW SKI, Seacsquoiit. Me.
131*131
made fudge ami peanut butter kisses Union Saturday evening to install iafter attending State Convention in
Bangor.
NO
POULTRY
SHOW
FOR SALE - Dining table, bicycle and piano.
sweetened up the company and the Mt. Horab Encampment and Union
Miss Lois Robinson was at II. L.
Inquire at 201 >LMN ST.
13«»tf
g aid lime was added to with old lime Lodge.
Killeran's last week.
Jefferson, Oct. 39
FOR SALE—E arms, city homes, business
songs and sociability.
A baby girl arrived at the home of
Stanley Miller and Earl Coates of Editor uf The Courinr-Gazette: —
oppurtuuitles. summer hotels, shore properties,
Deris and Gertrude .Bennett) Dor-,
Jlrg B)ani.liar<, Gwnlaw on
etc. H. L. STEVENS. 192 bluieroek St., Rock
Thomaston were in tow« Sunday.
Ity and their families of Camden
The
annual
meeting
and
show
of
land, Me.
13«qr
Mr. and Mrs. Willigm Morse arc
Friday.
were Sunday guests at ti c llennett .
FOR SALE Second hand express wagon,
planning to soon clotg) their home tl|e Jefferson Poultry A«'*orialion good
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carter
Phelps
have
condition. <’an be seen at FRANK
farm home. Hopedale.
here and go to Reading. Mass., .to will not be held this year becaus* PIPER’S stable. Traverse St. or Tel. Him.
James Pease who is employed in returned to their home in New York
spend the winter with their daugh there Is no building available. For
136 132
City
after
spending
a
few
weeks
at
IT... kl.md spent tin- weekend at home.
ters.
FOR SALE—Horae suitable for farm Avork.
six years the Grange kindly allowed MRS.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland of their cottage in the Belfast road.
JOHN SPEAR. R 2. Warren. Me.
l.aureston Creamer is painting J.
Tillson Thomas of Higgins Clas
Camden were recent guests of Mr.
WtPWJ
the use of its excellent building,
sical Institute and Clifton Robbins J. Fales' buildings.
and Mrs. George A. Hall.
FOR SALE—The following ears: Late 1927
Several houses in Ibis town arc which was ideal for the show, as well
Those in charge of the Slate high of the I’, of M„ spent the weekend
Essex coach, $525; 1927 Essex coach, $500 ;
being wired for electric lights.
as for the banquet: but It has been 1926 Essex < oach, $375: 1923 Essex coach,
way are to lie congratulated on the with relatives in town.
Mrs. E. K. Maloney was a visitor decided by the Grange
_
$173; 1S25 Nash sedan, $400: late 1927 Essex
that
a
poultry
good work done in' spite of short
Albert Herberts nas returned from at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
dcf'imentar.u the Ibuildlng '
n „ and rainy weafher. The read is ; j,o.ton where he accompanied Mrs. M iluney recently.
os a whole, and there being no other ---- sedan.
1923 Essex touring, $150:
1924 -Dodge
coming right along and will soon „ert,erts who Is In a hospital in that
•Mrs. Sarah Polliam of Warren building possible, We are forced to $275, I take your ear In trade ami sell on easy
cover the lough flat between the city. following a major- .operation,
terms. FREDERICK WALTZ. 165 Broadway.
was at It. J. Marshall's hist week. .
limn s of Sam Pease and John Mar-| j|._ an,j Mra. Fred Fuller have j Mrs. Burgess Simmons of Friend make this announcement.
Tel, 392 M._________________________ 130-13$
We wish to thank all those who
riner. What a joy is a good road taken apartments in the Brown block ship and Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney
FOR SALE—Home Comfort range. X. S.
s«> cheerfully assisted the success of
and how the traveling public appre Main street.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mis. this show, which for six years an REEVER, East Waldoboro, Me. Tel. 26|14.
130*132
ciate any improvement of th? rough
Miss Gladys Clark is visiting her F. 1. Geyer.
nually did so much good with a good
FOR SALE—Household furniture. See J. R.
places.
sister Mrs. Robert Campbell in Saco.
Kenneth Marshall, clerk at' the show and a good time; and to an ROBERTS, at Court House.
1»-M1
Mrs. Ethel Anderson is taking her Knox Hotel. Thomaston. Is enjoying
nounce to our friends that we have
FOR SALE Cabinet sewing machine, cheap.
place as ticket seller at the Comlque a two weeks vacation, part of which
CLARK ISLAND
In
good
condition.
E.
R.
BORGER8OX.
Tel.
on hand, all paid for. a complete
U»-131
he is spending in Boston, the re equipment’ of new, up-to-date wire 213 M
Mrs. Frances KuaifcU aud daughter Tlieatre.
Ar<-tile Mitchell has gone to Stam mainder vi iting his pa'rcnts. Mr. and
FOR SALE Bait hags, threc-fourtli in.
Mary Frances of Spruce Head spent
coop*.
atretelied mesh. 23x16: price 12e each. R. T.
Sunday with Mrs. Russell's parents ford. Conn., where he 'has employ Mrs. it. J. Marshall of this placy.
Jefferson Poultry Association
CREAMER.
Thomaston. Me.. It E. 1>. 129*131
ment for the winter.
Miss Evel.vnne Coonths, teacher in
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell.
FOR SALE—l *ori, wood, soft woml slabs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
O.
Stover
district
5,
attended
State
Convention
Miss Dorothy Jack-son is improv
fitted, also slave slabs and chunks delivered.
ing in health and now able to sit up of Lewiston spent the weekend with in Bangor, and visited friends ' In
E A OXTOX. Tel. 203-4.
129*131
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Jamieson.
Thomaston
on
the
return
trip.
some.
FOR SALE Alice lobsters. 2 elaw. 3<6 R>.
Chautauqua
Thursday.
Friday
and
.Miss
Bernice
Dority
was
at
F.
.
I.
Advertisements
lu
this
column
not
to
ex

Mrs. Arthur Page.of Fast Belfast
30c: I clew :8c: no elaw 25c lb. To lobster
spent the weekend with her brothers Saturday of this week, under auspices Geyer's last week, guest of Mrs. H, ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents. I fishermen only, potatoes 76 c bu. : toriilps $1
3 times for 50 cent*. AddUioual lines 5 cents bu.: squaMi 2c lb.; cabbage 2c lb. Old Tkottiof
die
Parent-Teacher
Asseeiatjon.
J.
Marshall.
While
there
phe
Awaa
William and Albert Davis and son
for one time. 10 cents for three times. «Uke A Hix wharf
J. C. HARMON
Tel.
Mrs. Joseph Emery entertained the suffering from an abscess In the cae)i
913'W.
George 1’age.
12t«*13l
Six words make a line.-,
Friends-In-Couneil Tuesday after throat.
FOR SALE—White Samovedes puppies
crossed with Eskimo, price $10. MRS. AV1LWHEN IN NEW YORK-Remember that noon at her home in Mountain street.
Lost and Found
1,1AM GRftV? 4 State St..»< ity
136*132
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
The L. AV. Club of the Methodist
with the home news, at Houllng’s News Church held a Halloween social at
NORTH CUSHING
FOR SALE—If you want the highest quality,
LOST Bar phi set with stones Friday
Agency. Broadway and 43 St.
the vestry Wednesday evening.
Our teachers Miss Zetta Smith, night between Pleasant St. and Masoule old growth, fitted wood, at a price consistent
or lm the Temple. Reward. ETTA H. with the ijiialify, and in uses to tit your needs,
Mrs. B. M. Cram of Beverly. Mass., Miss Grace Winchenbaugh *and Miss Temple
call Ro« kland 67-M. R. P. CONANT & SON.
SANBORN, liO Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
is visiting her slater Mrs. S. X. But Katherine Killeran accompanied Miss
127-lf
136-132 South Hope. Me.
Kathleen
Haskell
of
Rockland
to
ler. Sea street.
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wo«nl. $11 cord <leLOST—Will the person whn picked up the
Capt. Ernest Libbev has returned Bangor where they attended the gold spangled hat tn rose color Iwg by mistake Uvered. Leave your order at 27.5 Main St.,
State Teachers’ Convention.
Miss I *” Benter Crane's More Friday afternoon please Rockland. K. SAL.MLNEN, West Rockport, i
from a short stay in Machiasport.
-’**4' 41
.tore or CALL129*131
G7-H ___ ___________________ ____________ 126*131
Miss Josephine Wentworth left Smith and Mies Killeran were din- ,And
ft will lie cgtled for.
FOR SALE—Must sacrifice my 1929 radio,
Monday for a business trip to Bos- tier guests of Mrs. Lottie Romyro
LOST—fcmall setter, white with tan ears: 6 tubes, speaker. $25. cost over $160,-now
while In Bangor.
, ton.
hoM on collar. La«f seen In Waldoboro. Re stored iu Rockland. Write MRS. DAVIS. 3.74
l'2fi*131
Mrs. W. L. Basslck has been visHerman Latva is in pour health ward. No.ify MOODY’S GAS STATION. Rock Broadway,.Everett, Mass.
12$*131
FOR SALE—34x0 power boat, cabin and
and under the attendunee of a phy land.
i iting in Boston.
FOUND—(ollie, tan and white, at Ingra steering room. 12 ft. ideal boat for scallop or
Ralph Whittier is assisting in the sician.
S'
ham Hill. MRS HEIDLVN PAYSON. Head of flounder draggcr, or handllner. If sold al once,
Cloverdale store.
Mrs. Harold Marshall and daugh thf Bay. MndiWW.
''
Ul-133 $460; .16 li. p. 1 cycle heavy duty engine with
reverse 22-18 wheel, will make 8^ miles per
:
Miss Gladys Coose is employed as ter Miriam of Rockland are visiting
hour. AL ORCUTT. Vinalhaven, Me. 126*131
‘clerk in Fted Elwell's store.
Mrs- Carrie Young while M1'. Mitt'-,
To Let
FOR SALE - Virgin wool yarn by manufac
shall Is in Northern Maine on a
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART
hunting trip.
123-159
CUSHING
T(>» LET Sii ri»om tenement with or with LETT. Harmony. Maine.
Fred Robinson is painting the out garafie. EASTERN REAL KStATK CO..
FOR SALE- Eitte<l woml, $2 per ft. AL
i Miss Arietta Maloney was enter
Cor, Holmes St. ami Broadway. Tel. 819,
FRED DAVIS, 147 Park St. Tel. 859 R
tained at the home of her sister Mrs. chapel.
131-133
121-tf
Percy Moody in “Waldoboro a few
Th LET Five room house, lights, furnace,
FOR SALE—Young white Chester pigs.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
days last week.
flush closet, garage, large garden plot. Fine Bachelder House. Union, Me. MR. IIEALP.
location, hiijtifrr at
IMfRMAN'H SHOE |
STEAMBOAT CO.
} Farnham Stone and Joseph Mar
120-If
131*133
shall went to Bath recently to see Vinilha«», North Hivas. Stoologtoa •■< STORE Tel. 25H-J.
-__ _l FOR SALE—At a bargain pony rig wagon,
Swao'k
Ilian,
TO
LET
—
Two
furnished
rooms
for
................
Hrht t harness and saddle. DR. C. F. FRENCH. Tel.
the Carlton Bridge.
housekeeping, modern conveniences. 1 WIL- I 198-W.
FALL ARRAXUKMEXT
ll.’wtf
I iMrs. D. L. Maloney spent Saturday
(Subject tn Phase Without Notice)
LOW ST
139*132
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long, $6.50;
' in Thomaston guest of her aunt Mrs.
TN EFFKFT OPT. 1. Ittuii
TO LET—Attractive 5-room house: bath, hot stove length, $8; also apple barrels and lum
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
, Lydia Jameson.
water, furnace heat. Furnished or unfurnished. ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D . Thomaston.
VINALHAVEN LINE
Mrs. S. F. Seavey returned to her
Cor Pleasant and Lisle Sts. Tel.
118-tf
Stetmer leaves Vinalhaven at S A. M.. ar- Garage.
< •
139-ff
home in Pleasant Point Monday rftluc at RtM'ktanii at 9.3V A. M., returnlua 586-M
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, ail thick
Irate,
Rockland
at
2
P.
M.,
due
to
arrive
al
- TO LET—Furnished and heated apartment, nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed twa
after visiting relaltves in Thomaston
Vinalhaven about 3.39.
kitchen, pantry, dining mom. bed room and sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
and in this place. 1
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND UNI bath room: gas and electricity. Adults only. buoys, oak laths Aisn other boat lumber.
| B. S. Geyer was In Waldoboro
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except BENJAMIN MILLER. 26 Rankin St . Rockland. JOEL 1>. WOOD, Belfast, Tel 177-11
ll$4g
Sundays at 5.39 A. M.. Stonlnalim at ft.39. Tel. 692-J.
130*132
Monday on business.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs. 4»ft. length
North
Haven
at
7.30;
due
at
Rockland
about
j Mr. and Mrs. William Hall and Mr. 8.49 A. M.
TO CET—Furnished rooms with bath b.v day or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty.
HAROLD PEASE. Warren. Me. Tel. 16-21.
and Mrs. Eben Davis who have oeReturn-Leaves Rockland at 1.39 P. M.. or week. MR«. A. LARKIN. 2 Summer St.
,
r
130-tf _________________94*U8-tf
< upled the A. R. Rivers place for the North Haven at 2.39, Mtonlnftan at 3.49; due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 3.00 I’. 31.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
TO LET—Three tenements from 4 to To
past year, have moved to Rockland.
$1 rless In Tbomaa$«. St
rotims hvtqlte at 2Q1 MAIN BT.
129 tf per cord, stove length $8.
B. II. STINSON. '
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius York of
ton.
Also laths $6.56 and $7.60 per M. L. C.
. »» ___ General
TO L^t^-Furnishcd house. 8 roombath.

Safe Seeitrifies for

aRthu

RY & CO.

In Everybody’s Column

Simmom Bed OutSit—Feature!

For your
Famous Simmon’s

Steel Bed

In The New
Brown fin's’.!

Mattress and Spring

.50
The Supply Is Sold!

payment.

Here i3 a value that will crowd
our store! When have you ever
seen such a remarkable bed out
fit value advertised? An al
most unbelievably low price for
a handsome outfit that includes
a roomy steel bed with steel
cane panel at head ard foot—
heavy fillers and continuous

posts. A deeply tufted, sani
tary mattress made for years of
comfort and a durable link
spring. If you anticipate the
slightest need, for a bed outfit,
by all means place Your order
for this great bargain. We pay
freight on amounts over <$25.

Lawn and
Garden
Stepping Stones i Sun Dials
Lily Pools t Driveways
Retaining Walls
Lawn Seats

... all of these are things that you can
make— many of them during winter
months in the home basement.
Working with concrete—the stone
you can mold— is fascinating. Your
skill and ingenuity may enhance tfie
beauty and value of your property.
Here’s a book which tells how. If you
don’t want to do the work yourself, i$
will help you plan. .It’s free—just fill
in and mail the coupon.
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
10 High Street, BOSTON

,

I want the booklet ’’Concrete Improvements Around the
Home.”
^<t;»e—____________________________ _________ __ ___

Addrest................
City----------Furniture Company

The Family Store

283 Main Street, Rockland

hut and cold water, furnace, electric lights
and double garage. Inquire HfMTSON A
STATlXa, 369 Main St
Tel. 654-.M or
983-W.
129-131
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms;
adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL.
47 Pleasant Rt._____________________ 129*131
TO LET—.Sevrn room flat alLmodern. corroad’
' --------- “
Apply CRIF/H
GUT SHGP..
129*131
TO Xtfci-Vtvd ro0m house, Grove St. and 7

.

room hoUa4 with garage, HUI and Rankin Sts. •'
ER» MT C IU VIS.
ltT-tf
^-T0 LtT^Wx rd»L tenement
____ , on
_ _____
Buhker St.
r 81.
- -tel. 1183-W.
L. F GHASC. 45 Middle
.

S

_______________________ 127-If

fo kit-Fmir room furnished apartment a't
59, Masoule St.; electric lights. For further
Information apply <2 BEECH BT.
124-tf
fo LET—d-umlshed apartments,'*2 rooms.
Rush etosat, abed, clothes closet, electric lights
*------ ----185-tf
In^iHvt--------J? < AMl>KS,gT
1 id LET—bnt floor teuement
t«i
Gregory block.
?0* MalntH. C. A a^MHl/TON, Htg. l&5-tf
tO LET—Two gafages $5.00 month Rants
of all kinds promptly aykHable. V. F. BTCDI.KY, 66 Bark Bt.
123-ff
TO LET—Five room tenement. modern, wlfti
garage, mo children. ROBERT COLLINS, 37A
Ma!n St. ,
______________ 123-tf
TO LET—Three furnished rooms with use
of bath. _ .. W. S. KBNN1STON, 176 Main
Nt. Tel. 2784
122<tf
TO LET -Flv$ room apartment, heated, nice
location. 9t NORTH MALN NT. after 5.39.

2

uo-tf

TO LET—itarnt shed house for rent at
Martinsville. Me., the Ogier Place. Inquire of
H. E. MASON. 13 Trospect St., North Leo
minster. Mass.
129-tf
TO LET—Private one car garage for small
car. Tel. G16-W 19 FRANKLIN ST., Cltv.

120-tf

TO LET- Furnished apartments. heated.
Call after 5.36 at 14 MASONIC ST.
119-lf
TO LET—Sli rooms and bath, suitable for
tww or three adults. 161 NORTH SUIN’ ST.

Tel 2*

asaBSaassaHP"*"119 tf
Miscellaneous

PACKARD. Warren. Me
*
118-if
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood ; fitted soft
wood slabs $8 : also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
P. 0. Thomaston. TeL 263-21 Rockland.
118-tf
FARMS. C0UN1 RY HOMES. COTTAGES
and estates: up-to-date property, In the gar?
den spot of Maina— Penobscot Bay. WrBa
ns what you want. ORRIN J. D1CKET, Bel
fast, Me.
nrtf
SPECIAL FOR SALE
New 5 room bungalow, hath, furnace; large
lot.1. double
double garageTsouth
garage. South Main
Main St,
St. Must be
sold at once. Very low price.
. One farm, fine houae and large barn with
69 acres land, field cutting 46 tons hay, bal
ance land tn pasture and wood, buildings only
25 years old: fine water, lights, and cellar
under house and bath. Must be sold at onow,
at very low price, $3,506. Near RocklAnd on
fine road.
House—Five rooms, all latest Improvement*
with fine cellar aud garage. To be sold at
once.
FJne Imuae on Camden street, known as
Oxton Tea Room. Large house ami barn ; three
acres laud, suitable for over night camps.
New bungalow with garage, all Improve
ments. Ia»w pflce.
*
House and barn, housing for 566 hens,
late Improvements; 1 mile from Rockland
Pohto/Bca; 0 acres best field, cut 8 tons hay
this year. Y’ery low price.
House and barn, several acres land latest
improvements, Warren. 12 0*\6.
Two cottages Meguntlcook Lak*.
Cash or eaay terms on any property I sell.
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floqrs, large
l»rch, fine cement cellar, good location; easy
terms. Must be sold at once, $25.66.
1 have almost any kind of home you want.
Six room house, bath, cement cellar, firstclass throughout, modefn, must be sold at
om-e, $3090.
V. F. STUDLEY
69 Park Street
116 if

FOR RENT
In Naum Block, 212 Main St.
TWO LARGE STORES
THREE TENEMENTS

CHIROPODY—All kinds of foot troubles
All Modern in Apartment Over
treated. Arch euppnfts. R. E. COLTART. Reg.
Stores
Nurse Chiropodlat, Main St., over Moor's drug
store. Tel. 593-W.
127-tf
Also
THREE-CAR
GARAGE
CI0ER APPLES- Brin, your dder apples to
Knight’s. Cider from your own apples or
those furnished here for sweet cider. Run
Apply On Premises
ning dally.
Tel. Camden 77-11.
.1. L.
130*132
KNIGHT. Rockport.
123*132
PAINTING, PAPER HANGING, MASON
work of all klndk. A? W. GRAY, Contractor.
3 Adams St Tel. 194-J.____________ 118-tf
REFINISHiNG CARS by spray system, any
color: storage. i.
J L 8TKVEN8
-----------------DON Me.
Loud St. Tel 241-M cr 13-M.
118 tf
FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
LADIES— Bellable steek ot btir evuu *> i
ON REAL ESTATE
the Rocklted Hslr More. »3« Male It. Nell I
errtrrs solldted. HBLEy C. RHODES, 1H-U
HARRY BERMAN
ROCK AND CEMENT WONK, cellar walls I
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
TEL. 428-M
ROCKLAND
bv the dav or <?ontra»t. R1SN.TAMIN KNOWI.
TO.X, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467 M.
118-tf _____________________ ns-Th-tt

A.

A
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MOTHER!
Clean Child’s Bowels with
“California Fig Syrup"

ANNIVERSARY SALE OF DIAMOND RINGS
Solid Gold Baby Rings, some with stones. Regular price $1.75.
Anniversary Price ........................................................ ..................... 79c
Ladies’ $15.00 Wrist Watches 15 jewel. Anniverary Sale

$10.23

A SAVING IS AS GOOD AS A RAISE IN WAGES
Solid Gold Cuff Links, plain and emblem. Regular $5.50 to $15.
Anniversary Sale Price .... ;........................................................... $4.63

Solid Gold Emblem Charms—Knights Templar, Elks, Masonic,
32d Degree Masons, K. of C., Odd Fellows. Regular $10.
to $42. Anniversary Sale Price .................................................. $9.85

COME EARLY AND OFTEN
Sixty-inch Parisian Pearls, assorted sizes, all are knotted.
Anniversary Sale Price ................................................................. $1.73

Gold Filled Cuff Links. Regular $1.25 to $2.75. Anniversary
Sale Price .................................................. ............................................. 98:

OUR 36th ANNIVERSARY
$15.00

Mantle Clocks.

Hurry Mother! Even constipated,
bilious, feverish, or sick, colic Babies
and Children love fo fake genuine
"California Fig Syrup.” No other
laxative regulates the tender little
bowels so nicely.
It sweetens the
stomach and starts the liver and
bowels without griping. Contains no
narcotics or soothing drugs.
Say
"California” to your druggist and
avoid counterfeits. Insist upon gen
uine “California Fig Syrup” which
contains directions.

Anniversary Sale Price ......................... $9.95

Lingerie Clasps, white gold, sterling silver, yellow gold. Regu
lar price $1.25. Anniversary Sale ................................................. 48c
EUDGET PLAN—Those wishing to distribute the cost of
their purchases over a period of time, may take advantage of
our low prices at this Anniversary event and have the cost dis
tributed over a convenient number of weeks. The Budget Plan
requires only a small initial payment, and arranges for the bal
ance to be paid in easy weekly'terms.

Fashionable Ear Rings—imitation pearls, colored stones. Reg
ular price $1.00 to $2.50. Anniversary Sale Price ................... 48c
Solid Gold Pendants and Crosses. Real Cameos, Garnets, Real
Pearls Regular price $7.50 to $10.50. Anniversary Sale
Price ............................................................-................. -................. $3.98

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
Men's Solid Gold Stick Pins in Cameos. Pearls. Turquoise, Pink
Sapphires.
Regular $3.50 to $6.25.
Anniversary Sale
Price .................................................................................................... $2.98

Ten-inch Silver Plated Sandwich Trays. Hammered Silver.
Regular price $3.50. Anniversary Sale Price ....................... $2.48

EVERY PURCHASE A SAVING

1892

1928

The Sign of the Big Clock
130-131
one of the tew charming things to
We’d hate to'have the Job of swee
be said about the human breast is that ing out campaign headquarters i
it is always bulging w ith hope.—11. L. morning after election.—Santa A
Mencken.
fCal.) Register,

What Doctors. Say
About the
Laxative Habit
What do YOU do when the bowels
need a little assistance? If you
clear-up the condition with some
laxative made with CASCARA, there
is nothing lietter for the system—
for the blood.

But if you don't KNOW the laxa
tive you have learned to depend on
is of liurmless caseara, here’s some
truly valuable advice:

The bark of a tree called cascara
is the most marvelous conditioner
mankind has yet found. It stimu
lates the liowel’s muscular action,
but does NOT weaken. A violent
laxative forms the laxative HABIT.
You always peed more on the mor
row. With caseara, you don’t Its
gentle influence carries on some
times for days. With legs and less
need of any aid, as time goes on.

Cascarets
They Work While You Sleep'

8o, the very next time you feel
sluggish, take only a candy Cascarct.
Delightful to the taste, sweet and
acceptable to any stomaeh, and just
as efficient as the powerful purges
that fairly paralyze the peristaltic
waits of one’s intestines. The only
habit you’ll get from Cascarets is
the one of going weeks and months
without ANY hp|p of the kind. And
when you do invoke their aid again,
the same small doge suffices. Any
doctor can tell you a (tout caseara;
and any druggist has the candy
Cascarets.

RAZORVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scott of Waldo
boro were visiting Mrs. Edith Over
look last week.

Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Lessner who are now living in Phila
delphia are pleased to learn of the
birth of a son. Forest William.
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Hallowell of
South Windham have been spending
their vacation with her sister, Mrs.
Georgia Bowman. They will visit
relatives in Springfield, Mass., before
returning to South Windham.
Mrs. G. Bowman and Mrs. M. Hal
lowell were visitors at Edith. Overlock’s Thursday.
Mrs. Clara Hibbert and Mrs. Clyde
Kharmann visited at Ralph Hibbert’s
Wednesday. They soon go to Malden,
Mass., for the winter.
Mrs. Flora Jones is very ill.
Edith Overlook attended Trinity
Union at Jefferson Sunday. The
speakers were Rev. G. W. Hinckley
and Rev. Harold Nutter of Liberty.
The next meeting is invited to Pa
lermo in June.
Mr. and Mrs.
P. Jones visited
friends at East Palermo last week.
No school since Wednesday on ac
count of the Teachers’ Convention.
William Piper of Waldoboro with
helpers are cutting Christmas trees
in this vicinity and boarding at Edith1
Cverlock’s.
ElwinUitch is driving truck for Mr.!
Waterman and boarding at Ralph
Hibbert’s.
Warren Smalley with B. H. Lincoln
made a short visit to his place here
last week.
h Cyrus Jones who recently sold his
farm to Prof. Fradd, was visiting here
last week.
Aldoras Jones is at the Young place
getting it in readiness to move there
in the near future.
The woman’s circle met with Mrs.
Clara
Turner
Thursday.
Bead
flowers were a feature of the work.
Emery Turner is working for
Charles Vanner.
Mrs. Jennie Humes visited her
mother, Mrs, Ciara Clark Sunday.
Mr. Young who lives or. the Irvin
Powell place had the misfortune to
break both bones in his leg near the
ankle while logging in the woods with
Cleo Bartlett. He was taken to an
Augusta hospital where it was put in
a cast, then he returned to his home.
Mr. Young came here from Massachu
setts on account of poor health and
this last accident seems extremely un
fortunate.
W. (’. Lessner is stocking his place
with New Zealand rabbits to replace
the hen business in which he has been
engaged for several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Johnston went
to Kennebunk Thursday for a few
days visit.
Archie Hibbert was a caller here
recently. Mr.
Hibbert
is quite
crippled with rheumatism from which
he has suffered for nearly a year.
Mrs. Alice Ware who is at an Au
gusta hospital is much improved and
..expects to come home soon.

SOUTH CHINA
Mrs. Gertrude Esaney was a week
end guest of Miss Esther Hallowell,
Week’s Mills and with her and fam
ily visited friends in Portland Sun
day.
Quite a few from liefe attended the
Grange play "The Fortunate Cal
amity’ at Palermo last Friday eve-

A Truly New
England
Treat

MINCE
PIE!
Friend’s
Mince Meat
can be bought
from your grocer
or send 30c to
us for full sized
can postpaid.
It comes ready
to use.

brand

NEW ENGLAND

. . served at the first Thanksgivings in old Mass
achusetts—

—made by New England mothers and grand
mothers for generations.
7

—now can be enjoyed by using Mince Meat as
delicious as made years ago—without the work
of preparing it.
FRIEND BROTHERS, Melrose Station, Boston, Mass.

NEW ENGLAND

MINCE MEAT
“as good as Friend's Beans”

STATE OF MAINE

THE PRESIDENCY VS. HOOVER
Samuel Crowther’s Book Tells How a Great Office Can Be
' Filled By a Great Man
In these days when practically
everything you see in print is a
stereotype of what’s been published
before on the same subject, and
books in their various classes are
all, whether fiction, biography or his
tory, written in the “manner” which
chances to be the fashion of the age,
it is certainly refreshing to come
across a hook that is actually
unique in method and original in
point of view.
All the more remarkable is this
exception to the rule when it is
found to be a book of politics—per
fectly practical, not at all above the
level of the famous "man in the
street,” and yet a long, long distance
ahead of the solemn traditional guff
commonly vended as staple for stump
speaking and party appeal.
Samuel Crowther, author of a new
book entitled “The Presidency vs
Hoover,” is a genius. He has done
something new. What is genius but
that?
The author waves his writing wand
and sets up a trial court. The Pres
idency needs, an occupant. It de
mands a mighty good one. The de
mand is so high that it creates a
presumption against, any man who is
suggested for the office. The auto
matic charge against him is that he
is not big enough for such a place.
The burden of proof to the contrary
is on the applicant—or on his friends.
And Mr. Crowther uses up half his
beok in the role of attorney for the
prosecution. After looking the coun
try over, he fixes his gaze upon the
White House, shows what a tre
mendous obligation toward his coun
try and his fellow citizens any man
in the Presidency must carry and
discharge, and traces the long lines
of influence reaching out from the
seat of government along which the
President of the United States may
affect for better or worse the peace
and well-being not only of his fel
low citizens but largely of the pop
ulace of the world. It all makes a
showing of the potentiality of the
American Presidency which gets a
little awesome before the author lias

who henceforth sits in the White
House our author believes must be
chief service and occupation—the
task of the nation’s social and econ
omic engineer. And Mr. Hoover is
•in ideal man to begin this destined
engineering succession in t)T\ Pres
idency.
The great objective which Mi
Crowther sees looming up before En
gineer Hoover as lie approaches this
great office is the abolition of pov
erty in our United States. Progress
toward that goal our author counts
remarkable in the last two admin
istrations—not with any thanks to

here.

The faculty of Rockland High
school is giving ‘‘The Arrival of
Kitty” which the seniors at Erskine
are also preparing to present this
season.
Bernard Nichols lias employment
in Fairfield.
Recent callers at Clear View
Farm include Mr. and Mrfc. Dickin
son. Waterville, Harland Ripl y.
Washington. Linwood iSmith, Swan
ville, Carroll Hallowell and Lloyd
Fitzgerald of East Vassal boro and L.
C. Buzzell.
Herbert and Clarence Esaney and
Perley Crossman were in Waterville
Saturday evening.
The Halloween social Tuesday eve
ning at Erskine Academy Gymna
sium was a pleasant and well attend
ed affair. The selections by the
Erskine orchestra and ghost stories
by the students were followed by
games and a food sale.
The Grammar School at the vil
lage will have their Halloween social
Monday Evening.
Schools are all closed during
teachers’ convention as the teachers
were aW attending.

For the State of Maine
CANDIDATES to he voted for in the Presidential Election to be held November 6. 1928, in all voting pre
cincts in the State of Maine.
Fene'.ty for wilfully defacing" tearing dowr or destroying a list of candidates or a specimen ballot, FIVE
TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.
___________________________________________________________________ EDGAR C. SMITH, Secretary of State.

LIST OF CANDIDATES

DEMOCRATIC

HOOVER AND CURTIS

SMITH AND ROBINSON

For Electors of

For Electors of
President and Vice President

A. Lincoln Young. Lincolnville

pi

Samuel L. Bates. Portland

D
Melville A. Floyd.
South Waterford

Charles A. Gilman. Brunswick £
□

□
Charles II. Norton,
Dover-Foxeroft

Hubert J. Hodgson, Lewiston

Hazen S. Taylor. Anson
□

E
Allen C. T. Wilson, Presque Isle Q

Percival J. Parris, Paris

Thomas V. Doherty. Houlton
□

E
Henry J. Gagnon. Rumford

Claire S. Carter, Auburn

Edward Chase. Baring
□

□
Joseph D. Phillips,
Southwest Harbor

•

’

Wendell F. Farrington,
Livermore

p

Mabelle P. Chaney, Lisbon

□

□

No matter who
4* wins
the election, Socony
will continue
to
%
have the most votes

in New York and

New England

▲ A

After rending the predictions of
both parties’ campaign managers, we
• are forced to the conclusion that not
' less than 48 State's are very doubtful
i —Southern Lumberman.
|

CHILDREN LIKE MILK

FLAVORED WITH
reous pat

BAKERS
VANIILA

orr.

SPECIAL GASOLINE
AND MOTOR OIL

AND SUGAR
During election returns on Tuesday night listen to Soconyland
Sketches over the National Broadcasting Company chain.

SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of

CEMETERY WORK

STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

And Dealer In

NATIVE AND SCOTCH
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
ETC.

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
TEL. 911-M

ROCKLAND

95Th-t£

Reduced Prices on
New Whippet Cars
We Are Going To Sell New Whippet Cars At the Following Prices:
NOW

doses.

Former Price

AUTHORIZED DEALER

$595.00

$642.00

All Electric Sets

645.00

717.00

Whippet 6 Coach, fully equipped ...

730.00

818.00

Whippet 6 Sedan, fully equipped.. .. .. .. .

795.00

893.00

SIX TUBES

$77.00 less tubes

These cars are brand new. Come i n and get a Car at Bargain Prices.
SEVEN TUBES

$106.00 less tubes
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
Telephone 244-W
106 Pleasant Street
Rockland

For Electors of
D-oe^pr-t and Vice President

E

Adamson's Balsam that wonderful
ly reliable cough medicine stopped
this boy's coughing spells with two

As quick as it touches the inflamed
throat It relieves soreness. Quickly
relaxes throat muscles and easily ex
pels phlegm. Being free from irrita
tion and sticky infected phlegm—
coughing stops.
Other ingredients attack the germs
at seat of trouble and in a day or two
all dunger is gorte.
Because Adamson's Balsam works
so quickly and surely—it's the favor
ite all over New England. Contains
no dope, harmful drugs or chloroform.
Try it for colds, sore throat, bronchial
or plain cough. 35c and 75c. At all
drug stores.

SOCIALIST

REPUBLICAN
President and Vice President

the formulas of either Adam Smith
or Karl Marx but by virtue of higlitype efficiency in production and dis
tribution of goods and popular dis
semination «d ownership.
Mr. Crowther is confident that in
finished.
Then at the middle of the book the two terms President Hoover, pressing
author changes roles. He goes over forward on the lines of his adminis
to the defense. Standing side by tration in the* Department of Com
side with Mr. Hoover, lie follows merce, can prove that this glowing
through his previous analysis and ideal of a land without poverty is
shows point by point how the Repub no empty dream. And he is sure
lican nominee in the present cam that the same great surge of human
paign measures up to the high stip feeling which led Mr. Hoover into
ulations which he has just estab Belgium in the hour of its over
lished for a capable President of the throw and took him to the flooded
United States, He counts little or banks of the Mississippi when hun
nothing on conventional talents for dreds of thousands of our own peo
political leadership-—except brains, ple were homeless, will forbid him
integrity.
disinterestedness
and to rest from the crusade for the abocourage, the elemental virtues that lition of poverty as long as he connever grow old. But spellbinding tinues in the White House—or in
and adroit party strategy and mas deed to rest from it anywhere short
terful bossing of the political ma of the mortal end of his great ca
chine are not named among Mr. reer.
Crowther’s requisites nor discovered
Mr. Hoover is no superman, of
in his analysis of Mr. Hoover.
urse. But in this modern world
Mr. Crowther believes in Mr.'’"he Is certainly a super-engineer.
Efficiency with him is no mere
Hoover as prospective President fun
damentally because—the aforesaid catchword; it is the potent solution
elemental virtues being granted—he in which every social perplexity dis
is through and through an engineer. solves to clarity. And what Mr
The typical modern engineer is a Crowther shows us in that line
man who gets things done which would win votes for the Republican
have been proposed to him. first, by nominee in the present campaign
assembling all the factors of the even if his readers were not im
problem given, and then impartially pressed by Mr. Crowther’s many
and dispassionately working out other points of plea in favor of his
practicable means of realizing the second client in “Presidency vs
ends essential. This for every man Hoover.”
ning aryl Knox County friends of
Mrs. Lucy (Fuller) Haskell and Mrs.
Minnie (Creamer) Rowe will be interested to know that they had
prominent
roles.
Friends
from
Appleton were also noted in the audienee.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Denico and
daughter Evclee were in Farmington.
Sunday.
Sherman Avery of Connecticut is
visiting at Fred Plaisted’s.
Elmer Seewood and Miss Leota
Denico were in Belfast Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dickinson of Water
ville spent Sunday at their cottage

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

William L. Bonney, Gardiner

Stopped Child’s Cough
^gl(ggKII|^
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E. O. PhilbrooR <% Son
632 MAIN STREET

JOHN A. KARL & CO

WILLYS-KNIGHT

ROCKLAND, MAINE
WHIPPET
130-131

118-152

HURRICANE WAS FRIGHTFUL

Garden Fragrance
Direct from the wonderful gardens of
Ceylon and India to you. Pure and delicious

II

Every-Other-Day
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RADIATOR AND BODY WORK

n

We have in our shop the most up-to-date equip

SALADA'

ment with which to do our work. We have tried

mighty hard to make our prices reasonable. In fact,
we have put them as low as possible, consistent, of
course, with the first class workmanship and service.

If you will give us a trial, we can convince you that
our price is right and work is good.
STATE OF MAINE

EAST WALDOBORO

Kennebec, ss.

Supreme Judicial Court
In Equity
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowers of Win
JOHN G. SMITH. Bank Commissioner
throp. Muss, and Mr. and Ms«. Zeband
edee Simmons o? South Thomaston
RICHARD O. ELLIOT
CHARLES A. CREIGHTON
v’vk* at ( harles Bowers Friary
•DONALD P. GBORGE
689 Main Street
Rockland
RaLph Flanders who has lieen
HENRY E MCDONALD
spending his vacation with his par
RICHARD K. Dl’NN
CHARLES M. STARRETT
ents, Mi and .Mis. John L. Flan
131-132
LEVI SEAVEY
ders. returned to his home in Port
Trustees of Thomaston Savings Bank,
land Fv.b lay. He was ae<'•nipanied
vs.
THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
by his daughter Marion .vha has
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme also been a guest of her grandpar
Judicial Court:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Achorn and Mr.
Respectfully represent John G. Smith, Bank ents for a few days.
Commissioner of Maine, whose official resi
Mrs. Jameh Mitchell and children and Mrs. C J. Achorn.
Mrs.
Angeletta
Waters
of
Damar

Mrs. Lulu Jackson. Mrs. Marjorie
dence is in the City of Augusta, in said County
are guests of her parents in Portland.
of Kennebec, and Richard 0. Elliot, Charles A. iscotta Mills is to pass the winter at
Miss Jeannie McConcliie returned Ralph, and Mrs. Ella Bragg spent
Creighton. Donald P. George. Henry E. Mc her brother’s. Hiram Mank.
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Irene
Donald. Richard E. Dunn, Charles M Star
Miss I na Clark of Augusta was a home Monday from Knox Hospital Sprague at Winslow’s Mills.
red. Levi Seavey. all of Thomastou in the
where she had been for three weeks
County of Knox and State aforesaid, who weekend guest of Mrs. Nellie Reever.
Mr. and Mrs. Adin Hoak. Floyd
complain against the Thomaston Savings Miss Myrtie Reever return hI Mon from an operation for appendicitis.
Bank, a corporation organized under tiie laws day with her to Augusta.
The following were guests of their Hoak and Mr. and Mrs. Albert El
well and children were in Elmore
of said State of Maine and located at Thom
Mrs. Mae Creamer of Manchester, father F. H. Maloney over the week Wednesday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
aston in said County of Knox ;
First : That said John G. Smith is the duly N. H.. was a recent truest of her end:1 Mrs. Florence Bryant of New James Hall.
qualified Bank Commissioner of Maine, that daughter Mrs. Leslie Borneman. who York, Mr. and Mrs. William Ward
Frank Morris and daughters of
said Richard O Elliot, Charles A. (Telghton,
and Mrs. Katherine Allen of Port
Bona id P. George. Henry E. McDonald. Rich with her son I’rban returned home
Tenant's Harbor were in this place
ard E. Dunn, Charles M Surrett. Levi Seavey. with Mrs. Creamer for a ten days’ land. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Howes of Sunday visiting friends.
Belfast and Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
constitute tiie entire Board of Trustees of said visit.
Mr. and Mrs. (Forrest Wall and
Thomaston Savings Bank : that said defendant
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fitch with Vinal of Thomaston.
corporation is a savings bank organized and
daughters Celia and Phyllis and
Mrs.
Charles
Peterson
entertained
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
Bowley
and
chil

existing under the laws of the State of Maine :
Saturday in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Darius Cook of Tenants Harbor were
that this action is brought under the provis dren motored to Augusta recently.
ions of Section 50 of Chapter lf4 of the Pub
Alfred Pillsbury of South Weymouth, Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
F.
Jackson
were
Elwell.
lic Laws of 1923 ;
Millard Mass.
^Second: That the said Plaintiffs are of the at L. L. Mank’s Sunday.
Greund has been broken for Mrs.
Milton Knowlton is In Newport, N.
opinion that it Is inexpedient for said Thom Mank of G. rdiner was also a guest.
Clara Orff's cottage on the Ridge,
aston Savings Bank to continue the further
H„
where
he
has
employment.
Mr. and Mrs. H B. Bovey have re
prosecution of its business;
Miss Aretta Knowlton of Rockland opposite the home of John Frost.
Third: That at a meeting of said Board of turned from a visit at their home in
At the Sunday service the pulpit
has been the guest of her brother’s
Trustees of said Thomaston Savings Bank held Massachusetts.
was occupied by Rev. C. C. Whidden
on the eleventh day of October, 1928, the fol
family
here
recently.
Mrs. Gilmore Noyes and Mrs. Har
lowing votes were unanimously passed by the
During the recent vacation Teach of Brunswick who delivered a help
old Levensaler of Jefferson were
full Board :
ers
’ Convention week new windows ful sermon on "The Abundant Life.”
• Voted: That in the opinion of the Trus guests of relatives here Thursday.
tees of the Thomaston Savings Bank, it is in
and
other improvements were put in District Superintendent Rev. Leon
Mrs. Lester Mank. Mrs. Josiah
ard G. March was also present and
expedient to continue the further prosecutlor
the
primary school building. The
of its business as said savings bank, and that Jameson and daughter Vera were in
assisted in the services.
work
was
done
by
Frank
Fullerton
the said Trustees are hereby authorized and Rockland Thursday.
directed to join with the Bank Commissioner
and
financed
by
the
Parent-Teacher
Mrs. Rose Robinson who has
of tiie State of Maine in an application to any
Association.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court for; been in Minnesota the past year, is
Mrs. Fred Gillchrest. Miss Susie
Mrs C. L. Eugley visited her
authorization to them, the said Trustees of said visiting her daughter. Mrs. Clarence
Sleeper. Miss Lempi Makinen and daugh’er ?Vs. Irvine Genthner of
Savings Bank, to liquidate Its affairs, and for Coffin.
a dissolution of said Savings Bauk.'
Miss Ellie Mank was in Thomaston Mrs. A. F. Sleeper attended the State Broad Cove Friday.
"Voted : That the Trustees of this bank,
J*r. and Mrs. Edward Jon»; cf
Teachers’ Convention in Bangor
be, and are hereby, authorized and directed to and Rockland Monday.
North Waldoboro spent Sunday with
do and perform any and all acts, and to sign
Mr and Mrs. Levi Rokes of War Thursday and Friday.
anv and all papers necessary to enable the
Work on the church is progressing Mr. and Mrs Frank Simmons.
Trustees to liquidate the affairs of said Thom ren. Mr. and Mrs. Wall, Mrs. Levi
li.nph Eug’ey is cutting Christmas
That
aston Savings Bank, to dissolve said corpora Keizer son Edwin and friend of rapidly both inside and out.
tion in accordance with the provisions of Rockland were Sunday visitors at already done has made necessary trees for J. A. Duane of Waldoboro.
Section 50 of Chapter 144 of the Public Laws
Mrs. William Gross visited Sun
other work and of course the more,
of 1923, and all acts additional thereto and Mrs. S. A. Lermond’s.
Norman Miller and family and that is done the better our church will day with Mrs. Linwood Castner of
amendatory thereof, and in compliance with
anv orders of the court.”
Ethel Hanna and family were Sun look, but the more it costs There are Medomak.
Fourth: That at a meeting of the Board of
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winehenbach
many who pledged to help with the
Directors of the Georges National Bank held day guests of Mrs. Eva Masters, repairs and if everyone will pay their were in Rockland recently.
on the 11th day of October. 1928. being a duly Round Por.Q.
Ernest Eugley who has employ
organized National Bank existing under the
Mr. and Mrs. John Dunton and pledge now in order that the Work
laws of the United States and located in said children of Wiscasset were guests of may he completed at once, it will be ment in Avgusta spent the weekend
Thomaston, the following vote was unanimous
Pledges and with his parents Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coffin Sun greatly appreciated.
ly passed by the full Board
•Voted: That this bank purchase all of day. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin and gifts may be paid to either Mrs. R. Eugley.
the assets of the Thomaston Savings Bank, daughter of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. P. Hodsdon or S. O. Hurd.
Miss Agnes Creamer of West Wal
paving therefore such an amount as will en
The many friends of Henry Sleeper doboro visited the school here Tues
able said Thomaston Savings Bank to pay all Ralph Coffin and daughter of the
will be glad to learn that his condi day.
its liabilities in full, including all deposits village were also visitors.
Dewey Winehenbach has employ
with interest thereon (Christmas Club in
Mrs. Susan Lermond who has been tion Is improved. He will greatly ap
cluded) and $20,000 additional, said $20,000
preciate letters, cards, etc. Address ment at Winslow’s Mills.
to he used to pay the September State Tax. if spending several weeks at her home
Charles Genthner was in Wiscas
him at the Massachusetts General
any expenses of liquidation, and the balance is now with Mrs. Laura Orff.
set last week.
to be divided up as a special dividend.”
Several attended the Grange Fair Hospital. Ward 22. Boston, Mass.
Wherefore, the plaintiffs pray :
Misses Evelyn Waltz and Florence
]. That tills Honorable Court will deter Wednesday at North Warren.
Creamer attended the Teachers’ Con
Mrs. Laura Brackett of Warren
mine that it is inexpedient for said Thomas
ORFF'S
CORNER
vention at Bangor Thursday and Fri
ton Savings Bank to continue the further was a guest Thursday of Mrs. L- "L.
Miss Ethelyn Ralph. Willis Ralph day of last week.
prosecution of its business, and authorize the
President and Trustees of said bank, now in Mank.
and Monte Schaffner of Lynn re
M c’rllan Eugley has employment
The Social Cluh met with Mrs’ cently passed a few days at A. H.
office, to liquidate its affairs under the direc
with Samuel !Br,
if Waldoboro.
tion of this Court.
Gardner Mank Oct. 25. 12 members
2 That thi*- Honorable Court will direct and two visitors being present. The Brown's.
Alfred Storer of Waldoboro was
and authorize .aid President and Trustees of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wall and at William Gross' Tuesday.
said Thomas n Savings Bank tA accept the program was conducted by Mrs. Marian and Martin Wall of South
offer of the » corges National Bank stated in Percy Miller. Quotations by memBristol visited friends here recently.
this Bill io Equity, ami to deliver all of tiie
For the first time in its more than
victrola music; conundrum’*.
assets to the Directors of said Georges Na
Mrs. Fannie Weaver has returned 30 years of colorful existence, the
tional Bank upon the duly executed agree Mrs. .lames Mank: readings. Mia. from Wiscasset where she served on
Royal Poinciana Hotel, exclusive
ment • f said Georges National Bank to assume Starrett and Mrs. Bowers: contest
pioneer hotel on the shores of Lake
all lia- ‘ties of tiie Thomaston Savings Bank prizes won by Mrs. Coffin and Mrs. the Grand Jury.
in full, including all deposits with Interest
The Ladies of the Farm Bureau Worth in Palm Beach, Fla., will not
thereon.
Christmas Club included) and pay Jameson.
held an all-day meeting at the Com open this season, because of hurri
$20,000 additional, said $20,000 to be used to
Saturday evening the Social Club
Water soaked and
pay tiie September State Tax. expenses of observed Men’s Night at the Stone munity House Oct 19 with Home cane damage.
Demonstrator Miss Nettie Simmons damaged by the hurricane of Sept.
liquidation and the balance to be divided as a
sehoolhouse.
Fifty-five
were
present
special dividend.
present. Felt hats were made.
16. the huge structure, famous the
3. That this Honorable Court will decree to enjoy the supper, and social hour.
Kenneth Elwell was in Unity Sun country over as a vacationing place
that the corporate existence of said Thomas The program consisted of reading.
ton Savings Bunk be dissolved.
for exclusive society sets, is in such
vocal solos. Merle day.
4. That tills Honorable Court will grant Mrs. Kalloch:
Leon Achorn of Roxbury. Mass., a condition that it would be Impos
such further equitable relief to all parties in Jameson: piano solo, Muriel Coffin;
interest as it may determine that they are in Then the regular Saturday night has been spending a few days with I sible to repair for the coming season.
law and equity entitled to. and that such dancing was enjoyed as several more
processes may Issue as may be necessary to
arrived bringing the number up to
carry into effect such relief.
Dated tills twenty-second day of October, nearly 100.
•
1928.
JOHN (J. SMITH
Bank Commissioner of Maine.
WHITE HEAD
RICHARD O ELLIOT
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mitchell of the
( HARLES A CREIGHTONDONALD P. GEORGE
Light returned home Saturday from
HENRY K. McDONALD
several days m tor trip through East
RICHARD E. DUNN
ern Maine.
( HARLES M. STARRETT
Satin Yoke and Sleeve Linings
LEM SEAVEY
Miss Etta Mitchell attended the
Trustees of Thomaston Savings Bank.
State Teachers' Convention in Bangor
Guaranteed to wear or new linings
STATE OF MAINE
last week.
Kennebec. M.
October 22. 1928.
A. H. Calder U.S.C.G.. who was on
Personally appeared John G. Smith, Bank
Free
Commissioner, and made oath that he has read a furlough at Norton's island, was
the above hill and knows the contents thereof,
Overcoats Made to Measure
and the same is true to Ids own knowledge, ex called to Baltimore. Md.. to take com
cept tiie matters stated to be on Information and mand of the C.G. boat. A.B.9 and will
belief, and that, as to those matters, he be cruise in Delaware Bay for a while.
$25.00 to $40.00
lieves them to be true.
Mrs. A. H. Calder and children are
Before me,
at
Norton
’
s
Island
for
an
indefinite
SANGER N ANNIS
Suits made from customers goods in
Justice of the Peace.
stay.
STATE OF MAIN E
Misses Ella and Myrtle Flood spent
two grades
Knox, ss.
October 27, 1928.
Personally appeared Richard O. Elliot, the weekend with Mrs. Mary Burke
Charles A. Creighton, Donald P. George, Henry at Spruce Head.
$18.00, $20.00
E. McDonald. Richard E. Dunn, Charles M.
Mr. ami Mrs. J. W. Kelley and son
Starrett. Levi Seavey. Trustees of the Thom
aston Savings Bank, and made oath that they who were on a 10 days leave of ab
have read the above bill and know the con sence at Jonesport have returned
tents thereof, and that the same is true ‘o
their own knowledge, except tiie matters stated home.
Edward Faulkingham, U.S.C.G. mo
to be on information and belief, and that, as
to those matters, they believe them to be true. tored to his home in Jonesport last
442 Main Street
Rockland

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

SOUTH THOMASTON

GROSS NECK

Echoes of the recent hurricane,
which proved so disastrous to Porto
Rico and Florida, continue to sift in.
Howard & Brown who engross di
plomas for the Fajardo Commenfial
& language School in San Juan, are
in receipt of the following interesting
letter from Jose L. Fajardo, the prin
cipal :
•a•*
Permit us to thank you cordially
for your expression of sympathy
Oet. 5 In regard to the cyclone sweep
ing our island Sept. 13. We appreci
ate your goodness, and believe us
when we say that your kindly worded
letter is taken as a token of Christian
friendship. You have heard of storms
blowing at 65. 85 and up to 100 miles
an hour, but. when one sees the wind
blowing from 165 to 185 miles, when
one is inside the vortex or center of a
cyclone to face the music is terrible.
The infernal noise made by all ob
jects capable of vibrating, think of
that! The slats of the blinds of one
of our windows produced a sound ex
actly like that of the hissing of can
non bullets, say, a 13-inch projectile:
another window produced a sound
like that of locomotive whistle; elec
tric wires yielded sounds of all kinds
according to dimensions and tension.
The flying trees, palms, roofs was a
hell all around.
The wind started to blow at about
midnight on the 12th; by 9 a. m. tiie

13th it came up to somewhere better
than 65 and 85 miles, later on
and when the full strength came in at
1.30 in the afternoon, well, it was
hell itself. The wind took the roof
of the house off' and brought another
and- put it up in the place of "the right
one; some roofs flew carrying along
the outer frame walls, leaving the
furniture and people standing up in
the center of the house without help.
Some houses flew off with people in
side, furniture and all. Trees hun
dreds of years old were uprooted;
cocoanut pa'.nfs which are resistent to
the wind not only because they are
cylindrical monocotiledons. but also
because they are hard, were either up
rooted or cut up in pieces before fell
ing them.
As for me. before thinking of my
property. 560,000 sheets of muitigraphed paper, and $100 worth of new
books, I had to electrically, quick. 1
mean, make arrangements to save our
lives.
The first few gusts of high pressure
wind blew oft’ the roof of our build
ing, a two-storv cement, reinforced
structure with galvanized iron roof.
Certainly a terrible shower was mak
ing itself felt by the force of the wind
the drops burning where they struck.
At 1.30 we decided to turn our back
on the property and seek for a more
safe place for we were afraid of the
timbers. So down we went into the
Virgin and delivered theta formally
my paper and books.
What else could he done? I spiked

C. A. HAMILTON

J. WALTER HTROUT
Notary Public.
1932.
My commission expires August
STATE OF MAINE
Kennebec, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court
In Equity
JOHN C. SMITH. Bank Commissioner
and
K1CI1AKP O. ELLIOT
< HABLES A CREIGHTON
DONALD I’ GEORGE
HENRY E. MCDONALD
RICHARD E DL’NN
CHARLES M STARRKTT
LEVI SEAVEY
Trustees of Thomaston Savings Bank,
vs.
THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
Upon the foregoing petition it Is ordered
that the petitioners give notice to the de
positors of die said Thomaston Savings Bank,
and to all other parties Interested, by publish
ing an attested copy of said petition and
notice thereon once a week for three successive
weeks in The Courier-Gazette a newspaper
of general circulation published In Rockland
in tiie County of Knox and State of Maine, anil
111 the Portland Press Herald, a newspaper of
general circulation published in Ihc I tty of
Portland. County of Cumberland and State of
Maine the last publication to be at least one
week prior to the twenty-sixth day of Novem
ber 1928 on which date at ten o clock A. M
all parties Interested may appear at the Ken
nebec County Court House In Augusta. Maine

and there show cause why the prayers of the
petitioners should not be granted, If any there

week on 4S hours leave. Vincent Alley
accompanied him. Suit.. Sands of
Portsmouth, N. H., of tiie U.S.C.G.
was an overnight visitor at the Sta
tion Wednesday
Miss Agatha Alley of the Light is
visiting relatives at Beals.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
daughter Mildred June, who have
been spending a few months at their
summer home in Spruce Head, are
expecting to leave for Two Bush
Light this week where they will pass
tiie winter.
Mrs. John Penndell of Limerick ar
rived last week at Two Bush Light.
Friends here of Aunt Nancy Hall of
South Thomaston regret to learn of
her very serious illness.
H. YV. Andrews and Eugene Racklift have plenty of herring at the
present time in their weirs at Rackliff's island and Wheeler’s Bay.
TRIAL BOARD CHANGES

The

Navy

Department

has

SAY rr WITH

Chrysanthemums Now
FRESH

Driving in the open, in all kinds
of weather, even those who are used
to it will contract colds. They
needn't worry anyone who knows a
certain compound that comes in

the door after giving up all hopes of.
saving my paper and books, by means
of living. We came back at 4.30 under
a terrible rain. Not a sheet of paper,
was soaked, not a hook was wet. Yon
laugh at me. I care not. I make no
comment, but I thank God and the Vir
gin regardless. You have heard of
miracles, haven't you? Well, so have
I. but this is the first I see. My first
chance to go out was used to go to
church ami thank cordially the Al
mighty. 1 have lost nothing; my in
come was a little belter that August,
matriculation was not high, hut pretty
fair.
Plantations suffered badly, and the

poor are helpless save for the attention granted us by our mother coun
try. American boats are busy carry
ing foodstuffs, shelter tents and what
not to help us. Our school is tunning
normally, except probably somewhat
affected by conditions.
Credit stands good, our merchants
having Al references all over the
world. No man has asked for delay.
Federal, Insular and banks are offer
ing money but our people are afraid
lo take too much, for business may
come the dull way and then the loss
of the property is imminent.
The papers must have given you
full details and illustrations.

FALL DRESSES
Newness . . .

MATERIALS
Satins—Flat Crepes—Silks—Canton Crepes—Georgettes
Sport Fabrics—Velvets—Tweeds

Cotton Back
SMARTEST COLORS
I lack — Tan — Red — Brown — Navy — Green —Blue.
These same kinds of dresses are selling elsewhere RIGHT
NOW, for no less than $9.75.
Our Anniversary Sale Price

$5.95
Fur Trimmed Coats
At a Price That Will Crowd Our Store
Exact Duplicates of Regular $25.00
Setting a New Standard of Values
Newest Dressy and Sport Styles—Smart Materials -All
Kinds—New Colors—All Fall Shades

$14.75

SPORT COATS

Dress Values of a Lifetime

DRESSES

Why Pay $25.00 Elsewhere?
Absolute $19.75 to $25.00 Values

$12.75

$8.95
Regularly $12.75 Elsewhere
Without Doubt the Outstanding
Dress Values of the Season !

All Are Fur Trimmed
Smart Style Sport Coats

IMAGINE! Beautiful New Style
Fur Trimmed Regular $19.75 to
$25.00 Sport Coats

COATS

Sharply Reduced For This Great
ANNIVERSARY SALE
Values That Can Never Be
Duplicated

$9.75
Sport Coats—wit hor without fur
trimming
Plymouth Suedes
Chinchilla Coats
Dressy Coats
Luxuriously Fur Trimmed or Plain
Dressy Coats
SAVE $10.00
Their values are $19.75

SMART FUR TRIMMED

Dressy Coats
Every Coat Luxuriously Fur Trimmed
Values to $35.00 Our Great Anniversary Sale
Price

Hats

$1.59

Melbas, Twills, Suedes, Tweeds, Broadcloths,
Soft Materials, etc.

Every Day

in Your Homes
and Offices

Smartest New Fall and Winter Shades
Choice New 1929 Style Features

an-

The VOGUE

nounced three changes in high com
man(j
Rear Admiral Lucius A.

Bostwick who has been president of
the Board of Inspection and Survey
was ordered to command battleship
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
division 3 of the battle fleet to suc
A true copy, Attest:—
ceed Rear Admiral Frank B. Upham,
[L K. 1
C. YV JONES. Clerk.
who Will command the control force,
131-Th-137
The peace treaties have held armed succeeding Rear Admiral I- rank H.
forces to a mere 33 percent increase Brumby, who was made president of
the board of inspection and survey.

gvir 1913.—Fuhlisliers Syndicate.

FLOWERS

plain, white tablets. It kills a cold
so quickly you can hardly believe
it’s the tablet that did it Just one
heads-off a cold that’s coming-on;
a bad cold you’ve had for several
days may take several.
Even “flu” gives in to Pape’s Cold
Compound, which any druggist can
give you, for thirty-five cents. Ev
eryone has suggestions when you
have a cold, but this one works!

Cold Means Nothing
to Race Enthusiast!

Just 295 of Them—But WHAT VALUES !
Smartness .. . Fabrics . .. STYLE

$22.95

The Beauty of

Cold

The Store with Wonder Values will be visited by hundreds of people during this Great Sale. Every price Guar
anteed to be marked at the lowest price in the city. Just come to this Sale and see Values

You Need

Some Corner
of Your Home
Should Have a
FERN
or
FOLIAGE
PLANT

COMPOUND

...Anniversary Sale...

All Sizes

b<Dated at Augusta. Maine, this twenty-ninth

day of October. 1928^. r pATTANGALb

HOME GROWN
.
CRISP
BEAUTIFUL

COLD

To 100

bers:

Ready-Made Overcoats

Pape s

Down In Porto Rico Which Got It Worst—Howard &
Brown Receive Interesting Letter

—AT—

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

PARK AND MAIN STREETS

"SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 318-W

124-tf

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day
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Annual Agricultural Section—Auspices Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
County Agent Wentworth and Home Demonstration Agent Simmons Present Complete Story of the Rural Activities
and Progress of the Twin Counties—Plans for Next Year Still More Ambitious
1929 OUTLOOK IN

KNOX-LINCOLN

I

FOR BETTER BULLS

Ayrshire section of the State. Ralph
IS WELL ORGANIZED |
POULTRY HOUSES
METHODS
Cripps has a large herd, one of the J
finest in the state. A boys 4-H heifer '
Knox-Lincoln Stock Men Are dub has been organized in the com - j Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau1
More Now Found In KnoxFarm Bureau and Extension Forces Have Planned Busy
Members of the dub are:
Modern System Adopted the Past Year By Many KnoxMaking Rapid Strides For munity.
Lincoln Counties—Better
Has
Representatives
In
All
Chesley Cripps, John. Walter and '
Times For the Next Twelve Months
Lincoln
Fanners
Has
Paid
Well
Edwin Annis and Donald Simonton.
Better Herds
Stock Also
Towns
. Each bought a pure bred heifer and |
Herd improvement has continued to I four of them are giving milk. From •
Knox-Lincoln County is an import
In conducting the Extension woik:
The tenth year of Farm Bureau the proper shaping of the new tree
go forward during the past year. indications the heifers will produce: in Knox-Lincoln county, County' A special plan is being recommend ed and ready to house the pullets ant poultry center. There are many
and Extension work in Knox-Lincoln will he shown.
Several scrub bulls have been sold close to lO.Oftn pounds of milk for the Agenl Wentworth has a very effi ed by the Extension Service in raising when they are ready.
The latest information on spray- 1 and replaced with pure bred animal. year.
of healthy pullets. Many poultrymen
This last year the following poul- men who keep about 1000 hens which
county is being planned by County
cient organization, the Farm Bureau.
ing will he given to all those orchard- The present demand for good cows
followed this plan last year and more trvnxen in Knox-Lincoln County fol- : is considered a one man proposition.
Agent Wentworth. The 'program inIr.
each
community
where
an
organi

ists that sign up in the orchard spray
LOW PRODUCING COWS SOLD
will do so this corning year. Chicks lowed this plan of brooding; Luther, This last year many new houses were
dudes Boys and Girls’ Club work service project.. New methods of | brings up more clearly the need of
zation is started a definite program
are raised in brooder houses 300 to Carney, Sheepscott: Mrs. Charles built, which will increase the number
good bulls in raising these cows to
of
work
is
laid
out.
Community
of

with a continuation of the alfalfa ‘ spraying will be tried next season be sold. One or two cows sold each
Although there Is no cow testing
a house. A wire platform is used Hendrickson,
West
Aina;
Mis.
ficers
are
selected.
of hens kept in the country. Foster
pilots that were started during the ; against scab. A new project in or- I year with heifers as good if not better association in the county, many
The
organization
in
the
various
Jameson, Waldoboro, has built a
past two years. A few new pieces • charding is apple packing. This will coming along to take their places will farmers took advantage of the test
communities of the county consists
include grading and packing using
double deck house which will accom
will probably be started. In the bet box, basket and barrel. These dem add many dollars to the income of ing work that has been done by the of a chairman and project leaders.
modate 500 hens. He also has a Spe
ter bull campaign a new survey will onstrations will he held the latter { the farm. A pure bred bull is half Extension Service, and 263 cows have They are as follows:
be conducted to determine the own part of the summer in orchard cen the herd so only good bulls should be been tested during the year. Sev
cial arrangement for running water.
Aina—Chairman, Clarence Walker;
used.
eral of the farmers besides having Farm Management, T. N. Ayer, Jr.;
ers of grade and scrub bulls, and to ters.
E. C. (’utting, Warren, has a new
Among the men who have bought the cows tested have weighed the Clubs, Clarence Walker.
interest these men in better stock.
There will be a continuation* of the hulls this year are: T. N. Ayer, .Ir.,
24x48 house. Leon Dodge, North
milk each day from the individual
The keeping of farm accounts is Adult Poultry Clubs in Friendship, i
W. Aina—Chairman, Luther Car
Edgecomh. is building over his ham
the most important part of the year’s Damariscotta. West Aina, Sheepscot Aina; Melville Houdlette. West Aina; cows on milk record sheets furnished ney; Orchard, Wylie Munsey; Poul
work on the farm. To determine and Whitefield. During the year Ralph Cripps, Camden; Alvin Piper’ by the county farm bureau. It has try, Mrs. Charles Hendrickson.
into a hen house. In West Aina, Mrs.
the amount of business done and the there will be a series of egg grading Damariscotta; Hugo Sanderlin and been found that many of the cows
II innah Hendrickson, and Otto Miete
Appleton—Chairman, J. B. Gushee;
where records have been kept are Dairy, Roland Gushee.
quality are important. There should meetings. Cooperators and demon- i Danald Jewett of 'Whitefield.
have built over their barn into hen
During the year there have been low producers and are a loss in the
be over 50 accounts started this com strators will be enrolled in the range
Bunker
Hili—Chairman,
Alden
houses. In Sheepscott, Luther Car
ing January first. Poultry accounts rotation demonstration. These will four barn meetings held at Thurl herd. A cow that only produces 4,000 Hall. Poultry, Hubert Carter; Or
ney and Ix*ster Vinal have increased
will be started on November 1 and covgr the best and latest methods of
their housing capacity by building
chard, Marshall Moody.
nearly 200 are expected. During brooding including permanent brood
over their barns into hen houses. E.
Camden—Chairman, R. IW. Cripps;
the winter there will be farm man er houses, wire platforms and open
A. Wincapaw, Friendship, has built
Poultry, Harlan Gray; (Dairy, H. II.
agement meetings held to analyze the air shelters. There will also be a
a new house 140 feet long. Frank
Nash.
farm business and to assist farmers series of demonstrations on flock im
Page of Warren has built a new Orono
Damariscotta—Chairman,
James
in keeping records and planning bet provement, which will cover selec
type house.
Byrne; Poultry, Norris Waltz.
ter management. Twelve meetings tion of the breeding flock, pullets
Trap nesting and pedigreeing work
Dresden—Chairman, M. P, Hcudwill be held.
are also being done by many of the
and roosters, records to be kept by
lette; Poultry, Miss Mabel Perry; Modern Hen House, 24x48, Erected
E. C. Cutting, Warren, along model
As there seems to be a great deal thf various demonstrators on egg
i poultrymen. Records are kept of
Dairy, A. D. Houdlette.
lines
of interest started in forestry, there pioduction and lqss. Assistance will
I each hen on the number of eggs laid
N. Edgecomh—Chairman, Leon A.
will be in next year’s program forest be given these men who wish to have
I in a year. Only those liens kept that
Dodge; Orchard. W. W. Cochran:
tree planting and timber estimating. flocks tested for white diarrhea and
for chicks to run on until they are George MacDonald, Aina; Melvin , produce over 200 eggs weighing at
Poultry, Arthur Paquette.
Both are important projects to farm also those that are to do pedigreeing
Friendship — Chairman,
Albion able to get along without heat. The Lowry, Friendship; Henry Keller, least 24 ounces. S. C. R. I. Reds are
er and wood lot owner. Several hun- , work.
house is cleaned out every five days. West Rockport; Foster Jameson. i being trap nested and pedigreed by F.
Wotton; Poultry, E. A. Wincapaw.
died more apple trees will he grafted
Mrs.
Annie
Potter. M. Piper. Rockland; Robert Oxton,
This covers the work that will be
Hope— Chairman, E. >N. Hobbs; The chicks are not allow’ed on the Waldoboro;
over this coming spring. Demon carried out this coming year for the
I West Rockport; Carl Nelson, Rock
Poultry, F. M. Payson; Orchard. ground until they are removed lo the Whitefield.
strations will he held in all commun farmers of Knox-Lincoln county.
Range rotation is being followed land; Fred Wyllie, Warren; Leon
summer range. Hardware cloth Is
Wallace Robbins.
ities where there is interest in or There will also be many field days,
Jefferson—Chairman, Arthur Hall: used having two or three squares to by: Alden Hall, Bunker Hill; Norris Dodge, North Edgecomh; Wilson
charding.
The best methods of picnics, tours and community meet
Dairy. Thurl Flagg; Orchard. Earle the inch. The size of the platform is Wlaltz, M. W. Bumpus, Damariscotta; Merriam. Union; Arthur Paquette,
grafting and making wax cloth will ings. The year 1929 should be a
Hodgkins; Poultry. Osgood Eugley usually the same as the house, either H. Everson, Dresden; Leon Dodge. Ninth Edgecomh and Roy Plaisted,
Ale explained. In
orchards where banner year in Farm Bureau and Ex
Nobleboro.—Chairman. A. J. Per 10x12 or 12x12. In this method the Edgar Smith, W. W. Cochran. II. | Waldoboro. Barred Bocks by R. W.
grafting has been done in the past. tension Work.
kins;
Dairy, S. T. Hancock; Orchard, brooder houses are not moved from Kimball and Arthur Paquette, North | Davis & Sons. Rockland; Hawes
Pure bred Guernsey bull owned and shown by Wilson Merriam, a product of
O H. Rollins; Poultry, Kenneth Van- year to year, so several houses can be Edgecomh; Albion Wotton, Austin , Bros., Union and Luther Carney,
the Better Bulls campaign
arranged together; thus saving in Orne. L. C. Morton. Friendship. I’. M. | Sheepscott. White Leghorns, F. M.
nah.
In general strong Juice vegetables, as
AS TO VEGETABLES
Orffs Corner—Chairman, Calvin labor of taking care of the young Piper, Frank Farrand. Carl Nelson. j Johnson. Waldoboro.
onions, cabbages and turnips, should
Rockland; Robert Oxton, West Rock i Many pedigreed cockerels were
Dairy,
Sidney
Leonard. chicks.
be cooked in an uncovered dish with Flaggs, Jefferson; A. S. Leonard's, pounds of milk and 160 pounds butter Bragg;
As soon as the chicks are able to port; Nelson Calderwood. Wilson sold by these men, for in the special
Matters of Cooking and Food plenty of water. In this way the ob Orff's Corner, John Carroll’s, Wash fat in the year is considered a low’ Poultry, Willis Weaver.
ington and E. C. Cutting’s, Warren. producer.
Bockiand—Chairman, F. M. Piper: get along without heat the pullets are Merriam. J. F. Calderwood, Union: breeding plan recommended by the
Values Are Highly Im jectionable odor or strong taste is At these meetings the points desired
The men who have tested their Potlitry, Frank Farrand; Dairy, Carl removed to the open air shelters. Philip Lee. F. M. Johnson, Waldo I Extension Service, a pedigreed male
1 »st. Sweet juice vegetables are
These shelters are 7 ft. by 8 ft. and boro; Herbert Cunningham. Wash is used with a pen of carefully selecton dairy bulls and cows were demon cows during the year are: Appleton— Chaples.
cooked in just the opposite way.
portant .
W. Rockport—Chairman. Robert are made with only wire sides and ington; George Hausen. Mrs. Annie i ed old hens to obtain breeding cockerThe score card for the day’s menu strated and pedigrees explained. Charles Griffin, Joe Gushee, Robert
ends. From 190 to 150 pullets can be Potter, Fred Law, H. C. Bailey, Percy ids for the next year’s flock.
Vegetables are an every day article says that each person should have More scrub bulls to be replaced dur Gushee, Z. C. Gurney, Mrs. Cassie Oxton: Poultry. Henry Keller; Or
housed in one of these. The cockerels Chaney, Mrs. Rufus Fowles. Mrs. Ben
Paul and Allie Pitman. Camden—H. chard. Leman Oxton.
in the diet. Without them no menu two vegetables besides potatoes each ing the coming year is the plan of the
are left in the brooder house until Fowles, Whitefield.
H. Nash, N. B. Hopkins. Ralph
MOTOR CAR PRODUCTION
Extension
Service.
Somerville
—
Chairman,
Fred
Babb:
day.
This
is
because
they
contain
can be complete. There are so many
Cripps, Harry Wolcott, J. Herbert Dairy. A. A. Bartlett; Orchard. Lloyd I sold. The range should he new and
and so many ways of preparing them food elements which are necessary
I
can
easily
envisage
the
possibility
having
not
over
500
pullets
to
the
Gould. Dresden—M. P. Houdlette. Hewett; Poultry, W. B. Hewett.
American automobile production
PURE BREDS IN ROCKPORT
that there should certainly be no ex for proper body growth and regula
that, in a world full of perfected, showed a slight seasonal decline in
Alfred Houdlette, S. P. Call, O. L.
Union—Chairman, Wilson Mer- acre. The open air shelters can be
cuse for omitting them. To suggest tion. Some of them. i>eas and beans,
ready-made
amusements,
a
too
In

•asily
moved
from
year
to
year.
September. The output, as reported
Guy Annis of Rockport, a breeder Ham. Jefferson—(Arthur Hall, Thurl riapi: Orchard, J. F. Calderwood:
different ways of preparing the many are substitutes Cor meat or fish. This
Another advantage of this system cessantly entertained humanity might by the Commerce Department, was
Flagg, A. Sproul. Orffs Corner— Poultry. Nelson Calderwood: Farm
kinds of vegetables, a meeting lias protein matter is needed for growth of pure bred Ayrshires, is thoroughly
actually
die
of
sheer
boredom.
—
Aldif
brooding
is
that
as
soon
as
the
Leonard C. Achorn,*A. -EhvelL A< H. MtWagement. W. A. Ayer.
413.722 vehicles, against 461,356 in
been held by the Knox-Lincoln Farm and repair. Starch and sugar is also convinced of the value of pure bred
•ockerels are sold in the summer the ous Huxley.
August, and 260.387 in September last
contained in potatoes, beans and stock. Five years ago after discuss Brown. Nobleboro—J. A. Perkins,
Waldoboro — Chairman.
Foster
Bureau and Extension Service.
old
hens
can
he
culled
out
and
the
O. H. Rollins, Sam Hancock, K. Yan- Jameson: Poultry, Philip Lee.
year. For the nine months of 1928
Vegetables may be divided into many other vegetables. Iron, lime ing the dairy business with County
very best removed to these brooder
nah, Joe Chapman, A. L. Chapman,
I do not think of heaven as a fire to date the automobile production has
Warren—Chairman. Ed. Cutting:
eight different classes according to and potassium, all of use in tissue and Agent Wentworth Mr. Annis decided
houses.
This
gives
a
chance
for
the
Vaughn & Oliver, S. T. Creamer, L. Dairy, Walter Bucklin; Farm Man
escape from hell.—Rev. John A. Vol- amounted to 3.469,075 cars, against
the part of the plant from which they lxine building. Water and cellulose to sell all of his eight ordinary cows
A. Dunbar. Rockland—Carl Chaples. agement, Merrill Robinson; Poultry. laying house to be cleaned, disinfect- lenwelder.
2,906,672 last year in the same period.
come—roots, bulbs, tubers, stems, are regulators and are contained to a and buy a few pure hreds. He de
Union—George
Cameron,
Walter
Parker McKellar.
leaves, flowers, fruits end seeds. large extent in leafy vegetables. Vit- cided on Ayrshires and bought two
Ayer, Wilson Merriam, Dwight Cum
Washington—Chairman, H. Cun
Many kinds may be served raw but amines. about which we hear so much, cows and a heifer.
At the present time he has twelve mings, J. P. Calderwood. Warier.— ningham: Dairy, John Carroll; Poul
even then there are different ways are made for both body growth and
E.
C.
Cutting.
O.
B.
Libby,
Walter
head
of
pure
bred
animals.
One
of
These eight classes may in turn be regulation. A child who does not
try. L. H. Stevens.
his cows is giving 50 pounds of milk Bucklin. A. P. Starrett. Washington
Whitefield — Chairman.
George
divided into strong juice and sweet have in her diet the necessary vita—
John
Carroll,
H.
Cunningham,
a
day
(25
quarts)
and
the
others
are
juice classes. On this depends the mines may develop the rickets and
Hatfsen. Poultry, W. D. Peaslee:
George
Sprague..
Whitefield
—
George
not
far
behind.
He
recently
sold
a
way in which they are to lie cooked. may never be perfectly formed.
Daffy, Hugo Sanderlin .
Vegetables in the dried make possible cow and received more for the one Hausen. Hugo Sanderlin. Donald
Jewett.
H.
H.
Chaney.
E.
J.
Heath.
cow
than
he
did
for
the
eight
cows
variety in the meals.
ON TOP WORKING
L. H. Ford, Hervev Bailey. W. D.
The forenoon session of a meeting he sold five years ago.
The community of Simonton in Peaslee. Rufus Fowles, P. E. Chaney,
on preparation of vegetables is given
over to the cooking of vegetables to Rockport is becoming an outstanding E. L. Russell.
Farm Bureau Has Made
be used in the noon meal, and the
Get at the real cause. That’s what afternoon to a discussion of the food
Great Strides In Grafting.
SPRAYING PAYS
thousandsofstomach sufferers are doing value of vegetables.
now. Instead of taking tonics, or trying
The top working campaign was
to patch up a poor digestion, they are
started this year, the plan being to
Higher
Price
For
Clean
POULTRY
ACCOUNTS
attacking the real cause of the ailment
graft over all poor quality fruit into
—dogged liver and disordered bowels.
Over 30,000 hens are owned by men
Apples Proves Point To
one of the New England seven: Mc
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets arouse in Knox-Lincoln County who have
Intosh Red. Delicious Northern Spy.
the liver in a soothing, healing way. applied for poultry account books
Local Men
Baldwin, Wealthy, Oravenstein and
When the liver and bowels are per In reply to the first circular letter
R. I. Greening. A series of demon
forming their natural functions, away sent, 80 men sent in requests for the
Four dollars a bushel or one dollar
strations were conducted during May
goes indigestion and stomach troubles. book. This is an average of 478 hens
a
barrel
is
the
answer
to
whether
an
to Instruct orchardists in tiie best
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue, per flock. All but 15 of the men who
methods of grafting.
poor appetite, a lazy, don't-care feeling, applied for the account books have orchardist should spray his apples.
The principal varieties that Knoxno ambition or energy, trouble with kept the account furnished by the Clean fruit of the right varieties will
always sell. Apple scab is one of the
Lincoln County orchardists are con
undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets,
Extension
Service
in
the
past.
All
big problems of all orchardists.
sidering are McIntosh. Northern Spy
the substitute for calomel.
and enough Delicious to cross polli
Dr. Edwards* Olive Tablets are a books are started Nov. 1. They give About the time when an orcharist is
the
egg
production
per
bird
per
month
congratulating himself on having
nate. There were a total of 1517 trees
purely vegetable compound mixed with
and
the
expenses
and
receipts
each
clean fruit along comes a few scab
grafted this past year in the county,
oliveoil. Knowthembytheirolivecolor.
month.
Over
150
poultrymen
have
•pores and in a few days the apples
a large number of these l>eing Ben
They do the work without griping,
usi
tiM
been keeping the book the past year ire spotted. It seems necessary to
Davis and Starks. Sheridan Hodg
cramps or pain. All Druggists.
and
find
it
is
a
great
help
to
them
in
Take one or two at bedtime for quick
apply at least six sprays to get good
kins & Sons, Jefferson, head the list
relief. Eat what you like. 15c. 30c, 60c.1 conducting their business.
fruit. There does not seem to be
with 300 grafted. Bachelder Farm
any definite time that the sprays
Union 130; and F. M. Payson, Hope
should be applied. The best plan
with 75. The number grafting in
seems to be to apply a spray when
various communities is as follows:
ever there are any indications of rain.
Aina, 43; Appleton, 118; Camden, 31:
This applies during the month of May
Damariscotta, 12: North Edgecomh,
and June.
32: Hope. 269; Jefferson, 427; New
It has been found that by omitting
castle, 83; Nobleboro, 58; Union, 389;
the arsenate of lead using only lime
Warren, 6; and Washington 50.
Lusty young shoots on an apple
sulphur that trees can be sprayep
An extensive campaign was put on
while they are in blossom, without tree grafted in 1927, one of several in the communities of Jefferson. Hope
doing any harm to the bees. This is hundred grafted in Knox-Lincoln
and Union. A survey was conducted
very important for if there should be
which showed in these communities
Music
should
be
looked
upon
not
as
a great deal of rainy weather, as this
there were 12,151 tdees of the Newa
form
of
pleasure
but
as
an
emotional
year, a spray should be applied during
England seven and 3,228 trees suit
shampoo.
—
Percy
C.
Buck.
blossoming.
able for top working. Over 1000 of
The following men applied sprays
these trees have been top worked this
according to schedule recommended
year. Another year will see even
by the Extension Service: Hope, E. N.
more grafted.
The new side graft
Hobbs. Wallace Robbins, Abner Dun
and wax cloth was used at all demon
ton. Nate Barrett, Harry Brown.
strations. Many farmers grafted
Ralph Brown. Howard Coose. F. M.
themselves following the demnstraPayson. Miller Hobbs; Jefferson,
tions and obtained good results. More
Sheridan Hodgkins & Sons and Mar
and better fruit during the next few
shall Moody; Union. J. F. Calder
years should be the result of this cam
wood. E. A. Mathews, George Cam
paign.
eron. A. C. Heald; West Aina. Luther la your youngster restless? Are
Carney: Damariscotta, James Bryne: there signs of worms? You know
TUNNEY TO FIGHT FIVE
North Edgecomb, Leon Dodge, Wil the symptoms: pale face, coated
liam Cochran. Edgar Smith.
A London despatch says—Gene
tongue, dull eyes, itching of the
Several orchardists this year made nose, constipation.
Tunney and his bride, the former
their own lime sulphur at a great sav
Polly Lauder, have taken a year’s
ing.
In
Bunker Hill. Marshall
lease on a house in fashionable
I Moody has made his material for sev
Mayfair. Mrs. Tunney, it Is said,
eral years. In Union this year E. At
intends to form a literary salon
Mathews, George Cameron and A. C. LAXATIVE WORM EXPELLEB where her husband may meet all
Heald made 20 barrels in one day. J.
the leading figures of English let
F. Calderwood and F. N. Lenfest also will relieve these conditions and has ters. Harry Preston, famous Eng
made several barrels. It is very im the effect of bringing back your lish sportsman, says he expects to
portant to apply the right materials child to renewed health and spirits. get Tunney back into the ring. He
at the right time to get good fruit.
“My grandmother, has told Gene that he still has one
who recognized record to break, namely that set by
From the results of this year cleaner
fruit should be obtained next season.
the
signs
of Jack Dempsey when he fought four
worms, advised heavyweight boxers at Preston’s
Dr. True's Elixir. charity boxing tournament three
Hoover is the choice for President
The results years ago. Tunney according to
of the United States of both great
seemed almost Preston, rose to the bait and prom
parties in Nicaragua. Rumors that
miraculous. He ised to take on five opponents.
the Liberals, now striving to return
recovered so
to power, are for Gov. Smith are
quickly, thanks
without foundation, for they, with
While negotiating a sharp corner,
to your Elixir.
the
Conservatives.
believe
that
Mr. Turtle tried to turn ills car too
“Hover understands our problems, I recommend it most highly.” — abruptly. We are relieved to hear
Mrs. M. Smith, Everett (Mass.)
j whereas Smith knows practically
that the car didn't turn Turtle.—Hu
nothing about Latin America.”
morist.

BETTER

BROODING

Those needed
farm improvements

STOMACH UPSET

Make them now. Use

VJ

zW\
in r
w»2. \ simcf
DRAGON

Made at Thomaston, Maine

in New England’s Own and Only Cement Mill

Worms-in

Children-Mothers’
Principal Worries

Dr.True’s Elixir

40%

above standard

Your dealer carries it in
stock. Ask for it by name.
Booklet “Concrete Around
the Farm” free on request.

The Lawrence Cement Co.

New England Sales Office 31 Milk St, Boston

Every-Other-Day
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FORESTRY THINNING

NEXT YEAR’S WORK

Eight Project Meetings To Be
Held By Kr.ox-Linccln
Farm Bureau.
There are eight project meetings
ftr 192!’ which Miss Nettie Simmons,
the home demonstration agent, will
attend. These projects have been
approved by the executive committee
and the directors of extension work
in Maine and will become the county
program if they are approved by farm 1
bureau extension members at the
ct unty annual meeting on Oct. 25.
|
Clothing construction is the first
project. This has been slightly re
vised since last year. As formerly
this subject will be carried in three,
meetings: the first tlie making of the,
foundation pattern: the second, the I
use of the pattern in making a dress
pattern: and third, the cutting.of a
dress from the dress i»attern. In
order that each person shall know
how to make a dress pattern each
woman will choose, front six patterns
already made up. the one she would
like made up into a dress. Then,
using her own foundation pattern, she
will copy it. At the third meeting this
pattern will then be used in actual
cutting.
Home
furnishings.
the second
project, discusses just what the name
implies. During 1928 the first phase
of this project, floors, walls, curtains
and hangings were discussed-. In 1929
the arrangement and choices of fur
niture will be taken up. An attrac
tive. home-like ’.mine is always a
comfortable place to live in. and these
meetings are looking forward to this.

The whole world knows Aspirin as an effective antidote for
pain. But it’s just as important to know that there is only one
genuine Bayer Aspirin. The name Bayer is on every tablet, and
on the box. If it says Bayer, it's genuine; ami if it doesn’t, it is
not! Headaches are dispelled by Bayer Aspirin. So are colds,
and the pain that goes with them; even neuralgia, neuritis, and
rheumatism promptly relieved. Get Bayer—at any drugstore—
with proven directions.

*»*•

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
it does NOT affect the heart
Aspirin la tbe trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Saliejlleacid

TREE PLANTING IMPORTANT

The planting of trees oil waste land
has been done by many in KnoxLinvoln county this last year. The
Extension Service conducted five
demonstrations. White pine was the
principle variety planted. In Dam
ariscotta a demonstration was held
at James Bryne’s farm. Tlie neigh
bors turned out and a bee was held
with 5.000 white pine planted before
night. The trees were set six feet
apart in rows six feet wide. This
made it possible to plant about 1,000
per acre. Old run out fields were
used in the demonstration.
In Bunker Hill Alan Carter set out
1.000 pine in a hard wood cut down.
This is ideal land for planting. Henry
Keller and Perley Merrifield of West

Rockport set out 1500 pine on waste
land. The trees are doing exception
ally well and they are going to set
out more next year. In Warren E.
C. Cutting set nut 50« on pasture
land. This made a total of 8090 set
out for the year. Besides the work
done by the Extension Service.
Round Top Barms. Damariscotta set
out 10.000 trees on waste land.
Trees that were set out five years
ago are now beginning to show the
value of planting. There lias been
very little damage from weevils. The
method of planting pine and spruce
| alternating has helped against this
I insect. After the first two years tlie
| trees have been growing about a foot.
More plantings are expected next
year as the price of transplants are
less and more people are coming to
realize the importance of planting

Kitchen improvements lias to- do
with the convenient arrangement of
the kitchen. This projects also, is to
be carried in two meetings. At the
first one. floor and wall flnishes. light
ing. and arrangement of large equip
ment will be discussed. At the sec
ond the arrangement of small equip
ment. a ltd different kinds will be
shown. The county goal for 1929 is
one kitchen made* convenient and
easy to work in in all respects.
Millinery, although not new In
name, is to l»e handled in an entirely
different way. Spring hats, six of
them, will be made up and shown at
the meeting previous to the millinery
meeting. These bats will be of six
different types so that they will be
becoming to every type of woman
With these bat models will be includ
ed a list of materials, the cost, and
where all may be purchased. Each
person will then know just what kind
of hat she wishes to make and just
bow much it will cost her. In order
that large groups may make hats one
or two women from each community
will be trained to assist the home
demonstration agent at the meeting.
A very interesting foods project
is preparation of vegetables. In the
morning table setting and service will
be discussed and vegetables will Is?
prepared in three ways tic be includ
ed in the noon meal. During the
afternoon a talk on the use of vege
tables in the diet will be given. There

Plug in
for Farm Comfort
mend
bake
wash
sew

care for the children
—perhaps some chickens
—a garden patch

and other things to take up her
“spare time !”

saw the wood
build the fires
water the stock

and Dad, just

milk the cows
provide “three squares’’ a day for
every living being on the farm

—and “tide away’’ a little ‘ nest-

egg’’ for a rainy day.

Yes! that’s all and that keeps any man and wife on the farm
busy from sun-up till sundown—and sometimes long into
the night !
BUT WITH ELECTRICITY

1 arm life takes on a new aspect. Mother finds that her
electric sewing machine, range, washer, iron, percolator and
toaster speed up her work to such an extent that she actually
has a few minutes for herself.

Dad likewise. 1 le uses his portable, farm chore motor lo
drive his saw, hay hoist, ensilage cutter, threshing machine,
etc. I he water is pumped electrically and piped right into
the buildings, milking machines do the milking and the
milk-house is refrigerated automatically by electricity.
Our Rural Service department will be glad to
cooperate with those interested in the appli
cation of electricity to the problems of the
farm.
Correspondence is invited without
obligation whatever

Central Maine Power Company
(RURAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT)

Augusta

Maine

An important part of every farm
woodlot is the thinning that should
be done each year. It is n cesharx
to have the trees very thick when
they start growing in order that they
may put on height growth. At the
end of 15 or 20 years a larg? part <»i
the trees should he removed. A tree
should have 1-3 of its branches green
in order to produce wood
Tre »s
should he kept thinned so that there
will always be the maximum amount
of growth each year.
Thinning
demonstra: .ins
have
been held in th? county by the Ex
tension Service. The plan is to thin

a (piatter acre ami leave another
quarter acre unthinned, the amount
e! lumber on both lots estimated. At
the end of five years the tw o lots w ill
be gone over again and the amount
of lumber estimated again. The
thinned lot* should show an increased
amount of growth.
»
Demonstrations have been started
in tlie woodlots
T. X. Ayer, Jr.,
Aina: George Walker, Wiscasset:
Norris Waltz. Damariscotta: Mar
shall Moody. Bunker Hill. The <uit•me of these demonstrations will bo
vatehed by many men in the county.
Every farm should have its woodlot
.and with proper thinning will mean
t valuable asset to the farm.
„

BIG PRIZE CONTEST
i . .
< TOW

THE DRESSMAKER

IOU May W rite a I* arm Skill With the Needle Saves

Letter and
Thereby.

Win

$5000

Extension Folk Very Much
Money

As part of the home economies exTen thousand dollars in cash prizes
will be awarded for the best letters ' timsion program in Knox-Lincoln
1 County for 192S much work has been
on “Why It Pays To Buy Chicks’ done in the making and fitting of
From a llalchery,’ iu tlie biggest j. foundation patterns, from which at
prize contest ever conducted in the a later nieetihg complete- paper dress
pi ultry industry, according to an patterns were made. Two have been
he’d on this project in nearly all eoninouncement just made by the Interlnunilies. At the lirst meeting the
| national Baby Chick National Cam foundation pattern is made. First,
paign headquarters. The contest is measurements are taken, then a paper
! open to everyone, particularly farm pattern nearest the correct size is cut
ers and others interested in poultry from paper. This paper pattern is
corrected following measurements
'taising. with Mie exception of hatch - taken. Then a full length one is made
I cry operators, their employees and of unbleached cotton or other linn
families.
cloth. This is sewed together, tried
A glance at the list of prizes indi on and fitted to the person for whom
cates that a new automobile, a trip it is intended. This cloth pattern is
to Europe, or even new farm equip then copied in heavy paper, and the
ment is going to l>e possible for some foundation pattern is complete. If
fortunate contestants, when prize desired, house dresses may be made
winners are announced about March from this without changing. Tw
Nightly, now, her smile is win
31. 1929. First prize in the contest communities hav’e made 80 founda
ning new hearts all over America.
is $5,000. second prize is $2,000: third tion patterns.
prize. $1,000; fourth prize. $500: fifth
At the second meeting on the Khe is lovely Corrine Burton, whoso
prize. $250; sixth prize. $125
the adaptation of tlie foundation pattern New York home is the New Weston
next ten prizes, $50 each; and the each woman brought a picture of the Hotel. Her march to fame includes
next twenty-five prizes. $25 each.
dress she wished to make* and a pat a season each in "The Music Box”
Contest rules are simple. Letters tern was made, like it. Forty-four and "The Scandals;” and now, under
A forestry demonstration of the Farm Bureau, a score of men planting in
Lincoln County
must not exceed 500 words in length, dress patterns were made, in May ! Chas. Bowers’ direction, she’s going
and must be on the subject. “Why two dress finish training classes were up in the movies!
“1 don’t believe in overlooking any
■ It Pays to'Buy Chicks from a Hateh- held and women from seven cum- j
will also be an opportunity for asking j
ALFALFA GROWING i cry.’ The letter should contain tlie munities learned the newest methods point which may help make your
question*.
writer’s ideas upon the subject, writ- of finishing dresses. From these pat presence pleasing,” says Miss Bur
ton. “Recently, I learned the method
Preparation of wlioh grains is also |
Manv
Farmers
Are
Trying
in simple, Straightforward lan terns 21 garments have been report of earing for the hair, which is all
included in the 1929 program. Sc
.
.
guage. All letters must be mailed oi ed as completed.
the rage among New York girls, now.
many people dislike whole grains tba'
before February 28. 192Q to Con
the Interesting Experiment
It's so easy. All you do is put a little
is really important to find ways ol j
test Editor. Campaign Headquarters,
Dandarinc on your brush every timo
serving them so th.it they may b
TO PREPARE FRUITS
1 his Y ear
795 Third National Building, Dayton.
you arrange your hair. It makps my
ed in the diet. Three meetings on '
Ohio.
Original thoughts contained
hair so easy to dress and holds it in
hole- of any one subject is given.
Th(, gl,,win(. of aIrufa
being
Iu the letters will determine the win Very Important Matter Gets place wonderfully. It has gotten rid
The\ are: the use ot whole grains in i . . ,
, ,
■
r.
puddings, iu other desserts, and in l,ied b> sevi',:"
Krtl’*- ners, rqther than excellent writing,
of
my dandruff. It keeps my scalp
Much Farm Bureau At
iniek I'lends. A discussion of Hu b I Oilcolii County. Three years ago the contest committee lias an
and hair so clean and comfortable
tention
that I don't shampoo half as often
due will take place during tin plots were started and each year has nounced.
Judges will consist of one pronias I used to. It gives my hair such a
afternoon.
seen a few added. Among the pieces rnent hatcheryman, one man frotn
Preparation
of
fruits
bi
the
one
day
silky, soft and lustrous appearance
Square meals tor health is to con- ;
„ ,r
’
,
.
,
i taat showed a good yield tms year the allied industries, and one repre meeting form has been held in a layge that friends comment on it.”
tinue the third y^ar. hut in a slight y I Ui,.n.
sentative of the poultry press. These number of the farm bureau extension
Danderine is not oily. It removes
different form. For two years the re- !
Clarence
Walker,
Aina;
Edgar judges will be announced shortly.
communities. Fruits are so necessary the oily film from each strand of hair,
port form used has called for the1
Smith. Leon Dodge. North Edgeeomb
Farm
families
are
particularly
in
for
a
complete
diet
and
healthy
body
restores
its natural color, gives it new
amount and cost of all items. On this ,
Sterling Oliver. A. J. Perkins. Noble (crested in this prize announcement I
they should never be overlooked, lustre. It dissolves dandruff, cleanses
year’s report form the questions will 1
boro.
Alden
Hall. Alan Carter. because of their wide experience with J They should be included in some form and invigorates the scalp. It is de
he omitted. The menu must be ap- ;
Bunker Hill: M. B. Hobbs. Hope: chickens and chicken raising. The in every day's menus.
lightfully fragraneed. All drug stores
proved by the home demonstration
Henry Keller, West Rockport: F. M. Paby Chick committee, representing
To give new ways of Cooking fruits have the generous 35c bottles. Lovely,
agent and points in the Sqna.e Meals
Piper, Rockland: S. Bartlett, Lloyd l-eliable hatcheries throughout tlie this meeting has been included, in gleaming hair and a healthy scalp for
for Health contest will be awarded
Hewett. Somerville: H. CuniHiigham. nation which have united under the the morning session a discussion of a few cents.
According to the groups which are
Washington: Ed. Cutting, Warieu slogan “Hatchery’ Chicks for Great table service was given, then every
served, more being earned if the meal
NEW-OLD FURNITURE
atul Donald Jewett. Whitefield.
er Profits.’’ to better the quality of woman present helinal get dinner by
to other than women’s groups.
The plots that simxYed the best hatchery chicks, inaugurated this issisting the cooking of fituits in
Renovation ot furniture, the eighth
were those that were well protect1 d contest. They desire to obtain first three different ways. This meeting Farm Bureau Extends Pleas-^
project is a continuation of last year's
by trees on all sides, giving the snow hand information from poultry' rais was formerly in training class form
work. Included are rush, cane and
j a. chance to remain on the ground ers as to why hatchery chicks are and was therefore planned for three
ant Aid On This Line
plint seating, retinisbing. the making
I dining the winter. The thawing and profitable. A booklet has been pre full days. These three days had the
Renovation of furniture has been
of slip covers and re-upholstering.
freezing kills the roots.
pared. which will lie of help to any three programs of the preparation of a very interesting and important
Any one of these subjects may In
Two cuttings were made on all the one interested in the contest, and fresh fruits, canned fruits and dried project in the extension program of
chosen for llic meeting.
plots and a yield of from 2-4 ton per may lie secured upon written request fruits. Wlien each person can use one Knox-Lincoln County during 1928. The following schedule of meet in
acre. 'Fhe plots that were started to campaign headquarters.
of these in her meals each day she When the project work was first 4
is announced:
tliis year are doing fine and with
cannot help hut having a change •started only rofinishing tlie wooden
Aina, Nov. 9—Preparation of fruits,
some covering should • winter well.
MADE LAMP SHADES
every day.
surface was included.
Appleton, Nov. 7—Preparation of
The following men have sown alfalfa
Fruits- contain many food elements
Meetings at 10.30 In the morning.
fruits.
,
..... .. , .,A
.
this vear: Charles Hendrickson. W. Decorative Pieces Met Enthusiastic necessary to growth and body regu Those people having furniture they
Bunker Hill. Oct 30—Preparation cf l
.
<.
•Abti: (harles Griffin, Appleton: Al
Reception by Twin-County Mem lation. The presence of organic salts wished to refinish brought it and
vegetables.
den Hail. Bunker Hill: Janies Cam
bers.
and acids give them diuretic value; started at once to remove tlie old
Damariscotta, Oct. 20 — Renovation
eron. Dresden; Wallace Robbins.
stimulating the kidneys to action. All finish. The hardest part was taking
of furniture.
Hop*:
Elwell. Orff’s Corner;
Women, the world over, like to the slightly or more acid foods con off the old finish, and when that was •
Hope. Nov. G—School lunches.
Henry Keller. West Rockport: L. make pretty things. They may be tain these to more or less extent. Be- done the easier work began. As there
Montsweag, O. t. 23—Renovation of
Hewett. W. B. Hewett. Somerville: practical or impractical but they are ause of mineral salts and vitamines was no timje at one meeting to re
furniture.
Philip Lee. Waldoboro. John Carroll. made just the same. During 1928 contained fruits are valuable to pre finish, a lecture was given discussing
Nobleboro. Xov. 2—Preparation of j
Washington.
nearly every’ farm bureau extension vent scurvy. We all know that we kinds of wood, their treatment for
fruits.
group has held a lamp shade meeting feed orange juice to small children to finishing and the actual refinishing.
Orff’s Corner. Get. 19—Renovation,
Movement of population from the To take care of so many meetings supply vitamines in their diet which In many eases home problems and
of furniture.
I Borough of Manhattan to other sec training classes on this subject were are lacking in boiled milk. The laxa their remedies were discussed.
Orff’s Corner. Nov. 8—Felt hat
tions of New York City caused a de held; one each in Warren and New tive values of fruits have long been The second year chair caning was
Warren, Oct. 2 1----- Selection of
crease of 10 kindergarten classes in castle. Two women from each group known also. All dried fruits contain taught and many chairs were done;
lotliing.
.Manhattan, and an increase of five that was planning a meeting went to a very large percentage of fruit sugar. some at meetings and many others at
In-Between Meetings
classes in the Bronx and of nine in these classes and learned how to make much cellulose and organic salts.
home or for money. Then as further
Aina, Oct. 24—Christmas sugges Brooklyn, according to recent report shades. Five kinds were taught: the
needs were met rush seating, splint
tions.
of the board of education of the city artificial parchment decorated with
Photographs of about 100 ancient seat, re-upholstering, and the making
Appleton, Oct 23—Christmas sug- of New York. The number of chil- crepe paper, the silk, the cret'ipne, tig maps made by noted royal geogra of slip covers were included. Up in
‘s lions.
di< n enrolled in kindergarten classes erystalliiK1. and the buckram shade. phers of France anil explorers as tiie attics or in the sheds of mmy
Bunker Hill. Nov. 11 - Christqias in November. 1920. was -11.125.
These last were tinted either outside early as 15S0 to 17an arc made avail ■ houses were old bidder hack or fiddle
[suggestions.
able for study by students
the back chairs which had not been in
Burkett vilby Nov.
1!'—Christmas
University of Wisconsin by the t’o- J use for a number of years. Theses
suggestion :.
lonia) panics of America for Wis were brought out. in some eases re- a
Camden, Nov. 6—Christinas sug
consin. Tlie old maps from which finished, then re-seated. These dis-*
gestions.
the photographs were mad-', now in carded chairs were useful once more
("ainden. (/ct. IX—School lunches.
llih archives at d’aris. present tin' and very attractive-. During the past
Damariscotta. Nov. 9—Christmas
earliest geographical knowledge of year 17 meetings on these subjects
suggestions.
the Great Lakes region. The early were held; one chair re-upholstered,
Damariscotta Mills. Nov. !'. Christexplorers sought a route across tlie and164 re-seated. In two communi
imas suggestions.
continent, and they expected to find ties additional meetings were held to
East Cnion. Oct. 20—Christmas
finish uncompleted work.
a river flowing west.
suggestions.
Jefferson. Oct. 30. Christmas sug
gestions.
Moiitswcag. Nov. 10—Christmas

Going Up!

[suggestions.

PROTECTION
Adainsf Adainsi Against

Newcastle. Nov. 15—Christmas sug
gestions.
Newcastle,
Oct.
25—Gift sug
gestions.
North Edgeeomb. Xov. 23-Christ

inas suggestions.

Rockport. Nov. 13--Christmas sug Mixing Lime-Sulphur spray solution in Union in line with modern orchard
gestions.
ing practice
Simonton. Nov. 23--Christmas siigIgcsf ions.
PCULTRY CLUB RESULTS
or in and decorated with Id ick sil
Cnion. Nov. 20—Cliristin i -ugges
houettes.
tions.
1 Adult pouKry clubs have met the
As so many kinds were taught a
Warren. Nov. I Chr:-» ma - sugges
demand in many communities for type for each room was very easily
tions.
more Information on raising poultry chosen. The buckram shades, copied
from one seen in a furnishings store,
FUTURE OF ORCHARDING
Four clubs were organized last year: were probably the simplest kind as
West Aina and Kheepscott. Damaris they could be completed in one or two
Certain sections of Knox-Lincoln
cotta. Friendship and
Whitefield. hours.
Some were laeed onto the
county are well adapt' d to orehard.There is a total meiribership of 30 in frame with black ribbon ur ribonette
iing. Good apples are being raised
the four dubs. Twelve meetings have while others were fastened on with
(by many orchardists, and are bring
been held in the communities and thread and the edges covered with
ing in a good income. -Larger or
lone field day. I jack member of the melted sealing wax. This shade
chards should, however, be the goal
various clubs kept an account of their might be used in a living room, din
of many of the good growers. This
business for the year on books fur ing room, or for bridge lamps. One of
is being brought about to some ex
nished by the Extension Service. An the training class members reno
tent by the top working campaign;
other meeting will be held thia month vated an old metal frame by putting
over 1500 poor quality trees grafted
to close accounts, start new ones and in tinted buckram panels with a black
over last year.
decide on a program for the year.
silhouette in each one.
Grafting, however, does not in
Marty changes have taken place
The artificial parchment or paper
crease the number of trees beiog
among the members of the various shade was somewhat difficult to make
raised by the men. |At a recent
clubs as a result of the meetings and perfectly but many good looking ones
meeting held in Augusta this year
demonstrations
Raising
healthy were made. Some had crepe paper
by prominent orehardists over the
« bi< ks. l ulling, selecting breeders. cut-outs with tinting in various
State. E. N. Hobbs. Hope, being the
Killing and picking and eapotiizwig are
representative from
Knox-Lincoln sone- <»f the projects taka ij up l.\V these shades of sealing wax while others
were tinted on the inside or outside
county, the following policy was de
clubs during the year. UrxjBty Agent with silver or gold sealing wU\ dis
cided up"'1:
Wentwortli and Poultry Specialist o. solved in alcohol. Others were crepe
The Policy
M. Wilbur of Orono plan to attend the paper covered and shellaced. All
The experience of succe ful or- meetings of the clubs.
were worth the time put into them.
chardists and an economic analysis
of the apple industry warrant a fur
ther development of the orchard en
terprise in the State of Maine—by
1. 'New plantings of desirable va
rieties in those localities where topo
graphical and soil conditions and I
transportation facilities indicate that
the industry lias been <,r can be made 1
FOR THE SOIL
successful.
[
2. The development of economic
units of such size as will increase!
the efficiency in -prodiu ing and iri [
marketing apples.
3. The elimination of tfndesirablc |
j trees and even of entire orchards that (
•r
• are beyond reasonable possibility of
economic improvement.
FOR SPRAYING MACIHNES
| County Agent Wentworth is plan
ning to start increased planting in
CRUSHED STONE
three orchards this coming year.
It's funny how the wife who won't

R - R Land Lime
Hvdrated Lime

I

stand for her husband being boss
around the house will roast him for
not being a leader of men—CincinL nati Enquirer.

ROGKLANfr & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.
Rockland, Me.

Burglary

Tire

Decay7

Once your home is properly
paintea it is insured against de
cay. Decay is just as destructive
as fire.
Paint, to serve ite real purpose, must protect
—< pleasing effect is only a Dy-product. Buy
your house paint with this thought in mind, then
you will think about quality as well as color.

SWP

CnMVwfo.Wmtaa>» Hama Pabt)

hu In It the Bteytn*,

weatker-rMbths properttw (hat
give • house protection. It h*e wonderful covering
power. It holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements: it insures value In your property: it insures
beauty and distinction.
There Is a special Sherwin-Williams product for every
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tons
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, eto.
Tell us what you want to paiht and we will salt you the
best for your purposs.
>

Sherwin -Williams
Paints 6-Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
453 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 14
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A GAIN

MEMBERS

IN

COULD NOT GET
OOTf

Shown At Annual Meeting of Farm Bureau—Leon Dodge
Again Heads the Organization
More than 150 persons attended the
annual meeting of the Knox-Lincoln
County Farm Bureau at Lincoln hall,
Ipamurihcotta Thursday. In the foreuon a one*reel movie was presented,
and Prof. M. 1). Jones of University of
Blaine gave a talk on the agricultural
Situation iu the country and State.
President Leon Dodge of North
'Edgeeomb, brought out the need of
caperation between the farmers of
Knox-Lincoln County and the county
agent ,and home demonstration agent,
iu order to make 11*29, the 10th year of
arm Bureau work, very successful.
The treasurer's report showed the
ganization in a very good condition,
e project leaders’ reports showed a
*at deal of work done during the
st year in all branches and many
tyrs saved for the farmers of the
unty.
I. II. Nash, Camden chairman of
(j . ‘ county committee for nominating
We outstanding farmers and home
nakers. explained the plan which is
being used and suggested each com
munity nominate a man or woman to
be considered for this honor.
The report on membership by the
chairman of each town shows 311 men
and 313 women, a total of 654 mem
bers. Last year there were 348 men
and 303 women, a total of 651 at tlie
liate of tlie annual meeting.
The following county program for
j929 was presented by County Agent
Vcntworth and the home demon
stration agent, Nettie Simmons, Ageultural: Boys’ and girls’ clubs, alalfa plots, better bull campaign, farm
jeount^. farm management meet
ings, poultry account campaign, forest
Irec planting, timber estimating,
pplc tree planting, orchard spray
iervice, top working campaign, adult
iioultry clubs, egg quality demonstraions, Hock improvement demonstrajons, range rotation. Home Ecoomics: Clothing, construction, inilliery.
preparation of vegetables,
'preparation of whole grain products,
Lsquarc meals tor health, home fur
nishings, kitchen improvement, renoatlon of furniture. Both programs
ere adopted as read.
The nominating committee, eonwng of Mrs. Carrie Hall of Bunker
lilL chairman, Mrs. Fred Hatch of
Nobleboro, Mrs. \V. F. Start of Cam
den, and Albion Wotton of Friendship
met during tlie noon hour and pre-

sented the following nominations for
the executive hoard for 1929:
President—Leon
Dodge,
North
Edgeeomb.
Vice President—George Cameron,
Cnion.
Secrcary-Treamirtr — Ralph
P.
Conant, Rockland.
Crops—Clarence Walker, Aina.
Dairy Project Leader—111. II. Nash,
Camden.
Farm Management Leader—Luther
Carney, Sheepacot.
Orchard Project Leader—E. N.
Hobbs. Hope.
Poultry
Project
Leader—Philip
Lee, Waldoboro.
Forestry Leader—Henr.V Kellar,
West Rockport.
Club Project Leader—Mrs. Harriet
McDonald, Aina.
Clothing Project Leader — Mrs.
Norris iWaltz. Damariscotta.
Foods Project Leader—Mrs. IL H.
Nash, Camden.
Household Management Leader—
Mrs. Marie Chaput. Nobleboro.
The board was elected by a vote of
the members present at the meeting.
In the membership contest Hope leads
with 79, Damariscotta was second
with 55, and Camden went third with
54.

“WHAT’S THE USE?"
A

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION
A Battle Creek physician says,
‘‘Constipation” is responsible for more
misery than any other cause.”
V But immediate relief has been
found. A tablet called Kcxall Order•fles attracts water from the system
into the lazy. dry. evacuating bowel
called the colon. The water loosens
the dry food waste and causes a gentje, thorough movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
. Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night,
day bright, (let 24 for 25c today
t Charles W. Sheldon's or at the
earest Kcxall Drug Store.

Poultryman's Question
and An Expert’s Convinc
ing Reply.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Strengthened Her
Elkhart, Ind.—“I had a tired feel
ing and was unable to get out of bed
without the help
<»f my husband.
We heard of the
Vegetable Comnound ami de
cided to try it.
1 am still taking
it and it sure is
a help to ine. I
can do nip work
without resting
before I am
through. 1 know
that if women
will give the Vegetable Compound a
trial they can overcome those tired
and worn-out feelings. I cannot ex
press the happiness I have received
and how completely it has made over
my home.”—Mrs. D. H. Sibert, 1326
Laurel St., Elkhart, Indiana.

degree and at present the most prac
tical control of Bacillary White
Diarrhea available.
“Whether the taking of blood
samples will throw the birds out of
production depends upon the physi
cal condition of the birds. In most
cases it has no effect upon egg pro
duction. In those flocks where a drop
in production lias occurred the birds
were probably thin in flesh and would
have soon dropped in production
without tlie disturbance of testing.”
At the present time 500 to 600
samples a day arc being tested in the
laboratory, and arrangements have
been made to take care of everyone
who wishes to have his birds tested.
There is. therefore, still time to make
application, blanks for which can be
obtained from the county agent or di
rect from the College of Agriculture.
Orono.

‘‘‘What is the use of going to all
that trouble and expense?’ asked one
poultryman who happened along as
his neighbor was having his hens
tested for white diarrhea infection.
‘Because it means a difference of 20
cents a dozen for all the eggs my hens
will lay front January to June!’ was
HOPE AGAIN LEADS
the reply. ‘If m.v flock is accredited
I can sell all my eggs to a hatchery
The Knox*IJncoln County Farm
buying hatching eggs only from ac
credited poultry.’ His flock has Bureau completed its membership lor
been accredited for the past three 1928 in June. At that time there were
years.
416 men and 411 women. The high
‘Tliis little story illustrates what is standing communities were: Hope,
in tlie minds of many poultry keepers 79; Camden 67; Damariscotta. 66:
who have hesitated, or who have de Tliis is the fourth year that Hope has
cided that tlie value of the test is not led in the total membership. In 1924
worth the expense involved. Nine the community lost to Warren by one
cents per hen seems a big outlay for- member, having 66 to Warren 67.
this service and for the small poultryThe membership by communities i>
man who is neither selling hatching us follows;
eggs nor day old ehicks, it is neither Uommunitiv' .
Men Women Total
necessary nor - desirable. For the Aina ..........................
!•
12
21
... !••
19
IKjultryman who is hatching chicks Wen, Alua
Appleton
II
15
20
only for his own use and who has had Bristol
U.
15
in past years no heavy losses in young Bunker Hill
9
11
2o
20
chicks the test is likewise unneces Bnrkettvilh
('aniiieu
:M
67
sary. But for those poultrymen who Damarihcotia
... 37
66
sell either hatching eggs or chicks it Dainarlsent!a Milts .
lo
lo
II
is very desirable that he know the Dresden
12
North
Kditeennih
.
11
42
condition of his flock with respect to Friendship ................. ... 28
... 22
33
11
white diarrhea infection. It is an in H-.pe
7:»
. U.
:H
surance for him that chicks from his Jefferson ..................... ... 16
12
28
17
17
flock will live. Then, too, tlie poul Montaweag.................
1 Nobleboro ..........
... 20
15
35
tryman who buys either eggs or Newcastle
12
12
chicks wants to know if the stock 1 KoeMaud . ...
. 2n
20
11
11
from which they come is free from Weat K«wkport .........
Bockport
.....................
13
13
white diarrhea—accredited. It is his Orff's (’truer ......
10
20
... 10
best assurance that the chicks are flotnentlle ................
1
1
Simonton
16
likely to live.
16
25
Cnion
.........................
...
19
dl
“The objection advanced by some East Cnion .................
31
31
that test is accurate is not based on Waldoboro ............... ... J2
2
21
' 50
facts, it is probably not infallible Warrell ....................... ... 21
16
.... 12
12
any more than any other biological Washintrton
22
43
test but there is a large mass of data Whltefleld ................... ... —■21
to show that it is accurate to a high
Totals
827
.- 416
411

Let

GLOVER
SUPPLY YOUR

EVERY BUILDING NEED
Whatever you need in the Building Line—Lumber,
all grades, Finish, Milled Products, Paints, Hard
ware, Brick, Mortar, Cement—

We can supply your needs at Reasonable Prices
from our immense stock.

Sherwin-Williams Paints
Bird’s Roofing
All types of Roll and Shingle Asbestos, Asphalt and
Wood

Every Farm Need in the
, Building Line

H. GLOVER & CO.
Rockland, Me.
453 Main St.
Tel. 14

THE BUREAU OFFICERS

FARM SANITATION

The New President Has Fine How
Record—R. P. Conant Is
Again Treasurer
There were several changes in tlie
executive hoard of the Farm Bureau
last year. Leon Dodge. North Edgecomb. was elected president. Mr.
Dodge was former farm management
leader having served on th? board
lour years. He keeps a flock of 300
R 1. Reds which will be tested for
white diarrhea this year and he is
planning to do some special breeding
work. Potatoes, early crops, apples
and oats are side lines. He has been
a leader of a boys’ poultry club for
three years. Last year he attended
the Eastern States Exposition as one
i f the chaperones of tlie 112 boys and
girls that spent the week at the Ex
position. He keeps a farm account
and has a small piece of alfalfa
started.
A new member of the Executive
board tliis year was George Cameron
of Union, vice president. He is a
dairy and orchard farmer. His herd
of Jerseys is being improved by the
use of good hulls. The 500 tie? or
chard is being worked over to Mc
Intosh.
He sprays according to
schedule and has some fine fruit this
year. He keeps a farm account and
runs his farm on a business basis
using his farm account summary
which is made up by the Extension
Service each year.
•♦* *

There have been two secretarytreasurers tliis past year. Merrill
Robinson, Warren, resigned in July
and R. I*. Conant. Rockland was ap
pointed in liis place. Mr. Conant
has been president and secretarytreasurer of the Farm Bureau in the
past. He has a small farm in Rock
land where he keeps several hundred
R. I. Red and Barred Rock hens.
IL H. Nash of Camden has been
dairy project leader for the past two
years. He has a herd of HolsteinFrisian cattle and runs a retail milk
route. He is a member of the state
committee on better bull campaign
and has assisted in placing several
good hulls in the county.
The orchard project leader is E. X.
Hobbs of Hope. He has a large or
chard, uses a power sprayer and
produces some excellent fruit. His
McIntosh and Spys bring the high
est price in the Boston markets. He
prune*. fertilizes, and sprays ac
cording to the beat methods of the
Extension Service.
Ifliilip Lee of Waldol/oro is serv
ing his third year as poultry project
leader. He keeps 800 .White Leg
horns and R. I. Reds. He carefully
rotates his range and culls and se
lects his hens according to the licst
methods. He keeps a poultry ac
count.
The crops and forestry leader is
Clarence Walker of Aina. He raises
large acres of blueberries. He has
practiced timber thinning and prun
ing. He has been a leader of a very
successful boys’ club for five years.
♦ ♦••

A new farm management leader
was appointed last year: Luther
Carney of Sheepscott. He keeps a
flock of 600 Barred Rocks, tests his
flock for white diarrhea, and is going
to start trap nesting this year. He has
a young orchard of 300 trees part of
which he has grafted to McIntosh
during the past two years. He fol
lows the best methods of brooding.
He keeps a poultry account and is
president of the local adult poultry
club.
This has been Mrs. Harriet. Mc
Donald’s first year as club leader.
She has been leader of a boys’ club
and this past year acted as assist
ant leader in the girls’ club. Her two
boys are members of the boys’ club
of Aina.
The County foods project leaded is
Mrs. H. H. Nash of Camden. She
has served in this capaci^r for two
years and previously was the county
clothing project leader.
She is
household management leader in her
own community at this time.
Mrs. Norris Waltz of Damariscotta
is the clothing project leader. She
is chairman of the women’s organi
zation in her town and is assistant
Under of the girls’ sewing club.
Mrs. Lena Webb of Warien is
((•unty household management lead
er. She has served in this capacity
two years.
The Executive board meets twice
each year to make plans for the or
ganization and to discuss with the
county agent the work which is being
conducted by the Extension Service
In tlie county.
SQUARE MEALS FOR HEALTH

Farm Bureau Members Have Practiz
cal Plan For Meals.

For the second year “square meals’’
have been served in the organized ex
tension communities of Knox-Lincoln
Counties. Thirteen communities are
following good food habits in plan
ning the meals to be served at farm
bureau extension meetings. As for
1927 each menu planned has been sent
to the home demonstration agent for
approval before it was served. Each
approved meal contained a meat or
meat substitute, one or two vege
tables besides potatoes a whole grain
food, milk in some form, water and
fruit and if possible a green. Each
day's meals should* Contain all these
food elements in order to promote the
best health.
Estimated costs of these meals aro
all less than 25 cents for each person
served, and in some communities the
cost lias been less than 20 cents. Each
meal served should not take more
than 7 4 minutes to prepare, ff served
at foods meetings, and not more Sian
40 for preparing meals at other meet
ings. Forty minutes is allowed for
clearing away and washing dishes.
Taking these points into considera
tion the meals served were scored.
So far in the year, the total should be
eight meals served. The following
number of meals have been served
with the total scores of; Aina, 100;
i Bunker Hill. 72%; Camden 87%.
Damariscotta. 87%:
Damariscotta.
Mills. 87%: East Union, 107%; Hope,
112%. Montsweag. 70; Nobleboro,
50; Rockport. 60%; Simonton, 50;
j Union, 59%.
E. R writes: “Please add to >our
’Mainly Proverbial.’ this one from
the Rushville Republican: ‘Nowadays
it's getting so that where th?re ij
smoko Uiere must be girls.'**’

Danger of Polluted
Drinking Water May Be
Avoided

Enlightened people recognize the
menace < f polluted waters, realize the
futility of dosing those waters with
chlorine, and take steps to improve
and prevent sue I. conditions.
Drinking vaic" which is polluted by
sewage contains the dread germs of
typhoid, dysentery and enteritis, tilth
.Ureases all. inexcusable because pre
ventable. True, these germs may he
kiWed by boiling the water, then vour
stoinacli becomes a graveyard instead
if an aquarium! Polluted water used
'or bathing induces boils, skin erup
tions. it affects the delicate mem
branes «if the nose, causing colds, if it
mters the ears it predisposes to mas
toiditis.
Public health oflieials understand
this problem and by their untiring
efforts have made remarkable prog
ress in the betterment of this situa
tion in the cities and larger towns. In
‘he rural districts health regulations
are less stringent and the individual
must assume responsibility.
One of the major attacks on ty
phoid has involved the use of con
crete. It is with this material that
city sewage treatment plants are
built. Such plants, properly engi
neered and operated, render the
wastes of a community so harmless
that they may he turned into our lakes
ind streams without danger of pol
luting these natural waterways.
But the country dweller need not
be without similar advantages. Vour
State Health Department recom
mends the concrete septic tank as a '
most efficient means of treating house
sewage and ending the fear of typhoid
fever, it is a modified form of the city
sewage treatment plant, hut it re
quires no attention and very infre
quent cleaning out.
The usual type of concrete septic
tank is simply an airtight concrete
box. in which sewage is dissolved and
digested by a combination of natural
bacterial and chemical action, the ef
fluent, or overflow being rendered in
offensive and unobjectionable, pre
senting the appearance of clear water,
but still carrying a few of the dread
germs, and requiring further treat
ment and dissipation through a
simple system of ordinary drain tile,
laid with open joints, about 18 inches
underground.
Tlie recommended size of concrete
septic tank for the average family is
throe feet wide by seven feet long,
by five feet deep. It must he providi’fl with ail airtight concrete cover
slab, and should he placed deep
enough so at least one foot of loam
can caver it, providing for conceal
ment in the lawn.
freezing need
be feared, because of the chemical
action which induces heal. If prop
erly installed, such a tank will re
quire clean out about once in five
years—eases of 10 or more years are
not infrequent. Eighteen bags of
Portland cement will be sufficient, and
the completed east is no more than
for a well-constructed old fashioned
cesspool.
Water supply pollution is prevented
by the concrete septic tank, and it
makes possible a real city bath
room in the country home. The Maine
State Department of Health at Augusta
publishes a free booklet on this sub
ject. Vour county agent w ill be glad
to supply additional information, free
literature, and advice.

Doege Brother.s
NEW AND LARGER.

Victory 5ix
The Only Car With These
Revolutionary New Features
Consider, first, these vital and exclusive Victory Six
advantages:
It is the only car in the world with a chassis frame
the full width of the body. In other words, it is the
only car in the world with no body overhang, thus
reducing sidesway to a new minimum and resulting
in one of the steadiest cars ever built.
It is the only car in the world with double steel walls
—like a battleship—and this means greater sturdiness
and safety.

It is the only car in the world without body sills, be
cause the body-wide Victory chassis frame takes their
lace—thus increasing the head room, enhancing the
eauty of the lines and lowering the all-important
center of gravity.

C

Moreover, the Victory Six is splendidly rugged and
free from body noises—negotiates sharp curves with
out body-sway—and is one of the greatest hill climbers
in America.
Now available in nine beautiful new body styles.
With increased head room and leg room—w ider and
higher door openings—greater vision — a striking
range of fashionable new color effects—and cushion
improvements that represent the last word in room
iness and luxury.
PRICES — Ttnriitg Car, Im;; RoaJs/er,

Coupe,
f-Do»rSedan, t><W, DeLuxeXoJan, Si i7o;l)el.uxe
j-pan. Coupe, Si 170; Spirt Roajtitr,
Sport
Touring Car, $1245; Sport Sedan, $1394—f. o. A. Detroit

ALSO DODGE BROTHERS STANDARD SIX $895
Greater comfort and convenience added to smooth
ness and flexibility. A smart, well-equipped, thorough
ly dependable motor car. Distinctive and-enduring
hues in the prevailing mode. PRICES—Coupe, $875;

^■door Sedan, $8^y; Cabriolet,

o. b. Detroit

DYER’S GARAGE

No

54 Park Street

Stenographic reports were made of
a series of lessons for elementary
grades prepared under the supervision of the efficiency committee of the
central division of the Illinois State
Teachers Association during the

Rockland, Maine

years 1925 to 1927. The lessons illust rate the teaching of reading, goJ ography, nature study, language, and
arithmetic. The reporting was done
< by expert stenographers, and precautions were taken to prevent re-

touching the, lessons. The lissom*
W’cre thus reproduced verbatim as
they were given in the classroom:
they were published in pamphlet
form by the Public School Publishing Co.. Bloomington. 111.

HIS YEARLY PROFIT
Farmer Takes Poultry Into
Account—No Longer Pin
Money Pastime.
The time when the farm poultry
flock was a “pin money” pastime for
the farmer's wife is gone. The farmer
who does not make his chickens con
tribute liberally to his yearly ppoflt is
overlooking one of his surest sources
of income in the opinion of authorities
interested in lettering farm con
ditions.
The whole secret of bigger profits
from farm poultry is contained in
three simple thing}*—better stock,
more hens and better methods. It is
just about as easy to handle several
hundred liens as it a few Good layers
eat no more feed than low producers,
while the former return a good profit
for the care they get.
Farm bureaus and State agricul
tural experiment stations have been
stressing the need of better farm
flocks for several years past. Now
comes the hatcheryman himself, join
ing the battle to eliminate the
“scrubs” from the farms of the coun
try by pledging himself to improved
quality of his chicks.
Leading hatcheries recently united
under the slogan Hatchery (’hicks
For Greater Profits” promising fair
dealing, cooperation with the farmer
in raising the chicks purchased, and
better quality stock to increase the
profits from the farmer's flock.
The United States Agricultural De
partment reports Indicate good egg
prices for the coming year, as well as
a profitable market for poultry as
meat. Nearly all students of market
prices agree with this forecast. With
a favorable season just ahead the
farmer with the largest flocks produc
ing large numbers of eggs is going to
reap the greatest profit.
Farm families have been too prone
to look upon the poultry flock as a
minor side line instead of uric of their
most reliable sources of income
Particularly in winter, when egg
prices arc high, and other farm opera
tions arc at a standstill, can the farm
home secure a steady and lucrative
profit if its flocks are of the kind
which are capable of turning out a
steady supply of eggs.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Sine* 1840 this firm haa
faithfully aarvad tha fami
lies of Knex Caunty.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 450; Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

When the batteryman tells you
this, you feel almost as good as
when the dentist says, "No cavities ”
RIVE into the Exide Service Station
once a month, or oftener if you like,
and get a check-up on your battery.
will take only a few minutes for this in
spection. And you can always start a
trip with your battery off your mind.
Perhaps a little water added or a cleaning
of the terminals may save you consider
able expense and inconvenience later.

D

Every car-owner welcome, no matter
what battery he uses. We service all
makes, and you’ll find our staff courteous,
efficient, and anxious to please. Drive in
today or phone when you need battery
service.

It

When you need a new battery
you ’ll get the most for your money
in an Exide—made by The Electric
Storage Battery Company, world's
largest manufacturers of storage
batteries for every purpose.

PDfrcc. 6 vd‘-11 p,a‘e $8.75
rKlLCO . e volt—H plate jllO.lO and up

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Chapman s ruling, always strictly ad
hered to, he reinstated. The program:

Se'doni has the Bangor auditorium
presented a more animated and bril
i
liant scene than on October 24.
when the Eastern Milne Festival
presented in concert Ca mela Pon j
selle, mezzo-soprano of the • Metro
politan Opera Co., the Festival Chorus
in«l the Bangor Symphony Orchestra
the direction of Adelbert Wells
Women’s Full Fashioned inder
'p ague. Gav bunting. Hags and the
setting of th*' stage backALL NEWEST COLORS nodernist
round relieved the ugliness cf the
Square, pointed and the new •u’ldng. and the bright and varied .
'ves of the ladies’ gowns in the
TRIPLETOE FRENCH HEE1 •horns made the stage itself look like
Chiffon, medium and service i flower garden. Ushers from the
of Maine in their e »rr-ct
weights.
Tripletoe 34 year- University
•venirg attire hurrying to ai d fro to
reputation your guarantee.
al<e care of the rush and the hum
Full value.
Popu'ar prices. >f the voices everywhere combined
ith the fascinating motley of
Tripletoe Hosiery for the
sounds from the orchestra “tuning
whole family at Best Shops. up.” lent a lively air of anticipation.

Carl Nicolai
Windsor

Musterole is easy to apply and
works right away. It may prevent a
cold from turning into “flu” or pneu
monia. It does all the good work of
grandmother’s mustard plaster.
Musterole is recommended by many
doctors and nurses. Try Musterole
for sore throat, cold on the chest,
rheumatism, lumbago, pleurisy, stiff
neck, bronchitis, asthma, neuralgia,
congestion, pains and aches of the
back and joints, sprains, 9ore muscles,
bruises, chilblains, frosted feet—
colds of all sorts.
To Mother*: Musterole is also
made in milder form for
babies and small children.
Ask for Cl ildran’s Musterole.
Jars & Tubes

Part One
Overture to the Merry Wives of

Orchestra
George Frederick Handel—Hallelujah Chorus
front The Messiah
Chorus

Giuseppe Verdi—Aria : “0 Don Fatal” from
Hon Carlos
Carmela Ponselle
Edward German—Three bailees from Henry
VIII.
1 Morris Dance
ii. Shepherd's Dance
III. Torch Dance
Orchestra
Edward .lakobowski Cat nival Chorus from
l a Tarentella
Chorus
Fr:.n : Peter Schubert (1 ?',•?-1S2S)
I. la' Moment Musical
<!’»> Marche .Militate

II.

Orchestra
(at Serenade (Staendchen) with
Violin Obligato
(hi Whither? (Wohin)
Carmela Ponselle
The Omnipotence

*♦*♦

When You Catch Cold
Rub On Musterole

(Die

All-

niaclit)
Carmela Ponselle. ('horns and Orchestra
111 First Movement from the “Un-'
linislted” Symphony Allegro moderato
Orchestra

Finally the orchestra were in their
places, the hour of 8.15 was sounded,
and Mr. Sprague entered amid a burst
Part Two
of applause. His baton came down
Felix Mendelsshon-Bartholdy—“He Watching
smartly, every player was at atten • over Israel” from Elijah
tion. and with the first signal the
Chorus
overture from “The Merry Wives of Camille Saint-Saens— Aria : “Mon foeur s’ouvre
ta voix” from Samson and Delilah
Windsor’ was /.egun and the concert
Carmela Ponselle
was on its way.
Benjamin Godard ................ Adagio Pathettque
Orchestra
The ruling daring Mr. Chapman’s
i .i i C trl Kohtn .................................. Nocturne
day—that no person should enter dur
(b> Fritz -Spindler ............... Cavalry Song
ing a number—has apparently been
Chorus
(a) NIc.do Picclnl .. Se II Clel Ml Divide
done away with, as all through the
<b>
Claude
Archllle
Debussy .... Mandoline
overture was a steady confusion of
(ci Richard Strauss ................. Zuel Nung
late comers finding their seats and
(4) Ei uik La Forge ............................... Hills
Carmela Ponselle
moving about. It was annoying, not
Haivorsen—Triumphal March of the
only to the serious listeners, but to .lolian
Boyaids
the orchestra, as was reflected in the
Orchestra
unevenness of their opening number,
Bangor deserves high praise for its
an unevenness that didnotoceur again. splendid symphony orchestra. It is
It is not untimely to suggest that Mr. i a wonderful thing for a city to pos

1

WEATHER STRIPS
Chamberlin’s Are the Best. Any
one wishing estimates please leave
address at The Courier-Gazette
office. W. C. PUTNAM, Gen. Agt.

129*131

Batter than a muitard platter

sess an institution of the sort, which
embraces much talent drawn from the
younger musicians and provides an
impetus for developing, musical taste
; nd skill. Mr. Sprague gives to the
work as conductor whole-hearted
serii us attention. On all sides is
heard warmest words of approbation,
which he justly deserves,
i The organization embraces nearly

75 musicians, ranging from the late
teens to mature years. There are sev
eral young women in the ensemble,
among them Miss Murray, a sister to
Mrs. Philip Jones, who has visited
many times in Rockland. Another
member of interest is I.inwood Bowen
the young high school student who
conducted with such skill the Bangor
High School Orchestra at the State
Federation of Music Clubs in this city
on Junior Day. He plays the trom
bone.
The "Three Dances" from Henry
VIII. by Edward German were very
interesting numbers, the "Torch
Dance" being the high light, with its
vividness and brilliance. All the
Schubert numbers were splendidly
played, as was the "Adagio Pathetique" and the spirited "March ot
the Boyards" which made a brilliant
ending for thp program.
Mr. Sprague brings dignity and
understanding to his conducting, and
calls forth a serious attention from his
musicians that explains their good
work.
••••
The chorus of 350 had 73 members
from upper high school classes and 100
or more university students. It was
refreshing to hear the younger voices
and see so many youthful singers. It
was getting to be distressful that no
young life was being infused into the
Festival chorus and Mr. Sprague s ef
forts to combine school activities with
permanent civic institutions Is most
commendable. Perhaps these young
singers do not give to the "old-timers" ,
oratorio numbers for example, the
understanding that older singers do. |
hut their feet are on the first rung of
the ladder and their receptive minds'
assure us that they can learn; and
what they lack at this day is jnore
than compensated for by their fresh
ppealing voices.
It has to be admitted that the "Hal
lelujah Chorus" was not up to stand
ard. The chorus sang uncertainly
ti.d the orchestra completely covered
he singers, particularly In the softer
passages. And again in the Carnival
Chorus from "La Tarentella," the
horus sang uncertainly, with the or
chestra not always with them. But
in the "Omnipotence" they began to
get their stride and the remainder of
the work was splendidly done, prob
ably the "Elijah" being the high
light. Here the accompaniment was
finely done, and the singers gave the
number with expression and finish.
The "Cavalry Song" was spiritedly
sung and well received. The diction
,n the chorus work war not .always
commendable and .would be well to
stress the importance of this feature
in future work.

•••«

Eastern’s KINEO
FREE
42

Every-Other-Day
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Pc. Dinner Set

A handsomely decorated
42-pc. dinner set for six
people will he given eway
to each new member of the
Kineo Club.

Friendship d
Club! &
Special
Club Price
For
Star Kineo

Delivers
A

Kineo

to

your

home. Then you pay

$2 a week. We pay
the freight.

15 Days Free Trial
You can try a Kineo range

in your own kitchen for 15
days and if you are not ab

solutely satisfied we will
remove it and the trial will

cost you nothing. We want

you to’ be as sure as we

are that you are buying
the best.

Beautiful
Star Kineo

A Range So Perfectly Made
Must Cook Perfectly!
Kineo ranges are made by one of Maine s foremost manufac
Eastern
Furniture
turers. They are put together with the scientific precision of
Company,
a watch. The castings are 100'< pigiron, strengthened and
Rockland, Maine
Gentlemen: —
refined. You cannot buy a better range than the Kineo.
I enclose $5 deposit
on Star Kineo range
SEE THE NEW MODELS IN COLORED ENAMEL!
exactly
as
pictured
HAVE THE SALESMAN DEMONSTRATE!
above, complete with shelf

Other Kineos
$79, $85, $99, $110,

$125, $135

at your reduced Friendship
Club price of $65, freight
prepaid. If after 15 days free
trial I am perfectly satisfied with
Star Kineo. I will begin paying $2
weekly until fully paid. Otherwise
will return the range at your ex
pense. and you are to refund my $5
deposit.
Name

Address

Your Old Range Taken in Part Payment

Lovely Carmela Ponselle! From
the moment she appeared on the stage
she captivated. Of bewitching man
ner, beautifully gowned and an en
trancing artist she was fascinating.
Some of the chorus members say that
she was not at all pretty, that in re
pose her face wore a hard expression,
and when singing teas unpleasing.
From the audience she was simply
lovely, in a vivid brilliant way, with
bright black eyes and a flashing smile.
She wore a period costume, replica of
the famed Jenny Lind gown, of ivory
taffeta elaborately trimmed with
flounces and a deep bertha of heavy
silvery lace. She wore a sparkling
necklace and a tiara of brilliants, or
diamonds, in her hair which is raven
black and worn In glossy wide waves
close to the head. Her stage manner
and singing showed the innate actress
of a bewitching coquettishness and
an almost disconcerting naturalness
of manner at times, she never failed to
give serious attention to her finer
numbers.

NOW Is the Time For

BULBS
Immediate

You’ll like trading here

We pay the freight

planting

added beauty

in

Miss Alice Fuller and Mrs. Emma
Harvey have closed a successful sea
son at Stonington teaching music.
Miss F uller the piano and Mrs. Harvey
instruments. They devoted one day
each week to this work and at the
end of the season gave a joint recital
which was attended by a large num
ber of parents, relatives and interest
ed friends. Both have found the work
very interesting, and have at all times
had the cooperation of the parents.
Stonington affords no music teachers
or facilities for teaching, therefore
Miss Fuller and Mrs. Harvey have
jeen pioneers in this work there.
•••*

Insures

the spring.

We have a choice supply of

HYACINTHS—
NARCISSUSTULIPS—
CROCUSES—
FREESIA-rOXALIS—

Phoebe Crosby, dramatic soprano,
who has always held a paiticuiar in
terest for us, was wonderfully re
el ved in Cleveland, when recently she
ippeared as so.oist at the American
Railway convention. There were
more than 9.000 people in the audi
torium, an orchestra of 40 pieces as
sisting in the program. Miss Crosby
also appeared before a ladies’ club
and participated in several social
events given in her honor. She knows
very well Carmela Ponselle. having
appeared on joint programs with her,
and is warm in her praise for her. both
as an artist and a friend.

SNOWDROPS—

Write for Free Bulb Catalog,
quoting kinds, prices and direc
tions for planting.

ROYAL PEARL CHIPS
and

HYACINTH GLASSES

•♦••

Postage prepaid on Bulbs
purchased at the dozen price

Kendall & Whitney
70 Years a Seed Store

Maine

Portland

that every effort was stressed to se
cure for her the proper training to
place her where she is today, one of
the foremost prima donnas of this
country, if not the world. During this
period Carmela's voice developed
pr> mise, but all thought of her train
ing was dismissed until Rosa's future
was assured. But now Carmela is
coming into her own. and it is con
ceded by many critics that she will
equal the fame of her talentPd sister

In the chorus from Rockland were
noted Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Greene. Mr. and Mrs. E.
F. Berry. Miss Hope Grcenhalgh, Miss
Caroline Littlefield, Miss Katherine
Keating. Mrs. S. Constantine, Miss
Mabel Lamb. Mrs. Florence Me
Millan.
I could not estimate the audience,
but judging from the seating capacity
of 5.000 there must have been in the

Her ‘O Don Fatale" demonstrated
a finished artist. Her finest work
was in the Schubert numbers "Sere
nade" and "Whiter?" particularly
the "Serenade" with its comparable
legato. The Saint-Saens aria was
very well done, and in her last group
the Debussy and Strauss numbers
were the high lights. LaForge's mag
nificent "Kills" was a disappoint
ment; Miss Ponselle's rendition of it
lacked .rase—there seemed to be con
tinued effort and a suggestion of
tiredness in her voice which lacked
the necessary freedom in her higher
tones for such a tremendous song.
••••
Miss Ponselle was the soul of
graciousness and conveyed the feel
ing to her audience which listened
breathless, that she was enjoying her
self hugely. She responded with enccre after encore—among them a de
lightful clock song, a darling song
about a "downy brownie that tip
toes down the stairs." "He Loves Me.
He Loves Me Not," "Annie Laurie.'
"O Sole Mio," the Habanera from
‘Carmen," "Home Sweet Home," and
several others. The Habanera was
ravishing, with its coquettishness
her by-play with a red rose being too
lovely for words. Two of her encores
were sung to the chorus.
Ellmer Zoller played understand
ing and artistic accompaniments for
Miss Ponselle. and A. Stanley Cayting
of Bangor as violin obligatist in the
“Serenade" was wholly adequate and
lent added beauty to the number.
••••
After one group of songs Miss
Ponselle was presented with a bou
quet of beautiful roses from which she
extracted two blooms, one each for
Mr. Sprague and her accompanist.
They were accepted with blushes
which rivalled the brilliance of the
roses.
Once she appeared very warm and
her "Whew!” was eloquent and
brought forth appreciative laughter.
After her last group when called ■
and recalled, she came directly to the I
front of the stage and folding her |
hands demurely over her breast, sang ,
softly,
without
accompaniment. I
"Good-night, ladies," then slowly
left the stage waving her handker- I
chief to the chorus and audience.1
kissing her hands, until she was lost
to view.
i
••••
Her voice is a real mezzo-soprano
although she was programmed as
soprano. There is almost the depth
of a contralto in the lower notes and
a splendid range in the higher tones,
yet lacking the freedom the real so
prano voice has. It is a glowing warm
voice with lovely soft tones, and al
ways one of great beauty unless
forced, as was shown in "O Sole Mio"
and "Hills," the only two numbers on
her program which really did not
command admiration.

•••«

Furniture Company, Rockland

neighborhood of 3500. Tile galleries
were well filled, and there were no
great number of vacant floor seats.
The audience at all times was atten
tive and responsive.
*•••

It has been recognized in the Pon
selle family whose home was in
Meriden, Conn., that Rosa was the
most promising of the children, and

Are Ijou
Ready
When your
Children

Cry for it
13 ABV has little upsets at times.
All your care cannot prevent
them. But you can be prepared.
Then you can co what any ex
perienced nurse would do—what
most physicians would tell you to
do—give a few drops of plain
Castoria. No sooner done than
Baby is soothed; relief is a mat
ter of moments. Yet you have
eased your child without use of a
single doubtful drug; Castoria is a
vegetable product. So it’s safe to
use as often as an infant has any
little pain you cannot pat away.
And it’s always ready for the
crueler pangs of colic, or consti
pation, or diarrhea which must be

checked without delay. Twentyfive million bottles were bought
last year.

CASTORIA

The exercises given at the high
school Tuesday morning when Mr.
Burpee’s beautiful painting was un
veiled, as told in Tuesday’s issue of
Applicants must have reached their
ANOTHER “EXAM”
this paper, were most interesting.
I 23d but not their 57th birthday on
But the deplorable fact that so few
the date of the examination. These
know the words of “The Star Spangled As More Agents Are De j age limits do not apply to persons
Banner’’ was emphasized again. Those
to preference because of
sired By the Bureau of entitled
who had singing books sang with
military or naval service. The Bu-»
their eyes glued to the words;, those
1 reau of Prohibition states that mete
Prohibition
who were minus the hooks sang un
are desired for the positions.
certainly. Is the suggestion un
The examination will consist of
The
U.
S.
Civil
Service
Commission
timely that all pupils learn the words
mental tests, practical reports based
to “The Star Spangled Banner" and announces the second examination
on the duties of tl$e position, and a
"America” so they can sing our two for agents under the Bureau of Pro
rating on training, experience, and
splendid national songs wholeheart hibition.
The examination held last year fitness. Those who do not meet the
edly, with spirit and patriotic feeling?
requirement
failed to furnish a sufficient num minimum experience
ber of eligibles for many of the pro will not be admitted to the written
NO MOOSE SEASON
hibition districts. The new exam test. Those who qualify in the writ
There will be no open season for ination will be held throughout the ten part of the examination will be
country to supply the shortage of el- called for a personal interview and
hunting moose in Maine this year, igihles and to provide a register from will be subject to a further investi
reports
the contrary notwith which vacancies occurring later gation of their fitness. The finger
standing. it was announced Tues may he filler!. Applications for the prints of all applicants Who are in
day at the Department of Inland examination will be received by the vestigated will be taken and will be
Civil Service Commission until Nov. used to check the accuracy of the
Fisheries and Game. There is every
applicants' statements as to arrezt,
20th.
indication, it is stated that moose
The entrance salaries for agents indictment, or conviction for crirfap
hunting in Maine will not be permit range from $2,300 to $2,800 a year. or misdemeanor.
Full information mny be obtained
ted for several years to come by rea As the Bureau of Prohibition states
son of the slaughter of this animal that it will be its policy to fill the from the United States Civil Service
during the six days’ open season in positions of investigator and inspect Commission, Washington. D. C., or
eight counties last Fall. During that or by promotion, persons desiring from the Secretary ot the United
period over 100 bull moose and 11 appointment
to
those
positions States Civil Service Board at the post
cow moose were killed.
should enter the agent examination. I office or customhouse in any city.

The New Water Rates
The Camden & Rockland Water Company publishes for the information of its customers the essential fea
tures of the new schedule of rates. These rates were filed with the Public Utilities Commission October 20, to
become effective January 1, 1929. More detailed information may be had at the office of the Company regard
ing the application of these rates to seasonal consumers and other special cases.

FLAT OR FIXTURE RATES
Present Rate
New Rate
For each family or service ...............$10.00 per year $12.00 per year
For first water closet ....................... 5.00 per year
5.00 per year
Each additional water closet .......... 3.00 per year
3.00 per year
First bath tub...................................... 5.00 per year
5.00 per year
Each additional bath tub.................. 2.00 per year
2.00 per year
Private Stables and garages—each
animal or automobile.................... 3.00 per year
3.00 per year
Hand hose ....................................
5.00 per year
5.00 per year
Lawn Sprinkler................................ 10.00 per year
10.00 per year

METER RATES FOR ANNUAL CONSUMERS
NEW RATE

PRESENT RATE

First 2000 cu. ft. per month 30c per 100 cu. ft.
Next 8000 cu. ft. per month, 20c per 100 cu. ft.

All in excess of the first 10,000 cu. ft per month,
aa
r
10c per 100 cu. ft.
....
,-aa
<■«,..
Minimum rate $4.00 per quarter for % meters.
... .
4.CAA
r »/••
Minimum rate $5.00 per quarter tor ^4 meters.

Minimum rate $1 5.00 per quarter for 1” meters.
Minimum Rate $25.00 per quarter for 1•/£’’ meters.
Minimum rate $50.00 per quarter for 2” meters.

For
ser\ices rendere^ by
the f ,°llowing
quarterly ready-to-serve charge shall be made:
For a %-inch meter...........................................$ 2.00
For a ^-inch meter........................................... 3.00
For a 1 -inch meter............................................. 5.00
For a 1 J^-inch meter......................................... 10.00
For a 2-jnch meter.................................... ........ 18.00
For a 3-inch meter............................................. 40.00
For a 4_inch meter............................................. 79 Q0
For a 6-inch meter............. .......................... .....150.00

In addition thereto for all water drawn there shall
be charged:
First 2,000 cu. ft. per month
30c per 100 cu. ft.
Next 8,000 cu. ft. per month
20c per 100 cu. ft.
Next 190,000 cu. ft. per month 10c per 100 cu. ft.
All in excess of the first 200,000 cu. ft. per
month,
7^c per 100 cu. ft.

SERVICE FOR FIRE PROTECTION
FiRE HYDRANTS FOR PRIVATE AND MUNICIPAL USES
t

Present Rate
$35.00 per year

New Rate
$75.00 per year

Hydrants for

fire purposes only,

each ............................

Hydrants for

fire purposes only,

Camden .......................................... 35.00 per year

75.00 per year

Hydrants for

fire purposes only,

Thomaston ..................................... 35.00 per year ,

75.00 per year

Hydrants for

fire purposes only,

Rockport ......................................... 35.00 per year

75.00 per year

Hydrants for

fire purposes only,

Rockland ........................................ 35.00 per year

75.00 per year

CONNECTIONS FOR SPRINKLER SERVICE
Present Rate
2” connection . ........................ $ 40.00 per year
3” connection ........................ 60.00 per year
4” connection ... ....................... 80.00 per year
5” connection . ....................... 100.00 per year
6” connection . ........................ 120.00 per year

t i-

New Rate

'•j

Same as

•J 4a

at present

i
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